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ABSRACT

The amatory epigrams of Dioscorides have been largely ignored by scholars. The
bulk of the comment that his erotic poems have received has concerned the text; little has
been written in way of appreciation of the poetic craft of the epigrammatist. In this thesis
I have focused on developing a critical appreciation of the amatory epigrams of
Dioscorides. I have devoted each chapter to one of the thirteen epigrams of Dioscorides,
with the exception of chapters four, seven and eight. In these chapters I have dealt with
the epigrams which seem to have been written in the same tradition. The chapters break
down as follows: chapter one deals with A.P. 5. 138; chapter two 5. 55; chapter three 5.
54; chapter four 12. 37 and 5. 56; chapter five 12.42; chapter six 12. 14; chapter seven 5.
53 and 193; chapter eight 5.52 and 12. 170; chapter nine 12. 171; chapter ten 12. 169.
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PREFACE
In this thesis I have leaned more towards a critical appreciation of the epigrams of
Dioscorides, rather than a standard, line-by-line, philological commentary. I have chosen
this route for two reasons: there is already a standard edition of the epigrams of
Dioscorides, Hellenistic Epigrams; this is a learning experience for me and a formal
philological commentary might fall outside the boundaries of my abilities. I have used
Gow-Page's text for the epigrams of Dioscorides, a text which is reliable, critical and
frequently cited by many commentators. I have followed other scholars 1 in categorizing
the epigrams of Dioscorides in terms of types of poetry and placed them in their larger
literary context where possible so as to bring out the poetic craft of Dioscorides, i.e. to
show the degree of imitation, variation, and novelty in Dioscorides. Similarly, I have
paid close attention to the literary motifs employed by the epigrammatist. In the course
of my investigation, I have discussed the more striking effects of rhythm and sound
where I have considered it important for an appreciation of the poem to do so. I have
couched such comments in tentative terms, acknowledging the fact that remarks of this
kind are subjective. For purposes of clarity I have considered the speaker of the poem to
be the poet unless it is clear that the speaker is not the poet.
Many thanks are due the members of my advisory committee: to my thesis
supervisor, D,r. Murgatroyd, whose scholarship, thoroughness and patience have been
much appreciated, to Dr. Slater for his solid advice and to Dr. Kingston for his many
helpful comments.

1 Cf. e.g. NISBET-HUBBARD, pp. xv ff.; FORDYCE, pp. 92, 96 f., 128 f.; MCKEOWN,
pp. 7 f., 76 f., 121 f.; 162 ff.; MURGATROYD, 1991, pp. 48 ff.; 71 ff.; 99 ff.
IV

Finally, I would like to dedicate this thesis to my wife for her support and
confidence, and to my mother who never let me settle for less.
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INTRODUCTION
We know very little about Dioscorides. 1 Meleager2 refers to him by a periphrasis
in his preface and the only other reference to him occurs (presumably) in the scholiast to
Apollonius of Rhodes3 concerning Amphion's lyre, 'Lilv M Aupav co-B-ijVaL ' Af.tcp LOV Iuno Moucwv CPllCL, LlLOCKOPLCllC M uno' AnOAA())VOC. D.'s works contain little
biographical evidence; however there is a clue as to his floruit, which comes from an
epigram of his on the dramatist Machon. 4 Machon was approximately contemporaneous
with Callimachus, whose life extended into the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes;5 thus, it would
seem logical to conclude that D. wrote his epitaph on Machon after the death of the
dramatist,6 and so the end of the reign of Euergetes (221 B.C.) is a possible terminus post

quem for the floruit of D. This time period also seems right for a poet who imitated
Asclepiades and Callimachus, and was imitated by Antipater of Sidon.? Little is known of
the birth place of D.,8 although he seems to have been closely connected with Egypt and
Alexandria: he mentions the yearly flood of the Nile twice;9 he complains about a low-born
victor of a race at Alexandria; 10 he alludes to a dedication to Aphrodite-Arsinoe;ll he
composed an epitaph on a Samian woman who was buried beside the Nile. 12

1Dioscorides will be referred to as "D." from now on.
2See A.P. 4. 1. 24, OC LlLOC KOUpWV EcXev E3tWVUI-tLT]V.
3S ee GOW-PAGE, 2 p. 235.
4See A.P. 7. 708, which is ostensibly written on the tomb of the dramatist Machon of Alexandria.
5S ee GOW-PAGE, 2 pp. 257 f.
6S ee GOW-PAGE, 2 p. 258.
7See GOW-PAGE, 2. p. 235.
8 NB that A.P. 7. 178, which is ascribed in one MS to a Dioscorides of Nicopolis (C dc TLWivl}T]
bOUAov AuMv ytvoc bLOCKOPLbou NLK03tOAL1:0U); but this ethnic is by no means secure (in MS J e L C
bouAov nvu Aubov U3tO 'tOU i,Mou bec3to'tou {}U3t't0l-tevov; in MS PI A LlLOCKOPLbou ot bE
N LKapxou); cf. also RE 5. 1128; GOW -PAGE, 2 p. 268.
9S ee. A.P. 7. 76; 9. 568.
lOSee A.P. 11. 363.
IlSee A.P. 6. 290.
12See A.P. 7. 166.
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Of the works of D., we have only forty epigrams, which may be classified as
follows:

1. Amatory epigrams (thirteen) 13
2. Dedicatory epigrams (three) 14
3. Sepulchral epigrams (twenty)15

4. Epideictic epigrams (twO)16
5. Satirical epigrams (two).17
Dioscorides was a versatile auther who wrote epigrams of varying lengths; however we
have no example of a poem of D. shorter than four lines; the bulk of his epigrams are
longer.
Since I have discussed at length the amatory poems of D. in the text of the thesis, I
shall make some mention by way of introduction to the other epigrams in the corpus of D.
D. shows a keen interest in literary history, and several of his epigrams centre upon or
allude to important literary figures: in 7.351 D. reworks the quarrel between Archilochus
and the daughters of Lycambes; in 7. 450 D. recalls Philaenis and the controversy which
attributes to hef1:o :J'tEPI, acppobLcLWV aK6A.actov cuyypaf.tf.ta;18 he wrote (presumably)
imaginary epitaphs on such poets as Sappho,19 Anacreon,20 Thespis,21 Aeschylus,22
Sophocles,23 Sositheus,24 Machon. 25 D. also shows some antiquarian interest in Hyagnis

13See A.P. 5. 52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 138; 193; 12. 14; 37; 42; 169; 170; 171.
14See A.P. 6. 126; 220; 290.
15See A.P. 7. 31;37;76; 162; 166; 167; 178;229;351;407;410;411;430;434;450;456;484;485;
707; 708.
16See A.P. 9. 340; 568.
17SeeA.P. 11. 195; 363.
18S ee Ath. 8. 335 B.
19See A.P. 7. 407.
2oSee A.P. 7. 31.
21See A.P. 7. 410.
22SeeA.P. 7. 411.
23See A.P. 7. 37.
24See A.P. 7. 707.
25See A.P. 7. 708.
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and his invention of the pipes;26 while in another epigram D. exploits a more
contemporaneous theatrical form, the pantomime.27
D. was a typical Hellenistic epigrammatist: his style was compact, sharply focused
and witty. D. had the ability to say a lot with just a word or two; often a word or phrase is
packed with many implications and associations. 28 Subtle allusions are made throughout
his amatory epigrams often through teasingly ambiguous 29 vocabulary or pointed
imagery.3o He had a sharp eye for detail and was keenly aware of the stock literary motifs
and themes of his predecessors, which is clearly brought out through such techniques as
variation31 and imitation. 32
Humour is an important part of D.'s erotic poetry and it is developed in several
ways: irreverence, boldness, napanpoBoKLav and wit. 33 Two epigrams in particular are
l':trikinp
in thil':
...
------ . . . -re.l':ne.ct
- . . . r- - -, A _P_
----~--o

~

l:)_ :S4
l:)l:)_
No- other
-- - and
----- - - _.
- ----- extant
-------- -Hellenistic
--------- -- - eni2Tam
- r-o- ----- contains
- - ---- -----

such shocking yet skilfully handled descriptions of sexual intercourse; such a degree of
explicit content seems to have been unequaled until the time of Martial and Rufinus
centuries later. D. could also show a range of other moods in his epigrams, such as
bitterness and anger, pity34 and (perhaps) genuine caring and affection. 35
As a lover D.'s persona seems playful. Whether at a festival or a entertainment
event, D. has the ability to wryly create an erotic situation. 36 Similarly, several epigrams
which ostensibly portray a lover, who seems genuinely rapt, are cleverly undercut with

26S ee A.P. 9. 340.
27SeeA.P. 11. 195.
28See ch. 3 pp. 36 f.; 4 pp. 45 ff.; 5 pp. 55 f.; 7 pp. 70 ff.; 8 pp. 79 f.; 10 pp. 87 f.
29See ch. 1 pp. 7 ff., 14; 2 pp. 19 ff.; 8 pp. 78 ff.
30See ch. 1 pp. 6, 14; ch. 2 pp. 23 ff.; ch. 3 pp. 35 ff.; ch. 4 pp. 45 ff.; ch. 5 pp. 53 ff.; ch. 6 pp. 63 ff.;
ch. 7 pp. 70 ff.; ch. 8 p. 80; ch. 10 pp. 88 ff.
31See ch. 1 pp. 6 f.; 2. pp. 16, 19; 3 p. 32; 4 pp. 43 f.; 6 pp. 61 ff.; 8 pp. 74 f.; 9 pp. 82 f.; 10 pp. 88 f.
32See ch. 1 pp. 5 f.; 2 pp. 18 f.; 4 pp. 47 f.; 5 pp. 52 f.; 7 p. 71; 8 pp. 75 ff.
33See ch. 1. pp. 13 f.; 2 pp. 28 ff.; 3 pp. 33 f., 37 f.; 4 pp. 43 f.
34See A.P. 5. 52; 12. 42.
35See A.P. 12. 171.
36See A.P. 5. 53; 54; 138; 193
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humorous situations and/or sharp turns of phrase. 37 D. comes across as an experienced
lover; he does not seem to have been the type to focus on one or two beloveds, in fact ten
different love interests are named,38 and his amatory poems are almost evenly distributed
between heterosexual and homosexual relations. Nevertheless, D. was not simply a

desultor amoris; he was capable of emotional involvement. 39

37See A.P. 5. 53; 54; 55; 138; 193; 12. 169.
38See A.P. 5. 53. 1; 55. 2,8; 12. 14. 1; 37. 1; 42. 1; 169. 1; 170. 4; 171. 2.
39See A.P. 12. 171.

CHAPTER ONE: A.P. 5.138
"I:rt:rtov 'Afrllvl,OV lJCEV EfA,OL KUKOV' EV :rtUpL :rtdcu
"IALoc ilv, Kayw KE(VlJ UfA,' ECPAEY0fA,UV,
tou 6Ekuctl Auvurov 6EK!hYJ :rtovov' ev 6' BVL cpeYYEL
't<Q 'to'tE KUL TproEC Kayw a:rtroAofA,E'fru.

Earlier poets had written poems describing how they had been completely
overwhelmed with love upon seeing someone or listening to someone's voice;2 5.138
shows a thematic link to two earlier Hellenistic epigrams of Asc1epiades:
tT<Q 'fruAA<Q t AL6ufA,YJ fA,E CUVllp:rtUCEV, WfA,OL eyw M
'tllKOfA,aL WC KYJPOC :rtap :rtUpL, KaAAoc aprov.
cL 6f. fA,EAULVU, 'tL 'toiho; KUt, avitpuKEC' aAA' <hE KELVOUC
'fraAljJrofA,Ev AafA,:rtouc'
POOEaL KaAuKEc. (A.P. 5. 210)

wc

'H AUfA,UPll fA,' ihprocE <PLAu(VI,OV, cL of. 'to 'tpUUfA,U
fA,l) cucpec, aAA'
:rtOVOC OUE'tUL Elc OVUXu.
o'LXOfA,' ,"Epro'tEC, oAroAu, 61,O(X0fA,UL, Etc yap EXL6vuv
vuc'ta~rov E:rtE~YJV t i)o' e'fr(yov 't' 'U(6UL.
(A.P. 5. 162)3

a

lou bE f.cac was obelized by Gow-Page and there are probably as many emendations for this phrase as
there are words in this epigram; see GOW-PAGE, 1965, II p. 237. Interpretation of this line is
problematic if we accept the MS reading. Jacobs' understanding of the line did not meet with much favour,
"quamvis mihi nihil a decenni Graecorum oppugnatione timendum erat, i.e. quamvis ipse, non ut Ilium,
decem anf/orum expugnationem essem expertus."; cf. HECKER, 1843, P 53. "sententiam ineptissimam
esse iure monuit Iacobsius ... " However, Hecker's solution is not much clearer, "Simul cum Troia
incendio absumptus sum, licet non per decem annos Graecorum expugnationem extimuissem, i.e. licet
Troianus non essem"; see GIANGRANDE, 1967, pp. 44-45, who favours Hecker's interpretation although
his argument is not very convincing. 0 U bE f.cac may be interpreted as referring to an earlier part of
Athenion's song; namely, when the Greeks besieged or were in the process of besieging Troy (NB the aorist
participle bEl,cac.) The point may be that he did not fear the earlier part of the story (i.e. the story of the
ten years of the Danaans' suffering) because it did not have an erotic affect on him. It has been noticed that
5. 138 was imitated by Crinagoras (see Beckby, vol. 1 p. 675; MOLL, p. 28; GOW-PAGE, 1968, IIp.
214. FRASER, 1972, II p. 848 n. 342); but unfortunately only the first two lines follow D. 's layout:
'tOY CK03tOV Eu~or.Y]c CtALKU/-WVOC ljCEV 'ApLc'tw I Nau3tALov' EK f.tOA3tijc b' 0 {}pacuc
E<pAeyOf.tY]V. (A.P. 9. 429. 1-2). The situation is similar, the poet became enamoured of a singer named
Aristo while she was singing. Crinagoras states that he was brave and he burned (0 -&pacuc
£3tAEYO f.tY]v), perhaps -&pacuc is reminiscent of ou bE Lcac.
2See Archil. Fr 84. (PLG) -... MC'tY]voc EyKELf.taL 3to-&q> I <'hjJ1JXoc.... ; see also Sapph. 31.15-16 (PLF)
...'tE{}V<lKy]V b' OAl.yW '3tLbEUY]C I <pal.vof.t' Ef.t' mh~; cf. subsequently: A.P. 5.50; 132; Catul.
51; Hor. C. 1.13.
3NB the first two lines of A.P. 5.53 and 193 (Diose.) are directly influenced by 162.
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Both 210 and 162 show the poet captivated by the charms of a woman, while in 210 the
poet melts with love and in 162 he perishes with love. D. makes use of these motifs. In
short, he is captivated by the woman Athenion, he burns with fire and dies (metaphorically)
with passion.
But,S. 138 is not simply an amatory epigram; there are hints of another type of
poetry. D. has blended the amatory with the sepulchral. 5. 138 is set apart in that D. is
one of the first poets to blend these two kinds of poetry.4 D. was no stranger to
EJtLyp6.~~a1;a EJtL'tU~P La5

and the opening of 5.138 is not unlike the brief, scene-setting

introduction often used in sepulchral poetry, such as A.P. 7. 450.1, 'tije
~vij ~a

~a~f.Y]e

'to

<I> LAmv 1,()0C. 6 Often sepulchral poems relate the cause of death,? and 5.138

follows this tradition as well: Athenian's singing is the cause of D. 's metaphorical death.
Many epitaphs are written in such a way that the dead person seems to speak8 and 5. 138
can be interpreted in this way too. D. has died with passion and he is briefly recounting the
cause of his death. It was common in sepulchral poetry for the poet to end a line with a
word denoting death, e.g. At()y]e9 or't6.cpoe 10 or {}6.va'toc. l1 In 5. 138 Cm<.6Ao~d}a is
significantly placed. 12 The reader assumes that D. is relating a simple, amatory experience
until the last word which, in my opinion, suddenly highlights the sepulchral aspect. D.
stresses the extent of his passion: his fire is as great as that of all Troy and his death is put

4See A.P. 5. 162.4 (Asclep.), if the text is sound; cf. also n. II.
5See A.P. 7. 31; 37; 76; 162; 166; 167; 178; 229; 351; 407; 410; 411; 430; 434; 450; 456; 484; 485;
707; 708;
6See also A.P. 7. 266 (Leon.); 481 (Philet.); 495(Alc.Mess.); 510 (Call.); 538 (Anyte) etc.
7See A.P. 7. 495 (anon.); 500 (Asclep.); 503 (Leon.), etc.
8See A.P.7. 128 (Leon.); 172 (Antip.Sid.); 249 (Simon.); 450 (Diosc.).
9See A.P. 7. 13 ; 19 (Leon.); 25 (Simon.); 33 (Jul.Aegypt.); 178 (Diosc.); 190 (Anyte) etc.
10See A.P. 7. 76 (Diosc.); 124 (D.L.); 176 (Antiphil.); 183 (pannen.) etc.
11See A.P. 7. 88 (D.L.); 151 (anon.); 177 (Simon.).
12See A.P. 7. 435. 2 (Nic.); 524. 4 (Call.), which end in (brooM fld}a; 100.4 (Plato), which ends in
anooA.E cafltV; 272.2 (Call.), which ends in d nOAu flE VllV; see also 7. 213 (Arch.); 237 (Alph.); 258
(Simon.); 313; 336 (anon.) etc., which end in words with the meaning of "die".
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on the same level as all the Trojans who perished. D. cleverly tops this off by writing his
epigram with some aspects of an epitaph.
The context of A.P. 5.138 has been variously interpreted by commentators. There
are four important questions that must be addressed:
1. Was the occasion where D. saw Athenion a private or public occasion?

2. Did she recite or sing the Horse?
3. What kind of composition did she sing/recite?
4. Was Athenion the author or was she singing someone else's work?
Firstly, most commentators have supposed that Athenion sang at some sort of
public event,13 while a few others have supposed that she sangirecited at a private
symposium.1 4 The scholiast does not clarify the situation. He wrote E i.e ' Afrl'jv LOV
K6PllV L'payq>o6v, and it would follow that he interpreted the occasion to be public: a
L'payq>o6e is a performer (actor or singer) of tragedy15 or a writer of tragedy.l6

Unfortunately, there is no evidence that women wrote tragedies or acted in them at this
time 17 and in this respect it is likely that the scholiast has recorded a guess. 18 D. tells us
nothing that would imply a public event.1 9 The title, "I3t3tov,2o need not be the title of a
tragedy21 or even refer to tragedy --a topic which we shall discuss later. However, some
other kind of public event is possible (e.g. festivals often held competitions in poetry.)

13See GOW-PAGE, 1965, II p. 237; ROSTAGNI, p. 9; WEINREICH, p. 65; FRASER, 1972, I p. 595;
REITZENSTEIN, R.E. vol. 5 p. 1126. 20. With the exception of Rostagni, whose argument is not
convincing, no other commentator puts forth evidence that would preclude a private event.
14See WEBSTER, p. 143; GARRISON, p. 22.
15See LSJ s.v. 'tpaY<QMc 2.
16See LSJ s.v. 'tpaY<QMc 3.
17See ROSTAGNI, p. 9; see also WEINREICH, p. 65; WEBSTER, p. 143.
18See GOW-PAGE, 1965, I p. 237.
19See ROSTAGNI, p. 7, who thinks otherwise, "En aspice graece Equum Troianum in theatro Alexandrino
plane actitatum."
u
20 Imwv need not be the title; it may be an important word that recalled the work (e.g Mil VLV aeLlle as
opposed to 'III. Lalla aHlle).
21See ROSTAGNI, p. 11, who says, ,wIruwv tamen tragoediam exstitisse pro certo adfirmemus." He does
not cite any Greek precedent, only an Equos Trojanus by livius Andronicus and Naevius (p. 8).
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Again, nothing in this epigram precludes the possibility that Athenion was singing
at a private event of some kind. There are three possibilities for such an event: a private
party with the poet, Athenion and musical accompaniment;22 a select audience of literary
people, where poets tested out their own material;23 a symposium. The last possibility, I
think, is the most appealing. There are many examples of singers at symposia on RedFigure, the topos is as old as Homer,24 and, more importantly, there are parallels for
symposiasts being enamoured of singers at symposia. 2S Erotic songs were part of the
symposium of all periods. 26 Our earliest example occurs in the Odyssey where
Demodocus sings of the love affair between Aphrodite and Ares and their disclosure to an
audience of the gods. 27 Alexandrian poets did not always spell things out plainly for their
audience, often they depended on the audience's familiarity with a topos.28 D. does not
say that Athenion sang at a symposium, but his audience was well aware of the aspects of
the symposium and would suspect, as we should, that the name Athenion has a termination
often used by hetaerae. The name is very rare. 29 Names of women ending in the
diminutive - LOV are quite common30 and this type of diminutive is often employed by
22As far as I know, there is no evidence in the Hellenistic period for poets hiring a singer for their personal
purposes; for this we much look to the Augustan period: Hor.~. 1. 17; 3. 28; 4. 11; Prop. 4.8.
23Given that the nature of Hellenistic poetry is highly literary, it is very tempting to assume that poets
tested out new material on an audience of other poets and learned friends, but to the best of my knowledge
there is no evidence for poets of this date testing their material publicly as there is for poets of the late
Republic and Augustan periods. See WISEMAN, pp. 124-125, who cites Dion. Thrax Ars Gramm. 2.
EK !-lev yap 'tije U:n:oKpl.cEOle 'tTjv apE't-rlV, EK M 'tije :n:poc<{lCHae 'tTjv 'tEXVllV, EK M 'tijc
<hac'toA.ije'tov :n:EPLEX0!-lEVOV VOUV OpW!-lEV.
24See Hom. Od. 8.265ff. Demodocus sings about the love affair between Ares and Aphrodite.
25For love of singers see X. Smp. 3. 1; A.P. 9. 429 (Crin.); 5. 222 (anon.); Ath. Deipn. 15. 665d.
26See Ancr. 356 (Camp.); Ath. Deipn. 15.665 d ; 14. 620 e; A.P. 11. 140.
27Hom. Od. 8. 265ff.
28See CAIRNS, pp. 87-88.
29Note that GOW-PAGE, 1965, II p. 237, state that, "the names seems not to occur elsewhere." For the
use of the name' A-t1-rlv LOV, see FRASER, 1972, II p. 848 n. 342, who states that the name does occur in
Alexandria in 24 B.C.; see also FRASER, 1994, II p. 11, who cites three examples, all of which are much
later than our epigram: LG.II2. 2776. 11, c. 120-138 AD; 2810. 10 c. 134 AD; SEG xix 172.5 c. 170190 AD (' A-t111v LOU may not be 'A-t1-rlVLOV or even female); however, the Doric form' A-t1<iv LOV was
used in the third century B.C. in Kalymnos; see FRASER, 1994. I. p. 15.
30See SEG. 39 (1989) 107 n. 318.
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hetaerae, although it is not confined to them. 31 Asc1epiades often used diminutive names
of hetaerae in his epigrams32 and Schneider lists forty-three names of a total of twohundred and ninety-three known hetaerae with the - LOV diminutive ending. 33 If the
occasion is symposiastic, it would not be surprising if Athenion were a hetaera; hetaerae
often frequented symposia, in fact it was deemed odd if a woman came to a symposium
who was not a hetaera or part of the entertainment,34 Hetaerae were commonly depicted at
symposia on Red-Figure35 and it was a common topos in poetry to be enamoured of the
singer36 , flute girl,37 dancing girl,38 or cithara player. 39 In short, the tradition of singers
at symposia, the erotic nature of symposiastic songs, the possible association of the
diminutive name of the singer with hetaerae names and the topos of being enamoured of the
performer should make the private symposium the more probable occasion.
Secondly, did she sing or recite the Horse?

flCEV

seems to have caused some

problems of interpretation. 4o Recitation was alive and well in the Hellenistic period. 41 If

aE LbO)

could be used of many different vocal sounds, then recitation is a

31See GOW-PAGE, 1965, II p. 237; cf also n. 32.
32SeeA.P. 5. 207. 1, NavvLOv; 162. 1, <PLAULVLOV; 194.1, Etp-rlVLOV; 161. 1, BoUhov; 12. 161.1
(Asclep.), MpKLOV.
33See "Hetairai", R.E. vol. 8.2. pp. 1331ff. Note that this list cannot be exhaustive.
34See Ath. Deipn.13. 588, c-d.
35See LISSARRAGUE, p. 21. (= Beazley, ARV 467/118.)
36See A.P. 9. 429. 1-2, which is an imitative passage by Crinagoras; in 5. 131, Philodemus is enamoured
of Xanthippe because of her skill at the lyre, singing and sweet voice; 132 (Mel.).
37See Ath. Deipn. 13.577 c.
38See X. Smp. 9. 4-7.
39See A.P. 5. 222 (Agath.); 139 (Mel.).
40See WEINREICH, pp. 63-64.
41See WEINREICH, p. 63, n. 9; see also FRASER, 1972, I p. 598.
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possibility.42 Clearly, she sang or recited;43 there is no mention of acting. 44 Whatever she
did, the point of the epigram remains the same: that D. burned with passion for Athenion.
Thirdly, many commentators have touched upon the question of the type of
composition which Athenion sang/recited. 45 We are not told what kind of piece Athenion
was singing/reciting. There are many possibilities. It could have been a monody; 46 a
parody of tragedy;47 a soI0-recitative48 ; or a semi-dramatic piece like Lycophron's
Alexandra. 49 We need not be confined to drama; lyric,50 elegiac, iambic, epic51 ,
epigrammatic52 pieces are all possibilities too. Although Trojan themes were popular in
tragedy (one need only look at a list of titles of Euripidean dramas), the fact that Athenion
sang about Trojan themes should not persuade us to think that it was a tragic song. The
A.P. contains several epigrams which deal with. Homeric and Trojan themes,53 but this
similarity does not make them tragic. A.PI. 7 54 shares some similarities with A.P. 5. 138;
it records the story of a piper who "piped", among other pieces, the story of the fall of
42See LSI s. v.I. It may be used of "all kinds of vocal sounds". If the verb dee boo was used of both
reciting and singing poetry, there would be no way to distinguish the two unless one actually heard the
piece.
43See LSI s.v. 1 ("sing"); note also Ath. Deipn. 14.620 b-c, OUK a:7tEAel,:7toV'tO M rilA-rov 'Lrov
cUIA-:7todoov ouM paljJq>bOL.. .. .xaWHAEoov M EV 'L4> :7tEpt ~'LllCLXOPOU Kat IA-EAq>bll{}ijvat: qrr]CLV
oU IA-0VOV 'La 'OlA-llPOU, aAAa Kat. 'La 'HcLobou Kat' ApXLAOXou, En M MLlA-veplA-0U Kat.
cI>OOKUALbou. See LSI s.v. IA-EAq> be 00, which is only used of "chant, sing". For recitation, cf. Ath Deipn.
14.620. d, 'LOU b' 'EIA-:7tEboKAEOUC Ka{}aplA-0uc EppaljJc.9bllCeV 'OAUIA-:7tt:acL KAEOIA-EVllC 0
paljJq>Mc, roc <PllcLV ~LKat:apxoc tv 'L4>' OAUIA-:7tLK4>. See LSI s.v. PaljJ01 be 00, whose primary
meaning is "to recite poems".
44See ROSTAGNI, 1956, p. 7. He suggests that Athenion played the part of Cassandra singing the fall of
Troy. He does, however, suggest that she may not have acted (p. 8).
45See WEINREICH, pp. 63-65; ROSTAGNI, 1965, p. 8; GOW-PAGE, 1965, II p. 237; FRASER, 1972,
I p. 59.
46See WEBSTER, p. 143.
47Perhaps she was a "Hilarode"; seeAth. Deipn., 14.622 c.
48See FRASER, 1972, I p. 598.
49See WEINREICH, p. 65.
50See Stesich. 133b (Campbell).
51See Ilias Parva of Lesches; Iliuperis of Arctinus.
52Vid. infra my discussion on female poets.
53See A.Pl. 7 (Alc.Mess.); A.P. 9. 152-155 (Agath.); 156 (Antiphil.); 11. 97 (Pall.); 259 (Lucill.); for
Homeric themes, vid. infra n. 58.
54Alcaeus of Messene was approximately contemporary with D.; see GOW -PAGE, 1965, II pp. 6-9.
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Troy, but A.P. 5.138 is not set in the same context as A.PI. 7. In A.PI. 7 Dorotheus
piped the deeds of the horse in accompaniment to a singer or singers.55
Finally, we come to the question of authorship of the Horse. As noted above, there
is a variety of genres of poetry which she could have sung/recited, but was she
singing/reciting a known work of a predecessor or did she compose her own work? We
should not dissuade ourselves from thinking that Athenion was presenting her own work
on the basis of her gender as there were many female poetesses: (lyricae) Sappho,
Telesilla, Cleobulina, Corinna, Erinna, Praxilla, Melinno, Babilla; (epigrammaticae),Anyte,
Hedyle, Nossis; (epica) Moero; (elegiaca) Sulpicia (Latin). We have no evidence for a

tragica 560r an iambographa, but this does not necessarily exclude women from those
genres.
To move on to the major topoi, D. chose two which were not developed in the

Hellenistic period. 57 There are several poems in the A.P. which deal with Homeric
themes58 , but 5.138 is different. The themes of the Fall of Troy and the Trojan Horse
were common knowledge both in poetry and art,59 they are also very old myths. This, I
think, is exactly why the Alexandrian poets chose to exclude them. The Trojan Horse and
the Iliupersis motifs are conspicuous here in the A.P. because of their absence elsewhere
in the Hellenistic period. 60 D. breathes new life into old themes and uses them in a new,
light-hearted way; lyric, tragic, comic and epic poets treated the myths of the Fall of Troy

55 A.Pl. 7 (Alc.Mess.) seems more like a public event or competition; see Gow-Page, 1965, II. p. 15.
56Vid. supra my discusion about the context of 5. 138.
57A.PI. 7 (Alc.Mess.) mentions the aulistes Dorotheus piping the l.nnOU I epyr-u't', but nothing more.
58A.P.9. 152-155 (Agath.); 156 (Pall.); 457-480 (anon.); 11. 259 (Lucill.); A.PI. 287 (Leont.).
59See Hom. Od. 4. 265ff.; 8.492ff.; 11. 523ff. Homer refers to the Trojan Horse episode briefly. Clearly
his audience was expected to be familiar with the theme in as much the same way as they were expected to
be familiar with the story of the "Argo": see Hom. ad. 12.69-70. For depictions of Iliupersis scenes on
vases, see BROMMER, pp. 333-334; note p 334, E for the Trojan Horse.
60A.PI. 7 (Alc.Mes.) briefly mentions the wooden horse, but the topos is not central to his epigram. Vid.
supran.54.
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and the Trojan Horse in a serious manner,61 but amatory play on the Trojan Horse, the
burning of Troy and the deaths of the Trojans is, to the best of my knowledge, a novel
twist.
There are many other instances of humour. There is an irreverent tone to 5. 138.
D. shows no respect for the famous deeds and exploits of his fellow Greeks at Troy. He
exploits their noble struggles and hardships in comparing them to his trifling and frivolous
feelings of passion and thereby he exaggerates the implications of his amatory "burning"
and "death". We must not, however, take this insolence too seriously. The irreverence in
5. 138 is not especially piquant since earlier poets had shown similar disdain for the epic
genre62 and it was not uncommon for Hellenistic poets to show disrespect for their
pantheon of gods and heroes. 63 In fact, this practice was common enough to be more of
a poetic exercise than a serious cOmment made by the poet.
Athenion's name is another witty touch. One of the possible roots for the name
Athenion is Athene. 64 The diminutive of Athene is thought-provoking for two reasons: it
adds a touch of doctrina and brash wit. Athene is the goddess who helped Epeus build the
wooden horse,
aA/,: aye ay! fA,c'tapl1th Kat L:Jt:JtOU KOCfA,OV ac LCOV
aoupa'tEOU, 'tOY 'E:JtcLOC E:JtOLl1CcV CUV' A{}llVlJ,
OV :JtO't' EC aKpO:JtOALV aOAOV llyayc aLoc 'Oaucccuc,
avapwv EfA,:JtAllcac o't "IALOV E~aAa:Jta~av. (Od. 8. 493-495.)
For this reason the choice of the name Athenion in this context can hardly have been
coincidental. The juxtaposition of "I:Jt:Jtov ' A{}llv LOV in line one is carefully contrived,
61See AUSTIN, p. 17.
62See BRANDT ,passim.
63E.g. in Call. AQ. 49, Apollo is not simply enslaved to Admetus, but rather fired up with passion for
him; cf. Dian. 145f., where Apollo waits at the doors of Olympus for Artemis like a doorman; at 146 ff.
Herakles is portrayed as a house dog waiting for the huntress to return to see if she brought food. Cf. also
A.R. Arg. 1. 459, 2. 409, 623, where Jason is often unheroic, (alllixavoc) and at 4. 467ff. slays
Apsyrtus in the temple of Artemis.
64Cf. N LKLOV from VLKl'] or Ler...liv LOV from Ler...livl']; note that ' Aitliv LC or Aitl']VaLC are also possible
roots of ' Aitliv LOV; for the prosopography of ' Aitliv LC andAitl']vatc, see FRASER, 1994, I p. 16; II. p.
11.
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and the educated reader would have picked up on this. Secondly, the association of a
possible hetaera-name with Athene, a virginal goddess, may be taken as a cogent, but
humorously impudent association. 65
There is further verbal play in line three. D. plays on the meaning of cpa yy'C L.
cpayy'C L means "light" whether of a fire or day.66 It has been argued that EV

~'

EVL

cpayy'C L refers to the day of the festival or simply the light of day,67 but also that it refers to
the fire of Troy.68 The fire oflove69 and perishing with love7o are well developed images.
D. enlivens these old images by associating EcpA.'CyO!-lUV71 and <l3tWA.O!-l'C-fru with Troy and
the Trojans. The wit and humour of 5. 138 depends on these images; D. uses the burning
of Ilium and the deaths of the Trojans as analogies for his own fire of love and
metaphorical death.
There is similar cleverness and humour in D. 's equivocation and teasing of the
reader. The mixture of types of poetry in 5. 138 is only part of the puzzle, ambiguity
makes up a significant part of the poem. In line one KUKOV could be taken as a masculine
adjective72 with "I3t3tov, or as a neuter substantive in apposition to"I3t3tov or to the whole
preceding phrase. 73 Here, KUKOV is ambiguous (and well chosen) because it contains a

65Cf. my discusion above on the name' A{}-rl v LOV.
66See LSJ s.v. 2 for fire; s.v. 1 for daylight.
67See WEINREICH, p. 69; GOW-PAGE, 1965, IT p. 237.
68See MACKAlL, p. 350, LVIll; cf. also A.P. 12.83. 5 (Mel.), EK M f.le cpeyyoc e"tllse.
69See Sapph. 31 (Camp.) ilbt"tov fl' a1J"tLKU xp0 3tUp lmufleflp0f.luKev; cf. A.P. 12.46; 5.210
(Asclep.); 12.48; 80 (Mel.); Theoc.;!!. 2 passim; see also HEADLAM, p. 398.
70See Archil. 84 (PLF); Sapph. 31. 15-16 (PLF);Theocr. Id 2. 26; A.P. 162.3 (Asclep.); 5. 171.4 (Mel.).
71E CPAeyo f.tuv is interesting for its Doric termination. On a close inspection of D. ' s vocabulary, one will
find that he often employed Doric forms. Many of his poems are on Doric subjects. See A.P. 6. 126. 1,
3; 7.411. 1; 229. 1,5; 430 (many Doricisms); 434. 4; 9. 340. 3; 11. 195.3. Note also that Leonidas of
Tarentum often ended epigrams in the Doric-uv; seeA.P. 6.35.3,5; 305.8; 130.2; 7.67.7; 449. 3; 9.
322. 7; A.PI. 190. 1; 306. 4. No final word can be made about D.' s use of Doricisms, since in this period
Doricisms were simply another tool at the poet's command.
72See GOW-PAGE, 1965, IT p. 237; see also PATON, I p. 195.
73See WALTZ, IT p. 68; WEINREICH, p. 62.
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number of implications: as an adjective KaKov can be used in a moral sense, "bad, evil,"74
"unlucky75" or "pernicious;76 as a substantive KaKov can have the sense of "evil, ill",
"harm", "trouble". 77 If the horse is Ef-toI, KaKov, one might expect that the speaker was a
Trojan, as the Greeks captured Troy by this ruse.7 8 This association of KaKov with
"13t3tOV misleads the reader who expects the story of the Trojan horse, but later on it is
slowly revealed that it is D. 's attraction to Athenion that is the KaKov. This amatory usage
of KaKOV is not rare in the A.P. (e.g."Qportcc, 'tL KaKov 'tou'to. 12.46.2);79 in fact, it
was established before D.'s time. Here, KaKov may be a bit puzzling at first, but it is an
integral part of 5. 138: D. parallels the burning of Troy and the deaths of the Trojans with
his own metaphorical "burning" and "death",80 and KaKov works in the same way. In the
eyes of the Trojans the Horse spelled destruction, and D. associates the Horse with his
own metaphorical KaKov of love. So, on a metaphorical level, D. likens himself to the

Trojans.
There are many other ambiguous points to 5. 138. The brief beginning plunges the
reader in medias res and there are several questions that come to mind: What Horse is this?
Who is Athenion? Is this a private or public event? What kind of composition is this, her
own or someone else's? Is she singing or reciting? What does D. mean by KaKov? With
the exception of the Horse, which is clarified in the next sentence, these questions are not
answered in this epigram. There is point to this (deliberate) equivocation. D. hooks the
reader and entices him/her to read on and think about the unanswered questions.

74See LSJ S.v. I. 5.
75See LSJ S.v. II.
76See LSJ s. v. II.
77See LSJ S.v. B.
78S ee HOll. Od 8. 276.
79See also 12. 80; 99; 5. 133; 50.
80S ee GIANGRANDE, 1967, pp. 44-45.
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There are several other instances of cleverness in 5. 138; D. packs a lot into four
lines of poetry. The placement of words like"I3t3tov ' A{)-rlvWV adds a touch of doctrina to
the epigram. 81 Sound play like the homoioteleuton in "I3t3tov ' A{)-rlvwv ... KaKov and
alliteration in 3tUpt mica, KUYW KE (VlJ, ~avawv BEKE'tl1, 't<P 'to'tE Kat TpwEC KUYW
add polish and sensitivity to the poem. Balance between words such as, 3tUpt,
EcpAEyOIJ.aV, CPEYYE L, KaKOV, 3tOVOV, U3tWA0IJ.E{)-a is carefully managed. Throughout
this epigram D. constructs a delicate balance with words that apply both literally and
metaphorically both to himself and to the Trojans. In every clause82 there is a shifting
between D. and Troy. In line one there is the association between Athenion's singing the
Horse and its affect on D. In the next sentence emphasis shifts between EV 3tUpt mica
"IAWC Yjv and KUYW KELVlJ aIJ.' EcpAcyOIJ.aV, and aIJ.' stresses D. 's association with
the Trojans. Line four finaiiy groups both the Trojans and D. together, TpwEc KUYW

5. 138 has sparked some attention for the most part because of the problems in line
three (ou BELcUC), but also for its assumed theatricallsympotic theme. For all its interest,
one commentator writes, " ... Dioscorides compares the fire of love kindled in him by the
singer Athenion with the fire of Ilion, of which she sang. This is a frigid conceit, and
inferior to D.'s other pieces."83 On the contrary, D.'s use of the Horse and fire of Ilium is
lively and refreshing. He has revived old and stale topoi and cast them in a new, humorous
way. Metaphorical "death" and "burning" are not new topoi, but D. takes them to an
unprecedented level.

81Vid. supra my discussion on the name' A-3llVLOV.
82A1though line three has some textual problems, balance is still maintained.
83See FRASER, 1972, I p. 597.

CHAPTER TWO: A.P. 5. 55
8ropL()a'tY)V po()63tuyov lJ3tEP AEXEroV ()w'tELvac
(iV-frECLV EV XAOEP0Lc u{}<iva'toc yEyova.
it yap U3tEPCPUEECCL !-tECOV ()La~ac<i !-tE 3tocdv
TlVUCEV uKALVEroC'tOV KU3tPL()OC ()6ALXOV,
o!-t!-tacL vro{}pa ~AE3tOUca' 'ta ()' iJU'tE 3tVEU!-ta'tL cpUAAa
u!-tcpLcaAEUO!-tEVllC E'tPE!-tE 3t°PCPupEa,
!-tEXPLC U3tEC3tELC{}ll AEUKOV !-tEVOC U!-tCPO'tEPOLCLV,
Kat 8ropk 3tapE'tOLC E~EXU{}l1 !-tEAECL.

A.P. 5.55 is, of course, an amatory epigram, but of a very rare type; 5.55 is a
"subjective-sexual epigram".1 The vivid and specific description of an act of intercourse in
5.55 is, as far as I know, new in Hellenistic epigram. Nowhere is a subjective love affair
fully described where the actual sex is the main theme of the whole poem. Often when sex
is mentioned or implied we are not told specific details, but given instead either metaphor or
double-entendre. Epigrams of this latter type may be said to follow the formula ceteraquis

nescit. 2 5. 55 is different. Instead of leaving the reader to fill in the details or depending
on the reader's understanding of metaphor, D. openly explains the details of their coition.
Novelty on this level has a real impact and arrests the reader. 5. 55 depends more on
shock-value than subtlety. Yet, for all the open description of details which are usually
clandestine, 5.55 contains wit, humour, doctrina and stylistic flourishes (all of which are
discussed later on).
It has often been stated that epigram and iambic poetry lend themselves to vivid

sexual description, but when did this kind graphic description begin? In iambic poetry we
know that Archilochus3 and probably Hipponax4 employed sexual scenes, but models in
1I.e. an epigram in which the "I" of the poem speaks of his/her own sexual experience.
2Cf. A.P. 5. 4 (PWd.); 128 (Paul.Sil.); 252 (ceteraquisnescit = Ov. Am. 1. 5.25).
3Vid. infrafr. of Archil.'s epode.
4See ADAMS, p. 220.
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epigram are either not extant or never existed. s There are other examples of subjective
epigram which describe sexual encounters, but they are much later in the tradition than our
epigram6 and they often use extended metaphor, as did Asclepiades.7
On the question of sources in the Hellenistic period subjective sexual encounters are
rarely described in specific detai1;8 instead, many poets were accustomed to use extended
metaphor for coition. Two epigrams in particular from the early Hellenistic period show
this kind of metaphorical description:
IIopcpupEY]V ~ac·tLya KaL YtvLa cLyaAoEv"ta
IIAayyrov EUL3t3trov {}ijKEV E3tL 3tpo{}uprov,
v LKl'jcaca KEAY]"tL <I> LAaLvL()a "tytv 3tOAUxap~ov
eC3tEpLVWV mOArov ap"tL cppuacco~EvroV.
KU3tPL CPLAY], cu ()E "tij()E 3tOPOLC VY]~Ep"tEa vLKY]c
()6~av, aEL~vY]c"tov "tllV()E "tL{}ELca XapLV. (A.P. 5. 202) 9
AUCLM,Ky] cOL, KunpL, "tOY lnnac"tTjpa ~u(l)na,
XPUCEOV EUKVl'j~oU KEV"tpOV e{}Y]KE 3tO()OC,
<l> 3tOAUV U3t"tLOV L3t3tOV Eyu~vacEv' ouM 3to"t' au"tijc
~Y]poc EcpoLVLX{}Y] Koucpa "tLVacco~EvY]C'
Yiv yap aKEV"tY]"tOC "tEAEO()PO~OC' OUVEKEV 03tAOV
COL Ka"ta ~ECC03tUAY]C XPUCEOV EKpE~acEv. (A.P. 5. 203)
5.202 and 203, although they are strictly dedicatory, describe the method of coitus in
which the woman is said to be KEAY]"tt<;,ouca, and, as is fitting, both poems include the
appropriate metaphors from equestrian events. None of the vocabulary used in these
poems is, in its own right, obscene. D. is following and expanding on this earlier tradition
SThis is, perhaps, an example where literature follows art; there are many Red-Figure vases portraying
sexual scenes.
6Cf. e.g. A.P. 5. 275.3-4 (Paul. Sil.), which is indebted to 5.55, ,;oA.!-tijcac [)' tne~Tjv A.eXerov unEp.
wc M KEA.EU{}O'lJ Ilf!-tLC'lJ K'lJnpLMTjc ijV'lJOV acnacLroc.
7For nautical terminology, cf. 5. 204 (Mel.); for three men dividing up the "realms" of a woman (as Zeus,
Poseidon, Hades) cf. 11. 328 (Nicarch.); wrestling metaphor 12. 206 (Strat.); door metaphor 5.242
(Eratosth.).
8Cf. 5. 158. 1 (Asclep.) 'Ep!-tLOVl',) nL{}avij no,;' tyro cuvenaL~ov ... Note that nothing more is said
about their sexual play; cf. also 5. 128. 3-4 (Marc.Arg.) ...xpcirta npoc xpcirta, ,;a A.O L3ta ICLyOO.
9Note that the authorship for 5.202 is disputed (ACKAHIIIMOY f] IIOCEIMIIIIOY): GOW-PAGE
include 5.202 with the poems of Asclepiades, but Posidippus is the more likely author (see PAGE, p. 123;
FRASER, 1972, 2 p. 812).
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of erotic epigram in which he takes on the theme of a sexual encounter, but D. develops
and varies it in new directions.

5.55 shares a few similarities with 202 and 203: the adaptation of a sporting event
to amatory/erotic epigram; the completion of a race; prominence of Cypris; KEAll'tU;E LV
(?)10. 5.55 shares a few specific similarities with 203 in particular, namely the reason for

the dedication in 203 (l1v yap aKEv'tll'tOC 'tEAE06po~oc.) This phrase is similar to D. 's
yap .. :flVUCEV aKALvEwC 'tOY KU3tPL6oc 60ALXOV (line 4). Both poets made reference to
the 3toMc (feet/legs/calves) of the ladies concerned (EUKvij~OU ... 3to6oc, U3tEPCPUEECCL
... 3tOCcLV).
However, 5.55 is at the same time quite different from 202 and 203: 5.55 is not
thinly disguised metaphor; 5.55 is not an

avu{}-ll~a'tLKov;

the poets of 202 and 203 are

not said to have been participants in the sexual encounters and there is less importance
placed on the couplings. Vis-a.-vis 5.202 and 203, the novelty of 5. 55 lies in the
description of the sex act itself, the orgasm that was shared by both and the impact of sex
on Doris after it was complete.
D. mayor may not be relating a personal sexual encounter; however, to find a
precedent for this kind of description we must look outside the genre of epigram. 5.55 has
a few points in common with a fragment of an epode of Archilochus (lines 28-35):
3tUP{}-EVOV ()' EV aV{}-E[cLV]
['tllA]E{}-aEcCL AU~WV EKALVU' ~aA{}-uKijL 6[E ~LV]
[XAUL]vllL KaAucpac, UUXEV' aYKaAllLC' EXW[V,]
[ .. .J~a'tL 3ta1![~]~~~YllV 'twc wctE VE~p'[OV
[

]wv 'tE XEpdv l]3tLWC Ecpllcpa~llv

L .. ]
[

~CPllV~ VEOV il~llC E3tllA1!~LV Xpo~[

]E

c6)~a

KUAOV

[AEUK]OV acpijKa

a~yucp05~EVOC

~EVOC, ~av{}-ijc

Emcpau[wv 'tLPXOC.]1 1

1 OVid. infra my discussion on the problems on interpretation.

lIThe "Second Cologne Epode" of Archilochus; text printed here is from MERKELBACH-WEST, p. 101;
cf. also BREMER, pp. 24-61.
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Archil. is also graphic in the description of his conquest and there are a few important
similarities which are peculiar to Archil.'s epode and 5.55: earlier on in the epode, Archil.
asks a girl for sex, "'to tl-€LOV xpfjf-tU" which has the same divine association as

"6.tl-6.VU'tOC YEYOVU" in 5. 55. 2;12 he lays the girl down on a "bed" of flowers (cf.
avtl-€CLV); he mentions that he had an orgasm. The two poems also share a few verbal
reminiscences: D. 's A.€UKOV f-tEVOC and avtl-€CLV BV XA.O€POLC are reminiscent of
Archil. 's A.cuK]bv I3 ... f-tEVOC and BV avtl-€[cLV] I ['ty]A.]€tl-6.€CCL.
5.55 does differ from lines 28-35 of Archil. 's epode in a few important ways: 5.
55 is set among consenting adults whose pleasure is mutual; it is playful and humorous; it
is full of poetic vocabulary; care and attention is paid to the woman's needs. Archil.
appears not to have had sexual intercourse, 14 unlike D.; 5. 55 is a celebration of sex not
simply as a means to satisfy the man as in Archil.'s epode. If D. used Archil.'s epode as a
model for 5.55, he went to great lengths to differ from Archil. He also outdoes Archil. in
that he actually has intercourse with Doris and they both reach a sexual climax (cf. line 7).
There are a few important problems of interpretation which need to be covered.
Concerning Doris' position, it is generally accepted that Doris is K€A.Y]'tL~OUCU, 15 with D.
either lying on his back or sitting, because of U3tep in line 1, chupacu in line 3 and

6.f-tcp LCUA.€U0f-tEVy]c in line 6. U3te p has generally been taken in its usual meaning of
"over" or "above" .16 However U3tSP need not mean "over" or "above" and, although LSJ
does not cite the meaning "on" for this preposition, I think that there are contexts which

12See BREMER, p. 37.
13Note that this conjecture is supported by A.P. 5. 55 and if this reading is correct A.eUKOV Ilevoc couldbe
described as a learned allusion; note that D. does show some familiarity with the works of Archil. ( see
A.P. 7.351). See BREMER, pp. 49-50, who cites in addition to A.P. 5. 55, S. Ai. 1412 f. lleA.UV
IlEVOC and Hes. Th. 190 f. A.E1JKOC acpp6c.
14SeeArchil. fro 196a. (Camp.) 9-10.
15Cf. JACOBS, 7 p. 407; GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 239; DUBNER, 1. p. 126; SCHRIER, 1979, p. 309;
BALDWIN, p. 358; SCHRIER, 1982, p. 146; MOLL, pp. 4,39.
16See LSJ S.V. 1; cf. SCHRIER, 1979, p. 309; SCHRlER, 1982, p. 146. GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 239,
is an exception; vid. infra. my discussion on diction, i.e. U3tEP A.EXewv.
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clearly show that U3tEP must in fact mean "on", i.e. "on the bed".!7 <hapaca18 is perhaps
the strongest evidence for ~he KEAllC;19 however, there is no equestrian imagery in 5. 55 as
in 5. 202 and 203. It is possible that Doris is U3tOKE I,~EVll with her legs around D. 's
waist,20 a position which would more naturally precede 3tapE'tOLc E;Exu'frll
no change of position is mentioned. 21
the uncompounded verb,

caAEuo~m,

a~cpl,caAEuo~EVllC22

is a rota;

~EAECL

AEy6~Evov,

since
but

is used in nautical contexts elsewhere, where the

woman is likened to a ship carrying the man and the man is placed on top as either a rower
or passenger of the "ship" .23
() La'tE CV<.0 also offers some problems of interpretation concerning Doris' position
and GOW-PAGE rightly draw attention to the meanings of ()La'tELv<.O. LSJ cites "stretch
to the uttermost,

o.

'to 't6;ov"; "keep stretched out", 'tllV XE'ipa; apaxvLOv (). npoc

'La

3tEpa'ta; 'tl,va U3tEP A.EXE<.OV (5.55). None of these meaning fits well in the context of 5.
55 if Doris is KEAll't~ouca, but would seem more fitting if Doris were U3tOKE I,~EVll.

17Note that Gow-Page (1965,2 p. 239) suggested, '" Y3tEP A.eXeoov, though the use of the preposition is
hard to parallel precisely, must surely mean on the bed..." I would like to confirm GOW-PAGE's
assumption with a few parallels: cf. A.P. 5. 283. 2 (Paul.Sil.) AaKpua IWL c3tev&oucav E3tllpa"tov
otK"tpa 8eavw I elxov U3tEP MK"tpoov 3taVVUXov tif.,l.e"tepoov; Mosch. Europa 22'd,c f.,I.OL "toLa&e
q>acf.,I.a"t' E3tOUpaVLoov 3tpotl1A.eV;I3totoL f.,I.e C"tpu"twv A.exeoov U3tep EV {}aA.af.,l.OLcLV I tiM) f.,I.aA.a
KVwccoucav aVe3t"tOt.l1cav OVeLpOL; Nonn. Paraphrasis sancti evangelii Joannei, 11,47, ot M f.,I.a"tl1v
eA.1COVLO, q>LA.OV veKuv ev&O{}eV otKoU I ti&uv U3tEP A.exeoov 3taA.Lvaype"tOV U3tVOV taUeLV. Cf. also
perhaps A.P. 5. 275. 3 (Paul.Sil.) AtLeA.LVqJ xapf.ecca MeveKpa"tLc eKxu"toc U3tVOO, I Ket"tO 3tept,
Kpo"taq>ouc 3tijxuv EA.Ll;af.,l.evl1. I "tOA.f.,I.-rlcac &' E3te~l1V A.exeoov un:ep·
M KeA.eu{}OUlllf.,l.LcU
KU3tPL&(,l1C ijvuov ac3tacl.ooc ... For u3tep + acc., cf. A.P. 12.210. 1 (Strat.) TpeLC apWf.,I.tL "touc
3taV"tac U3tEP Mxoc, WV &150 &pWCLV, I Kat, &150 3taCXOUCLv; A.P. 5. 119.2 (Crin.) Kijv pf.l/llJc E3tt.
A.aLa, Kat, ijv e3tt, &eXLa PLl/llJC, I KpLvayopl1, KeVeoU cau"tov U3tep{}e Mxouc ...
18See LSJ S.v. II. 3, which cites our epigram.
19See HENDERSON, p. 165, who cites Aristophanes: aA.A.' EKeLvat. y' 0\.&' on E3tt, 'twv
KeA.-rl"tOOV &La~e~-rlKaC' Op{}pLaL ~ 60); cf. LSJ S.v. III.
20See BALDWIN, p. 358; cf. also Ov. Ars 3. 776ff.
21Cf. DUBNER, p. 126, who records, "&La~aca, ut eques. Describitur schema quod KeA.-rl"ta appellant, et
turpis Apuleius (Metam. II, p. 32) dixit pendulam venerem. Cui quum contraria sit in primo versu facta
descriptio: U3tep A.eXeoov &La"te f. vac, tenendum est primum distichum circa praeludia quaedam ac
velitationem amatoriam versari."
22Vid. infra. my discussion on liquid and water imagery.
23Cf. A.P. 5. 44 (Ruf.); 54 (Diosc.); 161 (Hedylus or Asdep. or Simon.); 204 (Mel.); 9. 415 (Antiphil.);
416 (Philip); 11. 29 (Autom.) etc. Cf. also HENDERSON, p. 49; ADAMS, p. 167.
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GOW-PAGE suggest (with the notion that Doris is KEAYI't~ouca) that OLa'tE LVc.o could

also mean "putting her to the stretch, calling on her to exert her full powers".24 It is also
possible that 0 La'tE LVc.o has a more expressive definition in keeping with the nature of 5.

o

55: perhaps OLa'tE Lvac in this context is roughly equivalent to La'tELvac pOOO3tuyou
'tOY KucfrOV

~c.opLOOC, 25

KEAYI'tL~ouca

and if this is the case, there is no difference whether Doris is

or imoKE Lf-tEVYI.

aV{}EcLV tv XAOEP0l.c in line 2 is also problematical. It has generally been
suggested that aV{}ECLv should not be taken in its usual sense,26 but rather that it should
be taken in a metaphorical sense referring to Doris' physical charms. 27 This is possible,
but there are several literal meanings of av{}oc which may be present in this context:
blossom, flower; anything thrown out upon the surface, eruption, froth or scum; (in plur.)
embroidered fiowers. 28 av-frECLv may refer to real flowers. If we take av'frECLv as real
flowers, there are several possible contexts. Firstly, flowers of various kinds, meadows 29
etc. make up a background which is often chosen as the ideal place for a seduction;30 the
bed mentioned in line 1 (U3tEP AEXEc.oV) may not be a "bed" in the literal sense, but rather a

24See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 239.
25Cf. SCHRIER, 1979, p. 309, who cites Id., In Hippocr. Prorrh. 605 (CMG V 9, 2, p. 59): "to
<l{tpoLl;o/-tevov aupov ouJt(o ~he"teLvev tcxuproc "tTjv KUCLLV. Cf. also LSJ s.v. "bw"tdvw"(addenda
et corrigenda) "strain of a woman in childbirth".
26Cf. LSJ S.v. II. See JACOBS, 7.407, who states, "Hoc non sensu proprio accipiendum, in toro enim
res agitur; sed referendum ad poMn:uyov";GOW -PAGE, 1965, 2 p. 239, who cite Solon fro 25 £ dt '
ii~1]c epa-!;oLcLV en' av{h,cL naLboqnAijClJ; Theoc. Id.5. 87 "tOY ava~ov tv av{h,cL naL()a
/-toAUveL; DUBNER, p. 126; SCHRIER, 1979, p. 309-310.
27See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 239; SCHRIER, 1979, p. 309.
28S ee LSJ S.v. I.
29Cf. E. Ba 866, xA.OepOLC A.eL/-taKoc 1l()OVaLc.
3°E.g.Hom. ll. 14.346-349 ii pa, Kat aYKck E/-tapn:"te Kpovou n:aLC iiv n:apaKOL"tLv' I "tOLCL ()'
un:o X{}wv ~ha <puev veo{}1]Ma n:OL1]V, I AW"tOV {}' epcijeV"ta 'LM KPOKOV Tjb' uaKLv{}ov I
n:UKVOV Kat /-taA.aKOV, OC an:o X{}OVOC lnjJoc' Eepye; Hes. Th. 278f. "tlJ M /-tLlJ n:apeM~a"to
KuavoxaL"t1]C I ev /-taAaK<t> A.EL/-tron Kat av{}eCLv e'LapLvoLCLV; Archil. fro 196a. 27, (West)
n:ap{}Evov b' tv av{}[eCLv I "t1]A.e{}aeccL Aa~wv EKALva; Theoc. Id 5. 87, KaL "tov ava~ov ev
av{}eCL n:aL()a /-t0AUEL; Mosch. Europa. 72-73, ou /-tEV b1]pov E/-teA.A.eV en:' av{}eCL {}U/-tOV
LaLVELV, loub' apa n:ap{}eVL1]V /-tL"tp1]V axpav"tov Epuc{}aL; see BREMER, 1975, pp. 269-274.
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soft place to recline, e.g. a patch of flowers;31 D. may be referring to real flowers which
were scattered upon their bed;32 in the context of Cmeclte (d}ll AeuKov f.tEVOC, uv{}oc may
carry the additonal senses of anything thrown out upon the surface, eruption, froth or
scum. Finally, w{}ecLV may refer to some kind artistic representation, e.g. an

embroidered coverlet. The image of blooming flowers also adds colour, brightness and
beauty to the poem which sets the locus for D. 's CmO{}EWCLC.
ltopqrupea in line 6 is also ambiguous. 33 ltopqrupea need not mean the colour
purple; Homer uses ltopql1Jpeoc of the sea; a wave; blood; death; a rainbow; a cloud etc. 34
ltopqnJpea may also be used of another colour, e.g. bright-red, rosy-red or a flushing
colour. 35 Unlike purpureus , ltopcpupeoc does not seem to include the meanings "radiant,
glowing".36 With this in mind many commentators have suggested how ltopcpupea should
be taken: it could be taken with cpuAAa,37 e.g. "purple leaves or flowers";38 however that
explanation does not seem to fit in this context 39and cpuAAa is probably better left alone in
the simile, Yju'te ltVeUf.ta'tL cpuAAa. ltopcpupea may be taken with 'ta referring back to
Of.tf.taCL (e. g. 'ta ltopcpupea of.tf.ta'ta); trembling eyes are not unparalleled at or during
orgasm. 40 In this context, 'ta ()' [sc.Of.tf.ta'ta] €'tpef.te lt0pcpupEa has reasonably been

31Cf. Apul. Met. 5. 1, Psyche teneris et herbosis locis in ipso toro roscidi gramini; I suave recubans ...
32See NISBET-HUBBARD, p. 74 (Hor. C. 1. 5. 1.), who cite: [Lucian], Asin. 7, 'LWV be C'LPWI-t<l'LWV
p6ba 3tOA.A.a Ka'LE3tE3taC'LO, 'La j.,tEV olhw yuj.,tva Kal}' eaU'Lcl, 'La be A.EA.uj.,tEva, 'La be C'LEq:>clVOLC
CUj.,t3tE3tA.EYj.,tEVa; Ael. VH 9.24, q:>UA.A.OLC p6bwv youv E3taVa3tEcrov Kat KOLj.,t1']l}ELc E3t' alhwv
E1;aVEC'L1'] Mywv q:>A.UK'Lal,VaC EK 'Lijc E-DVijC EXELV.
33See LSJ s.v.; cf. also SCHRIER, 1979, pp. 313-323.
34SeelL.16. 391; 1. 482; 17.361; 5.83; 17. 547; 17.551 (respectively).
35See LSJ S.v. II.
36See OLD S.v. 3. Cf. LSJ s.v. Note that GERBER, p. 228 and CASTRIGANO, p. 121 suggest the
meanings "shining, radiant," and "splendente" (respectively) concerning Anacr. fro 12.3 (3tOpq:>upij 'L'
, Aq:>pob l,'L1']).
37See DUBNER, p 126.
38Cf. Theoc.;!!. 11. 26, UaKl,vl}wa q:>uA.A.a.
39See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2. p. 240.
40Cf. Juv. 7. 240-241, non est leve tot puerorum I observare manus oculosque infine trementis.
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deemed odd after 0l-tl-tUCL vwf}-pa

~A.€3tOUCU, 41

and, if 3tOPcpupcu refers to Doris' eyes,

this eye colour, as far as I know, would be unparalleled. Another possibility is that 'tu
3tOpcpupcu refers to Doris' hair.42 GOW-PAGE suggest that 3tOPcpupcu "... seems
improbable of hair" .43 In response to this statement, BALDWIN cites Lucianus SaltAI
(purple hair of Nisus) and [Lucianus] Am. 26,44 and to this list I would like to add
Anacreont. 16. 11 (Camp.), U3tO 3tOpcpupUl.CI, XU(,;UI,c. It is also possible that
3tOPcpupcu refers back to, or is intended to recall P0603t1Jyov.45 'ta ... 3topcpupcu may
even be a poetic phrase referring to Doris' breasts,46 but a reference to buttocks47 would
seem more pointed (cf. p0603tuyov in line 1). We are introduced to Doris with the
adjective po603t1Jyov and it would not be out of line in Hellenistic epigram to expect an
explanation for this adjective once one has read the entire poem. 48 3tOPcpupcoc is often

keep in mind the earlier uses of 3topcpupcoc associating it with the sea (waves etc.) and the
liquid/water imagery in 5. 55. 50
To move on to some important images in 5. 55, the motif of "becoming immortal",
uf}-dvu'toc y€yovu, (= to have an orgasm) is not common. Sappho and Homer referred to
people as 'Leoc f}-ao I,CLV 51 and tc6f}-coc cpffiC52 and later it was a common tapas to

41See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 240; cf. also SCHRIER, 1979, p. 314-315 who found GOW-PAGE's
argument "uncompelling". He claims that he has seen the answer in six pieces of Homer where <puAAa is
used in similes, all of which, in my opinion, are used to describe great numbers of people and have no
connection at all with A.P. 5. 55.
42See BALDWIN, p. 358.
43See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 240.
44See BALDWIN, p. 359.
45Cf. LSJ s. v. nop<pupcoc 11.2 is used of human complexion, e.g. "rosy".
46See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p.240.
47See BALDWIN, p. 48.
48Cf. A.P. 5. 53; 193 (Diosc.); 158; 162 (Asclep.).
49See BALDWIN, p. 359.
50Vid. infra my discussion on water imagery.
51See Sapph. 31. 1 (Camp);
52See 0:1. 1. 324; 20. 124 (of Te1emachos); n. 2. 565 (of Euryalos) etc.
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compare the beloved to a divinity, e.g. Cupid or Venus. 53 Archil. went further than most
poets by alluding to sex as 'to {)-El.OV xpijfw. 54 However, the image of becoming a god
through sexual intercourse does not seem to be used before D. and it seems that later
writers who employed this theme are indebted to D.55 The WtO{)-EOJCLC of D. is shockingly
irreverent and adds to the impact and humour of 5. 55.
Liquid or water imagery is prevalent in 5. 55. cq.tqnCaA.EUOf,tEVljC is a a:Jta~
A.EyOf,tEVOV,

but the uncompounded CaA.EuOJ is often used intransitively in nautical

contexts. 56 Unlike the association of the sea and love, sea or liquid imagery and sex are
rare in Hellenistic epigram; liquid/sea imagery in a sexual context is used only four times 57
and two of these poems are by D. If D. was inspired by 5. 161 (Hedyl. or Ascelp. or
Simon.) (e.g. 5. 161 associates sex, Sirens and the sea; 5.55 sex, Doris and the Nereid
Doris), he outdoes it by making 5.55 a subjective sex-epigram with extra emphasis on
coition. In line 7, A.EUKOV f,tEVOC is the liquid that is poured forth somewhat irreverently
as a libation either for both or by both58 participants (WtEC:JtE (c{)-lj) and there is further
liquid imagery in E~EX,U{)-YJ in line 8. Liquid imagery is not only used for poetic effect, there
is real point involved. The name Doris has a divine connection. Doris was the daughter of
Oceanus and Tethys,59 the wife of Nereus and the mother of the Nereids among whom
were Thetis and Doris. 6o Once the connection between Doris the wife of Nereus/Nereid is

53See LIER, pp. 5-8.
54See BREMER, p. 36; "to {}EI.OV xpij!W may also refer to marriage.
55Cf. A.P. 5.94.4 (Ruf.), ri!1WEOC fl' 0 qnAwv' a{}uva"toc fl' 0 ya!1wv; 5. 105.3-4
(Marc.Arg.), "Ii yap 0 "tau"tTjC I oupavoc EV"tOC EXEL Kat, Kuva Kat, flL&U!10'UC; 11. 328 (Nich.)
passim; 12. 177 . 6 (Strat.), :rtwc a:rto{}ELw{}ELc :rtAU<;O!1' E:rtLX{}OVLOC; cf. also (Latin) Plaut. Curc.
166; Prop. 2. 14. 10, immortalis ero, si altera (sc. nox) talis erit; 2. 25. 39, si dabit haec muitas,jiam
immortalis in illis.
56See LSJ S.v. II. NB. A.P. 5.54 (Diosc.).
57See MURGATROYD, 1995, p. 6, who cites also A.P. 5. 161 (Hedyl. or Asclep. or Simon.); 204
(Mel.).
58See DANIELEWICZ, p. 235.
59See Hes. Th. 350.
60See Hes. Th. 241 ff.; Hom.JL. 18. 45.
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made, Doris' epithet (po663tuyov) may be viewed in a different light: Hesiod lists the fifty
daughters of Nereus and Doris many of whom have a descriptive epithet, but two in
particular have the epithet po663trrXuc (EUVI,KYj. Th. 246; . 13t3tov6Yj. Th. 251), which is
curiously reminiscent of po663tuyov in line 1.
Another important image in our epigram is llvucEv a.KAI,VEWC 'tOV Ku3tpl,6oc
66AI,XOV. The idea of completing a race occurs in early Hellenistic epigram, e.g. Yjv yap
UKEV'tYj'tOC 'tEAE06p6~oc (A.P. 5. 203. 4 Asc1ep.).61 D. shows variation on Asc1epiades'
image by employing a foot race metaphor, the OOAI,X0C. 62 66AI,XOV has point: it was the
long race c. 5000 m or twenty-four lengths of the stadion. 63 The OOAI,XOC emphasizes the
duration of the their love-making, and Doris finished it with distinction, she did not stray
from her course (UKALVEWC).64 The image of the OOALXOC had been used before,65 but not,
as far as I know, in an amatory context. The motif of the "course of Aphrodite" became
more popular in later writers. 66
There is also Homeric imagery in the simile iJU'tE 3tVEu~a'tL <puAAa (line 5),
which is bold and amusing. On several occasions, Homer compares leaves to: multitudes

61Cf. A.P. 5. 202 (Asclep.!Posid.); vid. supra my discussion on this type of poetry.
621 agree with SCHRIER, 1979, p. 313, who states, " ... the eques-metaphoris not used here." I do not see
any reference to an equestrianeventinMA.LXoc. Cf. GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 240, who write, "It was
however a foot-race and does not seem to be used as the official name for a horse-race, which would be more
apposite to the theme ... "; cf. BALDWIN, p. 48, who states, "If Doris is KI::A.T]1;U;OUca, Schrier (noted
above) may be too cavalier in dismissing Gow-Page's notion of a horse race, given the usual more
explicitly equestrian descriptions of such intercourse (he cites A.P. 5. 202; 203; Ov. Ars. 3. 778; Mart. 11.
105). Yet the horse race does not have to be postulated... " Unfortunately none of these refs. helps to
elucidate Doris' position. JACOBS, 7.408, tries to show that the MA.LXOC was a short race; he cites Lucr.
4. 1196, Et communia quaerens gaudia, sollicitat spatium decurrere amoris. MA.LXOC igitur est stadium,
non... longus cursus. It seems that JACOBS has missed the point. The image of MA.LXOC is almost
proverbial for almost any long exertion, vid. infra. my note on the uses of MA.LXOC.
63See MILLER, p. 212.
64Cf. A.P. 5. 203. 4 (Asclep.), clKEV'tTP;OC.
65Cf. A.P. 7. 447.2 (Call.), "8ijPLC 'ApLc'taLou, Kpl)c" e:n:' elA01, MA.LXOC; 726. 6 (Leon.),
, AthjV al;rjc ... M A. LXOV (i.e weaving); 9.342.2 (Parmen.) 1Al) (;ll'tI::L't', ev c'ta&[,qJ MA.LXOV; 11. 128. 6
(Poll.), oihw VLKijCUL Kat, MA.LXOV MvacuL; [Lucian.], Dem.Enc. 3. 7 Kat, Cll bij 1A0L bOKI::Lc
VI::VLKllKWC'tOV MA.LXOV 'tOOV e:n:oov; Plu. Phoc. 23. 4 'tov MA.LXOV :n:oMlAoU cpo~OUlAaL.
66Cf. A.P. 5.275. 3-4 (Paul.Sil.) KI::A.I::UltoU I rllALCU KU:n:pLbCllC rlvuov ac:n:acLwc; Lucr. 4. 1196.
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of men; the cycle of life and death; working slaves. 67 It is likely that D. has taken this epic
imagery and adapted it to 5.55.
Colour, brightness and beauty set a pleasurable scene for those involved. 5. 55 is
not solely about love, rather it is about clxppocUvY]. The position of their coupling is of a
more exotic type, one which perhaps shows off certain remarkable features of Doris', i. e.
lJ3tcPCPUEcccL... noccLv. 68 Doris' pleasure is important also; she did not hesitate or swerve,
she was focused on her work, llvuccv a.KALVEWC 'tOY KUPL()OC ()OALXOV. Their shared
pleasure is also emphasized by their mutual orgasm, both their needs were taken into
account. Mutual, balanced delight is also part of the beauty involved in 5. 55. 69
To touch upon some of the technical skills of D., 5.55 is only 8 lines in length, but
much is packed into this narrow compass. Pjng composition and linking threads unite the
poem. In the first two and last two lines the name Doris, reference to a part of her body
and orgasm are mentioned. The structure of 5.55 may be described as a tricolon

crescendo. 5. 55 is composed of three sentences which progressively become longer. In
addition, there are several linking threads, such as the colour terms PO()O-, XAocpOC,
nopcpvpcOC, AcUKOV; the idea of divinity in words like: Awpl.c, at)-6,vu'toc, KunpLc,
a:rwcnEV()w. There is sea/liquid imagery in the association of Doris with the sea and verbs
such as anOCnEV()W and EKXEW. There is nautical imagery in af.tcpLcuAcUOf.tEVY]C. 70
Three different peri phrases are used for" orgasm" in the three cola (atMv u'toc YE yov u;
llVUCcV ... 'tOY KUnpL()OC ()OALXOV; U3tccncl.c{)-Y] AcUKOV f.tEVOC.) Pleasure is the focus
67See SCHRIER, 1979, p. 315, who cites: (multitudes of men)Jl2. 468, 800; Od. 9. 51; (cycle oflife)
!L.6. 146-147; 21. 464; (working slaves) QI. 7. 104-106.
68Cf. Ov. Ars. 3. 77Sf. Milanion umeris Atalantes crura ferebat: I si bona sunt, hoc sunt accipienda modo;
3. 778f, strata premat genibus, paulum cervice reflexa, I femina per longum conspicienda latus.
69Cf. 12. 163 (Asclep.), eupev YEpOlC 'tL KUAq> /AL1;m KuMv, OUXL /AapuyflOv I Xpucq> to /ArJ't'
o:v{}eL /ArJ'te YEVOL't' EV 'i:cq> t, loub' EAEIPUV't' E~EVq>, AeuK<V /AEAaV, O:AAa KAEavbpov
I EU~L6'tq>, Jte L{}OUC uv{}eu KaL qnAl.T]C; cf. also Apul. Met. 2. 17, usque dum lass is animis et marcidis
artubus defaiigati, simul ambo corruimus, inter mutuos amplexus animos anhelantes; Ov. Am. 1. 5. 25
lassi requievimus ambo.
70Vid. supra my discussion on liquid and water imagery.
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of the poem and occurs throughout. D. stresses Doris' body parts by making mention of
them in each colon (pOOO3tuyov; 3tocdv; "ta... 3tOPCPupEa (?) and

~EA.ECl,.)

To make a few observations on sound and metre, there is a preponderance of sigma
sound throughout 5.55, especially in line 3:

iJ yap U3tEPCPUEECCI,

3tocdv. 5.55 is very dactylic and this dactylic rhythm (-

~ ~)

~E£OV oLa~agi ~E

undulates throughout the

epigram suiting the liquid imagery. The pace and rhythm of 5. 55 are consistent until the
change in caesura from weak to strong in line 7 and the spondees in the variable feet of
lines 7 and 8. This sudden change in pace, caesura and foot composition is well timed as if
to coincide with their orgasm. Word order in line 3 (U3tEPCPUEECCI,

~ECOV OLa~ac6. ~E

3tOCCLV) inspires an image of Doris' legs embracing D.
With regard to diction, D. employs sensuous, aptly singular and poetic language
(for coitioni).7 1 He impresses the reader with several polysyHabic words, such as:
U3tEPCPUEECCL,

a~cpLCaA.EUO~EVy\C

(NB line 6 contains only 3 words),

He also uses several rare words, such as: POOO3tuyov,

a~cpo"tEpOLCLV.

a~cpLCaA.EUO~EVy\C

(which are

both rota~ A.Eyo~Eva), 3tapE"toLc, aKA.LVEWC, vw{}pa "= langorously".72 In addition to
rare individual words he uses rare phrases, such as: aV{}EcLv EV 'XA.OEpo'ic;73
U3tEPCPUEECCL ... 3tocdv (a3ta~ A.EYO~cvov); vw{}pa ~A.E3tOUCa (&3ta~ A.EyO~EVOV)
3tapc"toLc..~EA.CCL.74

These words are not only lofty75 and decorous, they also have an

important scene-setting function in the poem. pooo- (of poOO3tuyov ) is one of four colour
71 5. 54, 55, 56 have come under suspicion for this very reason; cf. FRASER, 1972, 1 p. 598, who states
that 54,55, 56 are " ... characterized by an extravagant voluptuousness of expression, and a highly sensuous
vocabulary rich in compound adjectives, which is in complete contrast with the sparse economic language
of Dioscorides' other erotic pieces ... There therefore seems a strong case for denying these peices to
Dioscorides." FRASER does not cite BOAS, whom BECKBY, 1. p. 668, follows in attributing 5.55 to
Rufinus. The style of 5. 54, 55, 56 may be different from D. 's other epigrams, but we know so little
about D. Which poems were composed by the mature poet, which by the young poet? How dependable is
style in distinguishing between poets when dealing with epigram? Why should a poet not vary his/her
style?
72See LSI S.v.
73XACOpocis not used again with av{}oc until Io.Chrysost. ~. 10; Nonn. 12. 17.370.
74n;apE'toc with reference to !!£AOC is not used again with until Aret. SA. 2. 3. 8.
75Cf. Arist. Po. 1458a-b; Cic. Dear. 3. 152; Demetr. De Eloc. 77. 95.
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terms (XAOEpOC, 3t0PCPUPEOC, AEUK6c) all of which add life, brightness76 and beauty to the
poem. avfrECLv EV XAOEPOLC of line 2 has the image of the bloom of youth or charms in a
metaphorical sense, and colour, brightness and fragrance in a literal sense. EKXEW is used
in a rare sense, to "lie languidly"77 and <l3toc3tEvbw, which is usually used in a ritualistic
context of pouring out a libation,78 is shockingly and boldly used for ejaculation.
O~~UCL ... ~AE3tOUCU

is a lofty, solemn and poetic phrase which occurred only in the

tragedians before D. 79
With regard to humour, 5. 55 makes fun of the motif of the sexual encounter. D.
focuses on sexual intercourse and treats at length what is usually not dealt with at all or
briefly mentioned with restraint. He adds many lofty words, poetic periphrasis (e.g. three
different ways of expressing sexual climax), simile (iJU'Lc

1tVcU~a'LL

CPUA-AU), vividness,

structural and technical ingenuity (e. g. iricolon crescendo), all for a sexual experience. The
contrast with standard love poetry is revealing: most love epigrams deal with unfulfilled or
spurned love (e.g. exclusus amator, girlfriend failing to make an assignation, infidelity
etc.), 5.55 celebrates in grand fashion sexual intercourse brought to a mutually pleasurable
end. 5. 55 has an amusingly boastful tone. D. was virile enough to complete this long
"race" and effective enough to bring Doris to a climax which completely drained her of
strength, JLUPE'LOLC Ef;EXUfrY] ~EAECL.
The name "Doris" is well chosen. Doris was a fairly common name among women
from all stations in life;8o Doris is also a known hetaera-name;81 but more importantly,
Doris was also the name of the wife of Nereus and one of their daughters. 82 There is

76Note that the exact colour of "nopcpupEU" is not clear in this context.
77See LSI S.v. 11.4.
78S ee LSI S.v.
79Cf. e.g. A. fu!m2.. 716; E. Ph. 397; 458; S. QT. 1311.
80See FRASER, 1994, 1 p. 136, who cites 15 (?) examples at Athens; 2 p. 144, (5 examples).
81Cf. R.E. 8.2 1364.
82Vid. supra my discussion of liquid imagery.
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consistent play on this latter Doris in 5.55: line 1, Awpf.ou 'tTjv pooonuyov (perhaps an
epithet of a Nereid reminiscent of Hesiod's pooomrxuc,83 or the condition of her loins after
coition); line 2, D. became u{Mvu'toc after sexual intercourse with her; line 3,
unePCPUEeCCI, in the sense of "big" or "admirable" (gods were marvellous and bigger than
humans); line 4, 'tOY Kunpl,ooc OOAI,XOV (association of coition with Aphrodite); line 6,
Uf-tcpI,CUAeUOf-tEVY]C (suggests liquid imagery as is fitting for a Nereid); line 7, ruteC:7tef.cfrY]
(has both liquid and divine associations); line 8, e;exUfhl (liquid imagery). The divine
association of the name Doris and the liquid imagery associated with her add wit and point
to D.'s uno{}Ewcl,c.
The irreverence of 5.55 adds to the humour. The idea of becoming a god through
intercourse is bold; it cheapens and pokes fun at the dignity of the gods. 84 In keeping with
his immortaiity D. impudently uses unocnEvow 85 for their mutual discharge of AcUKOV
f-tEVOC. In line 4, D. imports an old86 and well respected competition and wryly uses it as
an euphemism for orgasm. The employment of the name of a sea deity (i.e.Doris),
although a minor one, in this context is novel yet shocking.
5.55 is an arresting epigram. D. captivates his audience with vivid description
(poo6nuyov, avfreCLV ev XAOePOl.c, f-tECOV OLa~aCU, AeUKOV f-tEVOC etc.) By
employing in a sexual context a name which recalls the sea-deity Doris, he immediately
grabs the reader's attention. D. also teases the reader with certain pregnant phrases and
ambiguities, such as: OLa'te f.vuc, avfreCLV EV XAOePOl.c, 'ta ... nopcpUPeU. D.
progresses from a description of some of Doris' appealing aspects (poo6nuyov,

83Vid. supra my discussion of liquid imagery.
84This kind of humour at the expense of the gods was not rare in the Hellenistic period. See Chapter 1,
my discussion of humour.
85See SCHRIER, 1979, p. 323, who states that a:n:oc:n:ev&Ol is used elsewhere only for the ritual pouring
of a drink offering; cf. LSJ s. v. at sacrifices, Hom. OJ. 3. 394; 14. 331; E. Ion 1198.
86See MILLER, p. 203, who states that the MALXOC (for men) was established as an Olympic event in
about 720 B. C.
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UJt£PCPUE£CCL ••• Jt6cCLV)

to a vivid and graphic ecphrasis of sexual intercourse with her, i.e.

he makes Doris appealing to the reader by a physical description and also by demonstrating
Doris' availability for sex. 5. 55 grips the reader because of its novel focus on sexual
intercourse.

5.55 is clever, witty and full of surprises; however, the abundant imagery may
appear to clash. Transition from image to image is not particularly smooth, which should
not be a major concern, as other poets such as Aeschylus and Pindar often use extensive
imagery. There are also some problems of interpretation (textual?) which cannot, as I see
it, be resolved. With this in mind there is still much to approve of in 5.55. One does not
expect D. to discuss at length one of his conquests. Words are carefully chosen which are
rare, lofty and impressive, but which also create ambiguity by adding a variety of

implications and layers of mearJng, as \veII as innovation and humorous association.
Imagery is woven into the poem on several levels along with the brightness and vividness
of colour terms. Careful attention was paid to the structure (tricoloncrescendo). There is
variety in the witty periphrases denoting "orgasm" with both humour and irreverence
throughout -- all these pains for an act of coition! In view of this, 5. 55 is a very novel
poem, and D., like Archil. before him, did not shy away from novelty and variation. In

1974, when the papyrus of an unknown epode of Archil. 's came to light, A.P. 5. 55
became important, but only for the phrase of line 7, A£UKOV ~EVOC. Yet for all its literary
merit, 5. 55 has not met with much favourable comment: e.g. Fraser called 5. 55 a
"reductio ad obscoenissimum of a subject popularized by earlier epigrammatists. "87This is
partially misleading: 5. 55 may be described as a reductio ad obscoenissimum , but, as I
hope to have shown, 5. 55 is not at all about a "subject popularized by earlier
epigrammatists." 5. 55 is, in fact, a rare commodity among Hellenistic epigram.

87FRASER, 1972, 1. p. 597.

CHAPTER 3: A.P. 5. 54
M1'jrro'tE yac'tpo/3apfj rrpoc COy A.E')(oc1 av'tLrrpoco>rrov
3taL60yov<p KA.l.YIJC KU3tPL6L 'tEp3tO!-lEVOC,
!-lEcc6fh yap !-lEya KU!-la, Kat OUK OA.l.yoc rrovoc Ec'taL
'tfjc !-lEV epEcCO!-lEVllC COU M CaA.EUO!-lEVOU.
aA.A.a miA.Lv c'tPElVac POaOE LeE L 'tEp3tEO 3tuylj
'tYtV aA.o')(ov VO!-ll.cac aPCEV03taLaa KU3tPLV. 2

A.P. 5. 54 is an erotodidactic epigram in which the poet takes on the role of

praeceptar amaris. Erotodidaxis is a specialized offshoot of didactic in which certain
erotic precepts are imparted. 3 There are different kinds of erotic instruction; Cairns, who
does not mention 5.54, offers three different types:
1) Instruction aimed at promoting a non-mercenary successful mutual love between
a pair of lovers and given by a love-god, courtesan, experienced lover, or poet in
the role of 'teacher of love'.
2) Instruction aimed at enabling the mistress to deceive her husband, or the man
keeping her, or the poet's rivals, and so to confer her favours on the poet, and
given by a poet as 'teacher of love'.

1The phrase :n:poc COy Mxoc is difficult to understand in this context and for this reason has received some
attention from commentators (See JACOBS, 7 pp. 406-407; DUBNER, p. 126; VENIERO, p. 117; GOWPAGE, 1965,2 p. 241.) GOW-PAGE have rightly pointed out that it is possible that :n:poc COy Mxoc is
intended to mean "on your bed". In defense of the meaning "on" for :n:p6c, GOW -PAGE cite: Theoc.!;!. 6.
30 :n:o't' Lcxf.a pUYXoc ExoLca; Polyb. 15.29. 9 Ka{Hcaca :n:poc 'tOY ~Wf.lov. However, this use does
not seem to have been common and GOW -PAGE do not seem to have placed much credence in this
suggestion as they offer Jacobs' emendation, :n:pOCL<lJv (See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 241; cf. also
DUBNER, 1. p. 126.) for :n:poccov, as ifit were an escape clause. HECKER (p. 40) believes the problem
lies in KAf.VlJC and offers KALV{hjc, citing Hom. n. 6.468 :n:atc :n:poc KoA:n:ov Ml;wvOLO I'tLitijvllc
EKALvrjitll (which is not in a sexual context.) The active voice ofKALvw is used elsewhere in erotic
contexts (Archil. fr. 196a. 29 Camp.), but in the A.P. itis usually occurs in homosexual scenes (cf. 12.
88; 213; 233). The active KALVlJC seems apt (cf. also (Latin) e.g. inclino Juv. 9. 23; 10.224) here, and
the fact that it was used (although admittedly later) in homosexual contexts may add additional point to the
last two lines.
2Note that FRASER, 1972, 1 p. 598; 2 p. 846 n. 339 misguidedly believes that 5. 54; 55; 56 should not
be attributed to D., but rather to Mel. or those who imitated Mel. He bases his argument solely on diction
(2. p. 846 n. 339). Unfortunately, FRASER'S argument is unconvincing and inaccurate. (He states that
apcevo:n:aLc is hapax, when it is used (ironically!) by Meleager, A.PI. 134.4; see my discussion on rare
words and phrases.)
3See CAIRNS, p. 73.
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3) Instruction directed towards influencing the beloved to extract money and
presents from as many lovers as possible simultaneously to the detriment of
impoverished, sincere, lovers of single beloveds like the elegiac poet. This
instruction is given by a bawd or courtesan. 4

5.54 is of type 1) with some variation: the poet plays the role of the learned advisor, but
his instruction does not promote" ... mutual love ... ". D. pays no heed at all to the
woman's needs and 5. 54 concerns sexual intercourse not necessarily love.
D. breaks new ground in erotodidaxis, which is generally used to impart precepts in
order to teach the apWf,LEvoc!apWf,LEVYl how to be more attractive to the apactllc. He
incorporates sex, a married woman, a pregnant woman and sodomy, all of which are
generally not part of erotodidaxis. Didactic poetry is at least as old as Hesiod, and the
learned pose of one experienced in love is seen as early as Theognis and Aristophanes;5 but
erotodidaxis according to the criteria set forth above seems to begin with New Comedy,6
and subsequently is seen in (possibly) Alexandrian elegy,7 the bucolic poets Bion and
Moschus,8 becoming common in Latin comedy9 and Latin love elegy. 1

°

However,

erotodidaxis is very rare in Hellenistic epigram, and 5. 54 is, to the best of my knowledge,
the only clear example of it there'! 1 Strato is the only other poet in the A.P. to write on
erotic teaching; there are in his poems some three or four examples, all of which are
homosexual (12.184; 209; 211 and perhaps 206.)
5. 54 fills a unique niche in Hellenistic epigram. In no other epigram (or other
poetry), as far as I know, is a pregnant woman -- i.e. one in advanced pregnancy, to judge
4See CAIRNS, pp. 173-174.
5See MURGATROYD, 1980, p. 130; cf. also WHEELER, p. 444.
6See MURGATROYD, 1980, p. 130, who cites Men. fro 258; 541; 566; 646K.
7See WHEELER, 1910, p. 440.
8Cf. e.g. Mosch. 3.83; fro 2.7 Gow; Bion fro 13.10 Gow.
9See MURGATROYD, 1980, p. 130.
10See MURGATROYD, 1980, p.130; MCKEOWN, p. 74.
11 Note that there is a fragmentary Iamb of Callimachus which seems to be erotodidactic, but there is not
enough of it to make any firm judgments: Iamb ff. 5 Pf. > Q ;eLve, cu /t~OUA.ij yap EV 'tL 'twv tpwv, I
aKoue .(ho Kap.~[Cl1c. Note also that WHEELER, 1910, p. 449 had mistakenly assumed that
"... epigram with the single exception of Moschus VI, is silent concerning the role of erotic teacher."
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from line 3 "fA.Eya KUfA.a" -- presented as an object for coition. Another novelty is that 5.
54 deals with a wife as the sexual interest. Wives, whether pregnant or not, are rarely the
love interest in erotic epigram (or even in Latin love elegy). Usually when wives are
mentioned they are treated with contempt, ridiculed or included only to make a point,12 and
this is the case at line 6 where D. suggests that sodomy is the most efficient way to engage
a pregnant wife. The idea of sodomy with a female is unique in Hellenistic epigram, but
later it is suggested as a cure for boy-love:
c'tPE1Vac MllVocpLA.av EutexLOv, BV CPPEdv aAJi;ou
au'tov aXELV KOA.:n:OLC apcEva MllVOCPLA.ov.
(A.P.5. 116 Marc.Arg.)
The Roman epigrammatist Martial employs some tactics similar to those of 5. 54.
He employs the idea of sodomizing one1s wife, once where she is willing13 and at another
time where he is trying to convince her to yield to sodomy.14 Closer still to 5. 54, in
another epigram Martial takes up the role as the learned erotic advisor to a young
bridegroom who is not experienced in heterosexual love-making. He warns him that
sodomy is something that a young bride would consent to only once because she metuit teli

vulnera prima novi .15 Athenaeus too mentions this method of intercourse with young
girls, :n:apa bE L:n:apna'taLC, WC "Ayvwv CPlldv 0 'AKabllfA.a'LKoc, :n:po 'trov yafA.WV
'taLc :n:ap{}-Evo LC WC :n:aLbLKoLc VOfA.OC Be'tLv OfA.LA.EI.V (13. 602 d-e).
Our epigram is very much like another of D.IS, 5. 55: both poems are innovative in
their sexual themes; they both depend on shock value (WtEC:n:E (,C{}-ll A.EUKOV fA.EVOC; 'tflv
UA.OXOV vOfA.r.cac apcEvo:n:mba KU:n:pLV etc.); both use the explanatory yap after the
first couplet; sea imagery involving tossing about is prominent in the two epigrams.
12Cf. A.P. 5. 18; 77 (Ruf.); 286 (Paul.Sil.); 11. 375 (Maced.); 12. 225 (Strat.). Note that 5.208.3-4
(Mel.) seems to contain some favourable comment, but the text has been obelized rightly by GOW-PAGE
(1965, 1. 4048 f.) as it seems out of context. If the text is correct, the compliment is slight and made in
passing.
13Cf. Mart. 11. 43. 1-2; 11-12: deprensum in puero tetricis me vocibus, uxor, I corripis et culum te
quoque habere refers. I .. .parce tuis igitur dare mascula nomina rebus I teque puta cunnos, uxor, habere
duos.
14cf. 11. 104. 17. pedicarenegas...
15Cf. 11. 78.
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However, 5. 54 is neater than 5. 55 in that it does not contain so many loose and shifting
images.
5. 54 surprises and shocks the reader. The subject of the poem concerns coition
with a pregnant woman; it is a bold and arresting theme. D. seems to be toying with the
subject: the first couplet misleads the reader into thinking that D. suggests not to have sex
with a pregnant woman (1l113to'tE

yac'tpo~apij ... ),

which seems logical as one may infer

that coition during the later months of pregnancy might be harmful to the child or
uncomfortable for the mother. In line 3 D. states ... OUK OA(YOC 3tOVOC Ec'taL, but it is not
clear exactly what 3tOVOC means here ("suffering", "pain", "toil") nor for whom is the
3tOVOC, e.g. for the child, the mother or the man. av'tL3tpOCO)3tOV in line 1 has point, as it
is later revealed in the final couplet that D. is suggesting sexual intercourse but not in the
usual way. The explanatory yap of Hne 3 also catches the reader off guard. The mention
of sexual intercourse with a pregnant woman alone is odd enough, but D. goes further still.
D. explains why one should not do it face-to-face, (surprisingly) because it is too much
work, i.e. for the man (line 3 OUK OALyOC 3tOVOC EC'taL). There is further grounds for
pause when it becomes clear that D. shows no concern for the welfare of the child, who
could be at risk perhaps from the mans' weight on the womb, nor for the woman, should
their intercourse cause complications with her pregnancy or discomfort. He is almost
clinically detached. The 3tapa3tpOCooK(av becomes even more pointed at lines 5 and 6: at
line 5, 3tuYlJ is surprising as one would expect most naturally Kudhp or the like and, with
this in mind, D. shockingly suggests sodomy. At line 6, the reader finally becomes aware
that D.'s precepts concern the wife. D. is outrageously ambiguous with 'tijv aAoxov
which need not mean one's own wife; D. could have easily written cijv aAoxov. D.
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finishes with a flourish, he advises that one treat the wife as if she were an epWfA,EVOC and
KunpLv is reserved for the final word where one would expect "Epo)'ta.1 6
To turn to imagery, nautical metaphor occurs at lines 3-4 which describes what
cuvouda with a pregnant woman is like.

fA,EccDth ... fA,Eya KUfA,a, the II great wave in the

middle", of course, refers to the abdomen of the woman,17 but there is also some realien in
this image, as the abdomen of a pregnant woman is filled with a protective layer of fluid in
which the foetus resides. D. greatly exaggerates the implications of this KUfA,a, comparing
it to a "great wave" which is capable of tossing about a boat at sea. In such instances, the
man is usually understood as the passenger or rower (epECCOfA,EVY]C) 18 on a metaphorical
boat (i.e. the woman). 19 The image in epECCOfA,EVY]C following OUK OALYOC novoc is
vivid, risque and comical; D. hints at the in-out motion of a man "rowing" heavily and
sweating profusely perched on top of this" great wave". In contrast with 5. 55. 6, where
the woman is tossing about (Ul-tqJLCaAEU0l-tEVy]C), the man is being tossed about
(caA.cUOfA,EVOU) in 5.54.4. The rowing image is expanded ad absurdum in 5.54 with a
full line.
As I have mentioned in chapter two, CaA,EUW is often used in nautical contexts. 20
D. seems to be suggesting with this threatening sea imagery, admittedly with exaggeration,
that under these circumstances this position of intercourse is actually rather dangerous for
the man who would be tossed on top of a great wave as a rower in some fear for his life.

16Cf. 12.86.1-2 (Mel.):A KunpLc {}llAELU YUVULKO[tUVij <pMyu ~<lAAEL' I apcEvu &' ul)"toc
wEpwc I.[tEPOV O,VLOXE LVid. infra my discussion on humour.
17Cf. also Anacreontea 57. 19-20 Camp., poMwv &' 15nEp{}E [tu~oov I O,nuAijc eVEp{}E &10 LPijc I [teyu
KU[tU Xpoo'w 'te[tvE L.
18Cf. e.g. Pl.Com. 3.4; Ar.Ec. 1091; A.P. 5.44 (Ruf.); 161 (HedyLlAsc1ep.); 204 (Mel.); 9. 415
(Antiphil.); 416 (Phil).
19Cf. e.g. A.P. 5. 44 (Ruf.); 161 (HedyLlAsc1ep.); 204 (Mel.); 9. 415 (Antiphil.); 416 (Phil); 11. 29
(Autom.).
20 Cf. also C<lAOC, which is commonly used of the sea and ships (see LSJ s. v. 1. 3; II.), as in A.P. 5. 204.
6 (Mel.)EK ... C<lAOU.
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This reason for avoidance of face-to-face coition is lively and striking, as well as
ridiculous.
Similarly, the fact that face-to-face intercourse is considered a J'tovoc (=hard work,
toil) is both stunning and ironic. Sexual intercourse is usually considered pleasurable (NB
lines 2 and 5: 'tEPJ'tOf-LEVOC, 'tEpJ'tE021) and the contrast of the pleasure with hard work is
arresting.

Hesiod advised his brother Perses to work (Epya~Eu, IIEpcyt ... ), as an idle

man was hateful in the eyes of the gods. 22 5.54, as mentioned above, is also in didactic
tradition, but ironically D. advises the reader to take the easier route and to avoid the toil.
There could also be a reference to militia amoris in J'tovoc and av'tLJ'tpOC())J'tov as both are
used elsewhere in martial contexts. 23
With regard to diction, Mypc is ambiguous;24 it carries the literal sense of "bed",
but also the extended sense of iimarriage-bed n ,25 both of which have point as the context is
sexual and, as it is revealed later, the intercourse concerns a married woman (line 6,

aAOXov).
As in 5.55, D. uses rare words and phrases such as:

yac'tpo~apfj

(hapax);

J'tmooyov<p ... KUJ'tPL~h (hapax); POOOELML ... J'tUyfj (hapax); apcEvoJ'tmoa (occurs first
here and subsequently in Mel. once, Nonn. seven times). He uses several polysyllabic
words such as: yac'tpo~apfj, av'tLJ'tpOC())J'tov, J'tmooyov<p, 'tEPJ'tOf-LEVOC, EPECC0f-LEVllC,
caA,EU0f-LEVOU, POOOE LM L, apcEvoJ'tmoa. The use of such lofty and impressive words in
5.54 (as in 5.55) contrasts sharply with the sensual content of the poem and adds to the
humour of D. 's pose as the learned advisor and his ridiculous advice. The phrase
21Cf. also (of both men and women) A.P. 5. 160.2 (Me1.); 201. 2 (anon.); ef. subsequently (Latin)
voluptas (Luer. 4. 1263; Ov. Am. 1. 10.35; Met. 4. 327 etc.), gaudium (Catull. 61. 110; Tib. 2.1.12;
Ov.Am. 3. 7. 63 etc.)
22See Res. Q,Q.. 299ff.
23Por <lv"GLnpoc<.Onov ef. e.g. X.~. 7. 1. 25; HG 6.6.26; Aen.Taet. 22. 11. Por n6voc, ef. Hom.
6. 77; 525; 16. 568; Ql. 12. 117; A.P. 5. 138. 3 (Diose.).
24As is pointed out in JACOBS, 7 p. 406.
2SSee LSJ S.v. 3, E. El. 481, Cel MXea; Sapph. 121 Camp. Mxovveom:pov.

It.
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f,tcCCO{h ... f,tEyU KUf,tU adds to the lofty tone of the 5. 54. The form f,tccc6{h is first used
by Hesiod26 and subsequently becomes common in authors such as Aratus,27 Apollonius
Rhodius 28 and those of the A.P. 29 f,tEYU KUf,tU was commonly used by Homer, occuring
some seventeen times. 3o
Careful attention is paid to the transition from sex with a pregnant woman to the sea
imagery and KUf,tU provides the link. KUf,tU is well chosen in this instance as it is used of
things that are swollen. 31 It is generally used with the meaning

11=

wave, billow ll ,32 but

may also have the more poetic meaning of IIfoetus, embryoll.33 With this meaning in mind
the sea imagery of line 4 has point and wit: pregnancy is picked up by KUf,tU in the sense
of IIfoetus, embryo II and the sea imagery plays on the other more common sense of
IIwave ll .34 Similarly, 3taL()6yovoc carries two senses. 3taL()oyov<p ... KU3tPL()L has the
sense of capability a/producing children (A.P. 9. 437. 4), i.e. heterosexual intercourse,
but 3tUL()OYOV<P also hints at the sense of pregnant, 35which adds further point and wit in
this context of coition with a pregnant partner.
Humour is important in 5. 54. As mentioned above, 5. 54 is an erotodidactic
epigram in which the poet gives advice or takes on the role of the experienced praeceptor

amoris. The tone of 5. 54 is ostensibly instructive and objective and employs such devices
as "the ideal second person" (line 1, COy; 2, KALVlJC); imperative mood ('tEp3tcO);
prohibitive subjunctive (Ml'j3tO'tc ... KALVlJC), but the reasons he gives for his precept are

26Cf. QQ. 369.
27Cf. Phaen. 231;368;414;511;526; 528.
28Cf. Arg. 1. 1278; 2. 172.
29Cf. 1. 5. 1; 5.242.6; 7. 529.4; 10.80.2; 15.28.2; 40. 13.
30Cf.~. 15.381; 17.264;21. 268;313;Od.3. 295;5. 296;313;327;402;425;429;461; 12.60;202;

13.85; 99; 14. 315.
31See LSJ s.y.
32See LSJ s.v. I.
33See LSJ s.Y. II. e.g. A.Eu. 659; E.fr. 106.
34As GOW-PAGE (1965, 2 p. 241) rightly point out.
35See LSJ s.Y. II; I.
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ridiculous and are not meant, I think, to be taken seriously. The sea-imagery depends on
the comparison between a swollen abdomen and a "great wave" with the woman in the role
of the wave/sea and the man playing the part of the rowing passenger. D. outrageously
exaggerates the implications of the coupling. The notion that vaginal intercourse with a
pregnant woman would be too much of a novoc (i.e. for the man) and the solution to the
problem (i.e. anal intercourse) are lively, vivid and humorous. In line 2, the participial
phrase naLC>0yovq> ... KunpLih 'tEpno(.tEvoc (e.g. "when enjoying procreant lovemaking ... ") presupposes that it is common to engage in coition during pregnancy (which is
probably true), but the pose of D. as an educator who had made a hitherto unknown
discovery implies that it was not common. Equally incongruous, after such a phrase as
:TLaLC>oyovq> ... KunpLC>\, 'LEpno(.tEvoc, is his supposedly original solution to the dilemma
that one should have anal intercourse instead (especially as vase painting seems to depict
anal copUlation with females).36 With these incongruities in mind, I think that D. is
playing with his audience and 5. 54 is a reductio ad absurdum. The fact that the only
flattering description the woman receives in the epigram concerns her rear-end
(pOC>OE L{)€ L... nuyij) is humorous; according to D., it would seem that this is the only
attractive part of a pregnant woman. The epithets of Aphrodite in 5. 54 are equally
hilarious (naLC>0YovOc KunpLc aild apCEVOnaLC KunpLc are only used here).
naLC>0Yovoc KunpLc infers the pregnant mother image of the goddess Aphrodite, who is
usually sex personified. The phrase apCEVOnaLC KunpLc is a paradox, and the suggestion
that one imagine the beautiful goddess of love as a boy is ridiculous; however, in this
context apCEVOnaLC KunpLc is witty and apt as D. is advising anal intercourse with a
female. There is further humour in the final word KunpLv, as opposed to"Epona, which
comes as a surprise.

36See DOVER, R543 (farquinia; ARV 408); R577(Boston, 1970.233; ARV 444).
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D. employs sounds effects such as alliteration (KALVl]C, Ku:n;pl,()L in line 2;
~ccc6{h ... ~Eya, KO~a,

Kat, in line 3; coiL.caAcuo~EVOU in line 4; w..ox,ov

... apccvo:n;al,~a in line 6) and homoioteleuton (:n;poc COy AEX,OC aV'u:n;poco):Jtov in line

1; ~Eya

KD~a,

oAf.yoc :n;ovoc in line 3; 'tilc ... EpcCCO~EVYlC, coD ... caAcuo~EVOU in line

4) which add to the learned pose of D. in that they suggest that his advice was carefully

thought out and phrased accordingly.
There are several contrasts in 5. 54. The obvious one, though not verbally spelled
out, is between anal and vaginal copulation. In this case, anal copulation is deemed less
toilsome. In the final line of the epigram D. also contrasts spousal and homosexual love
(aAox,ov ... apccvo:n;at.~a); fertile/ procreantlove (:n;at.~oyov<p ... Ku:n;pl,~l,)and homosexual
love (apccvo:n;at.~a KU:n;pLV); face-to-face coition with face-to-back (av'tL:n;poco):Jtov,
:n;aAl,V c'tPSlVac); great effort (OUK OALYOC :n;ovoc ... ) and the implied little etTortin anal
intercourse. At line 4 there is a contrast between the woman being rowed and the man
being tossed about.
There is a delicate balance in lines 3-4. These lines, which contain D. 's reasons
for his advice, both split into halves at their caesurae and they are carefully phrased:
~ccc6{h

yap ~sya KD~a is balanced by Kat, OUK OALYOC :n;ovoc Ec'tat., and 'tilc ~EV

EpcCCO~EVYlC by

coD M caA.cUO~EVOU. There is also balance in the structure of the

epigram. Lines 3 and 4 contain D. 's precepts and are the fulcrum of the poem, while the
first and the last couplets are joined by ring structure (both discuss sexual intercourse and
contain verbal reminiscences

Ku:n;pl,~l,

/ KU:n;pLV;

'tcp:n;o~cvoc

/ 'tsp:n;co).37

371 have established in my first three chapters that technical skills are an important element in D.'s poetry.
Henceforth, 1 shall comment only on particularly significant examples of these skills.

CHAPTER 4: A.P. 12.37 and 5.56
IIuYrlV L(J)capx,oLO ~henAacEv 'AIlCPLnoAL'tE(J)l
I-LUEALVYlV naL~(J)v 0 [3P0'tOAOLYOC "Ep(J)c
Zfjva {}-eA(J)v EPE{}-L~aL, O{}-ouvEKa 'twv ravuI-Ll'joouc
I-LYlPWV ol 'tou'tou nouAu IlEALX,pO'tEPOL.

The poem consisting entirely or largely of praise of the beloved's charms, often
with specific reference to physical beauty, is a common type in the A.P. Several writers in
the A.P. who are earlier than or contemporaneous with D. wrote in this tradition. 2
However, apart from a poem of Sappho and a fragment of Pindar,3 which are two of the
earliest examples, this kind of poetry was not common before D. Pindar's fr. is an
excellent exemplar to which one may compare the various aspects which make up this type:
1) The beloved is named.
2) The physical beauty of the beloved is praised.
3) The effect on the lover is described.

4) One or more divinities are mentioned.
5) There is an address to the soul.
6) The lover makes a wish.
7) The beloved is considered divine. 4
I have included a table showing the authors of the A.P. (apart from 12.37) who utilized
one or more of the above aspects in the tradition of 12. 37:
1 The use of an ethnic (' A!t<PLltOil.L ';10(0) of mortals is odd in sympotic and amatory poetry; ethnics are more
commonly used in sepulchral poetry (see KAIBEL, pp. 565-575.) The name Sosarchus does not occur
elsewhere in literature, but it does occur in inscriptions, two of which are roughly contemporaneous with
D. (but not from Amphipolis): see FRASER, 1994, 1 p. 420. It is difficult to see any further relevance to
the ethnic in this context. With this in mind, perhaps we are to assume that D. is referring to a real
Sosarchus from Amphipolis, as opposed to a fictional character.
2Cf. 5. 194; 210; 7. 217 (Asc1ep.); 12. 51 (Call.); 38, 58 (Rhian.). Subsequently, cf. 5. 13 (Phld.); 48;
62; 73 (Ruf.); 156 (Mel.); 231 (Maced.); 12. 106; 110 (Mel.).
3Cf. Sapph. 31 Camp. (<pULVE'tUL !tOL.... ); Pi. fro 108 Bowra (E>E08ENQITENEMQI).
4It should be noted that no single epigram need contain all of, or be limited to, the above seven aspects.
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Table 1.

Authors before D. or contemporaneous

Subsequent authors

Author

Location

Aspects

Author

Location

Aspects

Asc1ep.

5.194

1,2,4

Mel.

5. 156

1,2

5.210

1,2,3

12. 106

1,3

7.217

1,2,4

12. 110

1,2,3,4,7

Call.

12.51

1,2

5.13

1,2,7

Rhian. 5

12. 38

1,2,3,4,7? Rufin.

5. 48

2,4,7?

12.58

1,2

5. 62

2, 7

5. 73

1,2,4, 7

5.231

1,2

Phld.

Maced.

12.37 is a poem which largely consists of praise and contains aspects 1,2 and 4
from the above list: the beloved is named (Sosarchus, line 1); Sosarchus' physical beauty
is praised (nuYll, line 2; f-tl1POL, line 4); two divinities are mentioned (Eros, line 2; Zeus,
line 3). As Table 1 shows, several epigrammatists writing in this tradition made use of
aspects 1,2 and sometimes 3. D., like them, employed ideas of his own as well as
variations on old ones.
D.'s epigram differs from most of the above examples (Table 1) in various ways.
D. does not suggest the overall beauty of Sosarchus, he stresses one particular part (as
does 12.38 Rhian.), his soft rear-end. Sosarchus is not considered divine, nor need one

512.38 (Rhian.,whose date is not certainly placed much before or after D.) is similar to 12.37. D. and
Rhianus are roughly contemporaneous as they were both probably active in the second half of the third
century B.C. (see GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 pp. 235; 503). Although no final word can be said about the
dating of the two epigrams, I am inclined to follow TARAN (p. 45) in placing A.P. 12.37 before 12. 38,
as D. 's epigram is an expansion of the Ganymede theme, while Rhianus' seems to be a more elaborate
expansion of 12. 37.
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assume that he was so by association with Eros;6 instead with a slight twist, Sosarchus is
compared to a quasi-divinity, Ganymede. 7 The tone of 12.37 is also set apart from the
epigrams of Table 1, with the exception of 12. 38, in that it is tongue and cheek and does
not have the same gravity. In addition, Zeus and Eros do not appear in any epigram of
Table 1, nor does Eros play the playful role of provoking someone. 8
To move on to some important themes, D. varies standard motifs. Eros has a
curious role in 12.37 as a creator; nowhere else in literature before D. does he seem to
mould all or part of people. Zeus, Prometheus and Hephaestus are the standard creators of
mankind. 9 'Gods did, however, alter the appearance of mortals, 1 0 but they do not seem to
have altered specific body parts. D. adds a risque and humorous touch to both of these
themes by making a childish and undignified god like Eros a divine creator, and by making
him fashion a rear-end, which is a bold contrast to the noble creation myths, as an
enhancement of Sosarchus' appearance. In making the ltuYrJ of Sosarchus Eros' creation,
it is also possible that D. is varying the motif of comparing the beloved to Eros, where the
beloved is sometimes referred to as "another Eros" or the "child of Cypris II etc'! 1 The

6See TARA.N, p. 41, who states that Sosarchus' ltUYll was divine because "ithad been fashioned by a god"
and then compares 12. 64 (Alc.Mess.), among others, where the boy is called {tELOC. It should be stated
that nowhere is Sosarchus called "divine", nor need we assume that he was from the context.
7Cf. h.Ven. 212-214, E'L3tEV M eKacta I ZllVOC EqJllllOCUVl,ICL ~LUK"tOpOC 'APYELqJOV"tllC. I
eOL (sc.Ganymede) &{tuva"toc Kat &Y-rlPWC tea {}WLCLV; Theog. 2.1345- 1348 KpoVL~llC ... 1
apltuf;ac ~' Ec vOf..Uf.t3tOV &V-rlyaYE, KaL IlLV (i.e. Ganymede) WllKE I ~aLf.tOva. Cf. subsequently,
Ov. Met. 10. 155f. qui nunc quoque pocula miscet I invitaque Iovi nectar Iunone ministrat. I have not
been able to locate any tradition which states that after Ganymede was abducted he did not obtain
immortality; it would seem to me a little odd if a human were living agelessly amongst the immortals.
8Eros and Zeus do occur together in other types of epigram, e.g. komastic, 5.64 (Asclep.); 12. 117 (Mel.).
9Vid. infra my discussion on word selection.
10Cf. Qi. 10.395 ff.; 13.429 ff.; 16. 172 ff.; 454 ff.; 23. 155 ff.
11 For the beloved referred to as equal to Eros, cf. 12.54 (Mel.); 64. 2-3 (Alc.Mess.), ~EU"tEPOV uta I
KUltPL~OC ... ; 75 (Asclep.), KUltPL~oc...ltaLC; 76. 3-4 (Mel.), OUlto"t 'av eyvwc I EK llopqJac "tLC EqJU
Zwtf..OC 11 "ttc vEpwc; 77.4 (Asclep'/Posidipp.), ou~' au"tT] KUltPLC yvwcE"taL QV "tlhoKEv; 78. 3-4
(Mel.), , AV"tLOXOC f.tEV lliv av vEpwc, 0 ~' vEpwc "taf.tltaf..LV ' AnLoxoc.
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Ganymede motif was popular among ancient poets, 12 especially those of book 12 of the

A.P.1 3 However, to the best of my knowledge, the poets of the time of D. and before did
not use this theme for the purpose of humour,14 but rather as a recherche compliment to a
beloved. Generally, poets of the A.P. utilized this motif in two ways: as an exemplum to
justify the love of boys;15 by way of a conceit in begging Zeus not to abduct their boy
(who was likened to Ganymede).16 Like the other poems in the A.P. which employ the
theme,17 D. expresses the beauty of Sosarchus by way of comparison with the Trojan
youth, but D. varies this motif by alluding specifically to the thighs of Ganymede 18 and
having Sosarchus outstrip him in the comparison by far, an idea which subsequently
Meleager among others makes use of. 19 D. does not appear to be emotionally involved in
the epigram as do the other authors in A.P. 12. 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 133, 230. In
contrast to the usual idea of hoping that Zeus will not carry off the beloved, D. portrays
Eros mischievously moulding a very attractive posterior in order to provoke Zeus into
carrying him off.
D.'s use of humour in 12. 37 is worthy of note. There is an irreverent tone in
supposing that Zeus was largely attracted to Ganymede because of his thighs. Homer's2o
12Cf. e.g. Hom. !!. 20. 232-235; h.Ven. 202-206; S. fro 345 Pearson; E. Or. 1392; Pi. Q. 1. 43-45; !byc.
fr. 289 Page; Thgn. 1345-1350; Theoc.!;!. 15. 124; 20.41; Virgo Aen. 5. 255; Ov. Met. 10. 155; Prop. 2.
30. 30. Cf. also TARAN, pp. 7-13.
13Cf. 11. 88 (Lucill.); 12.20 (Julius Leon.); 37 (Diosc.); 64 (Alc.Mess.); 65 (Mel.); 67 (anon.); 68
(Mel.); 69 (anon.); 70; 133 (Mel.); 230 (Call.).
14Cf. subsequently, A.P. 11. 88 (Lucill.).
15Cf. A.P. 11. 407 (Nicarch.); 12.65 (Mel.); 133; 230 (Call.). Cf. also [fhgn.] 1345-1350; Theoc. Id
20. 41; Prop. 2. 30.
16Cf. A.P. 12.64 (Alc.Mess.); 65 (Mel.); 67 (anon.); 68 (Mel.); 69 (Alc.Mess.); 70 (Mel.) etc.
17Cf. e.g. A.P. 12. 20; 64-70; 133; 230.
18A fro of Aeschylus may also refer to the thighs of the Trojan boy; cf. Ath. Soph. 13. 602 e, (sc.
Aeschylus) (, &' tv KOA.XLCLV :n:ept ravu!!-rl&oue 'tOY Myov :n:oLOU!!eVOC '!!l]POLC u:n:aWwv 'tTJV
~L(k 'tupavvf,&a.'
19Cf. 12. 54.3-4 (Mel.), T] yap (, KO-UpOC I dJpe'taL Kpetccwv OU'toc ~Epw'tOc ~Epwc; 148. 1-2
(Mel.), <pa!!L.~HA.LO&wpav I v LKace LV mhac 'tae XapL'tac xapLcLv; 5.73.6 (Rufin.), cu, &OKW, 'tTJv
1'1eov hM&uKac; 301. 6-7 (Paul.Sil.), IIa<pLl], I KaA.A.e·i, VLKl]1'1eLca 'tW-U Xpooc ...
2oCf. ll. 20. 232-235; also h.Merc. 5. 202-6.
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Ganymede was abducted by the gods because of his beauty, without mention of Zeus' love
for the boy. After Homer, Zeus' passion for the Trojan shepherd is attested,21 but D.
plays this up further: the buttocks of Sosarchus are set up to attract the king of the gods.
There is further humour in the type of posterior that Eros made to attract Zeus; it was not
just any sort of crupper, but a soft, chubby one at that. The epithet for Eros is equally
ridiculous. Eros is not called
Ares. 22 Not only is

~pO"tOAOLy6c

~pO"tOAOLy6c

before D, but this title was commonly used of

paradoxical, contrasting sharply with Eros' role as the

creator of Sosarchus' :n;uYrl, but it also carries the metaphorical sense of killing men with
desire. 23 The association of

:n;aL~o)v

with ~pO"tOAOLy6c "EpO)c is also comical. The

Hellenistic Eros is often portrayed as playing like a child,24 but the image of a foolish little
boy who is manslaughtering is as engaging and laughable as the idea of little Eros
provoking the king of the gods.
To touch briefly upon diction, D. exploits rare vocabulary and combinations of
words. f-tUEALVOC is not used elsewhere; word groupings such as

~pO"tOAOLYOC "Epwc

and f-tEALXPOC with f-trlPOC occur first here; 6{}oUvEKa is poetic and is used elsewhere only
by Euripides, Sophocles and Theocritus. This employment of exceptional and poetic
words in a frivolous context, as we have seen in D.'s other epigrams,25 not only raises the
tone in sharp contrast to the subject matter, but it draws attention to significant points.
EpE{}L~o)

has a cleverly ambiguous meaning and cleverly exploits several different

interpretations.

EpE{}L~0)26

has the meanings of "rouse to anger", "rouse to fight",

21See TARAN, p. 9, who cites: Theog. 1345-50; Pi. Q. 1. 43-45; S. fro 345 Pearson; E. Or. 1392; Pl.
Phd. 255b 5-c 1; X. Smp. 8. 30.
22Cf. Rom . .!!. 5.31; 455; 518; 846; 909; 8.349; 11. 295; 12. 130; 13.298; 802; 20. 46; 21. 421; 0:1.
8. 115; Res. Sc. 333; 425; Tyrt. fro 9.4 PLF; A. fu!pQ. 665; A.P. 6. 91. 5; 9. 323. 8; 11. 191. 1 etc.
23See my discussion of this type of poetry in chapter 1 (A.P. 5. 138).
24A.P. 12.46. 3-4 (Asc1ep.); 12.47. 1-2 (Mel.); 9. 585.3 (anon.).
25See my discussions in ch. 1 (A.P. 5. 138), 2 (55), 3 (54) on diction.
26S ee LSJ s.v. I.
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"challenge", "provoke to curiosity", "excite to love", "irritate", "incite i.e. to rivalry" ,27
any of which could be intended here.
The word order of our epigram is intricate and deliberate. The first line is well
constructed. The noun, noun, verb, adjective structure is almost a golden line with the
second adjective at the head of the following line (IIuyYtv L())Capx,oLO
'AIlQn3tOA.L'tE())

I IlUEA.LVllV.)

~LE3tA.aCcV

Prominent word placement, such as the first position in the

line, plays an important role in our epigram: 3tuyYtv, IlUEA.LVllV, Zijva and IlllPWV areall
important for the main thrust of 12. 37, which centres upon Eros' craftsmanship of a rump
to provoke Zeus and a comparison between the thighs of Ganymede and Sosarchus. The
impact of the whole piece is increased by the shocking first word 3tuyYtV,28 and IlUcA.LVllV
makes this doubly emphatic. Visually, the association of the first word in each line is
iaughabie, Zeus is drawn up between a soli rump and thighs, caught in the middle as it
were. There is further intricate word placement in the chiasticorder of: the body parts of
the boys and their names, 3tuyYtv L())Capx,o LO ... raVullrl~oUc

I IlllPWV;

in the order of the

names Sosarchus, Eros, Zeus, Ganymede where the order is boyfriend, god, god,
boyfriend. Care and attention is paid to the final word in each line which follow a genitive,
nominative, genitive, nominative pattern (' AIlQn3tOA.L'tE()) l"Ep())c

I ravullij~ouc I

IlcA.LX,pO'tEPO L). There is 3tapa3tpOC~OKLav in the delayed placement of' Ep())c at the end
of line two after the epithet

~po'tOA.O LYOC.

An astute reader would naturally have expected

" APllC after ~po'toA.OLy6c as this epithet is commonly used of the war god before D.29
The imagery in words such as
IlEA.LX,POC is rich. D.'s use of

~La3tA.aCC()),

~La3tA.aCC())

IlUEA.LVOC,

~pO'tOA.OLYOC

and

is novel and striking as it has not been used

27See TARAN, p. 42; for vying with Zeus cf. also A.P. 5. 64 (Asc1ep.); 167; 12. 230 (Call.).
28Note that Rufinus also begins an epigram with 3tuyij, 5.35, IIuyac all'toc EKpLva "tPLWV.
29Vid. supra my discussion on humour. Note that Meleager imitates D. at 5. 180. 1, Tl, ;EVOV, et
~p01;Of...OLyocvEpOJc "ta .. :t6;a I ~af...f...eL.
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with :rtuYrl before. (>LemAaCC()) suggests plastic art, e.g. moulding statuary.3D Similarly,
the verb :rtAaCC()) is also used of a sculptor (e.g. Prometheus, Hephaestus, Eros) who is
working with pliable material, such as clay.31 This image of Eros the sculptor is comical
and risque as we are to imagine the god working intently and seriously on an objet d'art (=
rump) with his hands.

~La:rtAaCC())

does not seem to have been used in this metaphorical

sense elsewhere. In this context f.lUEAtvoc is apt and suited to the soft, yielding and pliable
nature of clay. There may even be a hint of the amatory associations of f.lUEA6c here. 32
The imagery also appeals to the reader's sense of taste. Marrow is a rich, fatty food 33 and
Sosarchus's behind is described as marrow-like. D. 's use of this food metaphor seems
strange; no where is a posterior referred to as marrow-like, nor, as far as I know, is any
other body part. D. is perhaps boldly playing with the idea of sacrificial offering in which
the thighs and fat of a beast were set aside for the gods. 34 The other food image here
involves honey. Honey is often included in amatory contexts,35 but nowhere else are
thighs or other specific body parts considered honey-sweet. 36 The honey-metaphor seems
more apposite; this sugar was an important sweetener, but it is also enticing, pleasant3DSee TARAN, p. 41, who cites, a. TouvC)( 0 't'ExvtLl1C CE ~hbcA.aCEv. A.PI. 275. 11 (Posidipp.)
3 13tA.(lcCW is commonly used in connection with Prometheus' creation of man: Aesop. 228. 1.1 Hausrath,
IIp0[tYI"}e'uc... av{}pW3tOUC E3tA.aCEoo.; 229.1; Philem. fro 89 K, IIp0[tl1{}Euc, Bv Myouc' Y![tac
3tA.acm Kat 't'aA.A.a 3tavLa S<!la; Apollod. Bibl. 1. 45. 2, IIp0[tl1{}Euc e1; u()a't'oc Kat yijc
a{}pW3tOUC 3tA.acac; Call. fro 493. 1 Pf. EL CE IIp0[tl1{}Euc I E3tA.acE. 3tA.accw is also used of the
creation of other humans: Hes. QQ. 70 (of Pandora) eK yaLl1C 3tA.aCCEV KA.U't'()c 'A[tqnyurJELc
3tap{}Evq> aL()OLlj LKEA.OV; Men. fro 535. 5 Kock, yuvaLKac E3tA.aCEV (sc. IIp0[tl1{}Euc); (of
Praxiteles) A.P. 12. 56. 3-4 (Mel.) "Epwc E[t'ljlUXOV ayaA.[ta, I mhov a3tE LKOVl.caC, E3tA.aCE
IIpa1;L't'EA.l1v. (NB that 3tA.accw is not used when Praxiteles makes Eros of marble in 12. 56. 1-2,
EtKova [tEv IIapLl1v swoyM<poc avuc' "Epw't'oc I IIpa1;L't'EA.l1c KU3tPL()OC 3taL()a 't'U3tWca[tEvoc).
32Note the amatory association of [tuEMc in E. Hipp. 253ff.; cf. medulla in Cat.35. 15; 45. 16; 64. 93;
100. 7; 91. 6; Virgo /1.. 4. 66; Plaut. Most. 243.
22. 500£.
33 Astyanax ate [tuEMv as a child: cf. Hom.
34cf. Hom.
1. 452ff.; Od. 12. 359ff.
35Cf. A.P. 5. 32. 3 (Marc.Arg.); 170.2 (Noss.); 244. 6 (Paul.Sil.); 12. 22. 5 (Scynthin.); 81. 2; 126. 4;
132b. 8; 133.6; 154.4 (Mel.).
36Cf. 5. 219 (Paul.Sil.); A.PI. 177 (Phil.); for some general uses of [tEA.LXPOC see LSJ S.V. where it is
used of wine, foods, poetry, poets, sounds.
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smelling and delightful to taste. By comparing the thighs and rump of the boy to food, D.
is playfully suggesting that these parts were palatable. As noted above, ppo'toNnyoc3 7 is
usually applied to Ares, and the imagery involved in Eros's epithet is important for
humour. 38 There is militia amoris here and the implication of this epithet is that Eros is
invested with all the power and ferocity of the god of war himself. Of course, this
implication is not meant to be taken seriously; Eros' elevation in status is mock-solemn and
hyperbolic. Militia amoris was a very old and widespread image, but in the Hellenistic
period there is important development. 39 Apollonius Rhodius seems to be the first author
to empower Eros with a warrior epithet (OUAOC "Epwc) and it is likely that D. is following
his lead. 4o There is also variation on the usual idea of the lover fighting with Eros; here
Eros is provoking Zeus.
Like several of D. 's other poems, 12. 37 is frivolous and lighthearted, yet packed
with poetic subtleties. He incorporates a variety of ideas with a novel, lively and humorous
slant. As often, humour is an important aspect in D.'s epigrams; however, unlike many of
his amatory epigrams, D. seems uninvolved. 12.37 engages and charms the reader by
incorporating dense imagery and intricate word order with a light subject matter.
Another epigram of D.'s in this tradition is 5. 56:
'EKf-taLVc LXc LAll f-tc Po()Oxpoa, :rtOLKLAOf-tu{}a,
1Vuxo'taKij c'tOf-ta'toc vcK'tapeou :rtpo{}upa,
Kat, YAijvm AadaLcLv u:rt' 0CPPUCLV ac'tpa:rt'toucaL,
C:rtAayxvwv TJf-tc'tepwv ()I,K'tua KaL :rtayl,()cC,
KaL f-ta~ot, YAayocV'tcC e-o~uycc Lf-tcpOcV'tcC
cucpuecc, :rtaCllC 'tcp:rtVO't~pOL KaAuKoc.
aAAU 'tL f-tllVUW Kudv oc'tea; f-tap'tupec ctCLV
'tijc a'frupoc'tOf-tLllC ol ML()cW KaAaf-t0L.

e

37 p dH~w fits well with ppo"toA.<nyoc as both can be interpreted in a martial and amatory sense; for
pdHl;w in an amatory context, cf. Ach.Tat. 5. 25. 7.
38Vid. supra my discussion of humour.
39See MURGATROYD, 1975, p. 59-65.
40Cf. also Mosch. 7. If.

e
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This kind of self-imitation41 is not rare in the A.P., and the concept of an author recycling a
specific kind of poetry should not be surprising: Asclepiades wrote five poems of the
komastic type42 and Theocritus wrote four Idylls which include the komos;43 Meleager
wrote 3 epigrams on the renuntiatio amoris ;44 D. himself wrote at least twenty sepulchral
epigrams45 etc. D. seems to be setting himself a test, in which he makes new additions
andlor new twists to a type of poetry which he has already exploited. If part of that test is
achieving novelty and variation on a previously dealt with theme, then 5.56 is successful.
In addition to the actual praise of beauty, there are several similarities between 12.

37 and 5. 56: both epigrams include a beloved who is not directly addressed; imagery is
important in each;46 rare diction and word combinations are exploited;47 mythological
examples are incOIporated. 48

However, in content 5.56 differs slightly from 12.37. The beloved is not named,
a technique which is not unique in this kind of poem (cf. A.P. 5.48; 62 Ruf.), but is
interesting, as D. does not seem to be concerned with the woman as an individual, but
more so from a physical point of view. No gods are mentioned in 5. 56; different body
parts and far more (5) of them are included. 5.56 is longer and more emphasis is given to
the beloved's (who is female here, to judge from line 5) charms. In form the two poems

41See Cairns' essay in WEST-WOODMAN, pp.121-143.
42Cf. A.P. 5. 64; 145; 164; 167; 189.
43Cf. Theoc.!t. 3; 6; 7; 11.
44Cf. A.P. 5. 175; 179; 184.
45See my chapter 1 on the blending of genres.
46Jmagery is especially prevalent in 5. 56.
47 poMxpoa, 3to LK Li\.6~ ufta, 'ljJUXO·taKij, aftupoCLo ~LTJC occur first here; the word combinations
poMxpoa ...XELi\.TJ, C't"6~a1;Oc ...vE"tap€ou, yi\."ijVaL ... ac"tpci3t"toUWL, ~a!;,ot with e-.J!;,uYEc or
yi\.ayoEv"tEC or EU <pui EC do not occur elsewhere (L~Ep6Ev"ta ~a!;,ov occurs first here; the phrase occurs
much later in A.P. 15. 27. 14 (Simias), where it is used of a deer's teat). :n;p6ftupa does not seem to be
used elsewhere of a woman's lips.
48In 12.37.3-4, Ganymede is mentioned; in 5.56.7-8, there is a reference to Midas and his ass-ears, on
which see GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 237; Ov. Met. 11. 18Off.; RE, 15.2 co1.1531-1532; REITZENSTEIN,
p. 186; WEINWREICH, pp. 73-7.
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differ. 5. 56 forms a list or catalogue detailing the woman's attractive features (lines 1-6);
while 12.37 is a brief account of a miniature scene. 49 There is slow revelation in 5.56;
we can not be certain that D. is referring to a specific woman or to a favourite type of
woman until the final couplet, where D. intimates that he does not wish to reveal all of the
woman's charms.
Most importantly, the tone of 5.56 is very different from 12.37, where D. does
not seem to be seriously involved. 5o The tone of 5.56 is passionate, exuberant and
excited, D. seems directly and intensely concerned. D. exploits a variety of techniques in
order to highlight his excitement. Firstly, D. shows his fervent interest by listing the
charms of the woman with emphasis on their effect on him.51 Secondly, the above
mentioned rare words and combinations of words are striking and impressive. There are
many poiysyHabic nouns and adjectives which add to the woman's charm and impact. D.
also shows his excitement by emphasizing the anonymous female's singular appeal with
extraordinary diction used to describe an extraordinary woman. Thirdly, the crescendo of
adjectives in lines 1-6 builds up the impact of D.'s passion and ecstasy, especially in
contrast with the anticlimactic reaction in lines 7-8, where D. ostensibly stops himself from
ranting and raving. Fourthly, the imagery suggests D.'s intense feelings. The imagery is
extensive with comparisons, metaphors and allusions figuring in every line. The vividness
and clarity of the imagery adds stress to D.'s jubilation. The comparisons made depend on
common and tangible things such as,

(H,K'tUU,

nuyt()cc52 and

KUAUl;,

which makes the

49yhe catalogue fonnat of 5.56 is not new (cf. Rom. Jl. 2. 494 ff.; Res. Th. 176 ff.; Semon. 7 Camp.);
however, D.'s use of it to list the attractive attributes of a woman, as far as I can tell, is novel.Strangely,
GOW-PAGE (1968, 2 p. 381) refer to A.P. 5. 132 (Phld.) as a "strikingly original epigram" which "may
have been the model of Ov. Am. 1.5. 19 ff.", and make no reference at all to 5. 56; nor in their
commentary on 5. 56 (2. p. 236-237) do they refer to 5. 132. Clearly, there is a connection between these
two epigrams and 5. 132 is likely an expansion on 5. 56 or at least it is a poem very much like it. For
other catalogues of charms, cf. A.P. 5. 48; 60; 70; 76; 94 (Ruf.).
50See my discussion of humour in this chapter.
51Cf. line 1, h,WLVH ... f.te; line 2, l\lUX,0·taKij; line 4, cnA.ayxvwv lif.te-GEpWV btK'tua Kat naytbec.
52Por MK'tua andnaytbec in amatory poetry, see MURGATROYD, 1984, pp. 363-364.
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appeal more immediate. Fifthly, the word order draws attention to D. 's ardour. The first
word in line 1 marks the tone of the epigram,

EK~wtVe L,

as do the first words in lines 2, 4,

6 and the final words in lines 1,2,3,4,5 and perhaps 6. 53 Sixthly, the pace of the poem
is swift and excited, sped on by an absence of strong stops in the first six lines and by
asyndeton in lines 1-2 and 5-6. In addition, lines 1-6 are comprised of one long, breathless
sentence with cumulative impact. Seventhly, sound effects also perhaps point to D.'s
ecstasy. Homoioteleuton is prevalent and seems to build up in proportion with D. 's
passion in lines 1-6, e.g. poboxpoa :ItO LK LAOfA,u{}a

I...:ltpo{}upa; Kat,

yAfjva L... actpa3t1;ouca L;5 4 Aac(aCLCLv ... 6cppUCLv; c:ltAayxvwv

iJ fA,e'tE pwv;

:ltaytbEc

I

...y"A.ay6eV'tEC ED~uyeC tfA,ePOeV'teC I eUcpU8eC. There is framing in line 2 which adds to
the impact of 'tpU)(o'taKfj ...:ltpo{}upa. The spondeiazon in line 3 adds further impact by
altering the rhytlHn of the epigra.m.
The final two lines mark a shift in emphasis, where D. terminates his catalogue of
charms with an explanation. This explanation has a teasing effect on the reader, much like
the cetera quis nescit technique,55 where some information is left to the reader's
imagination. The list of charms begins at the woman's face and proceeds downward to her
breasts, at which point he changes direction with the reader expecting a description of,
perhaps, the female's pubic region.

53 D. may be capping an epigram of Asc1epiades (5. 210. 4), where the "rosebud" metaphor is used; here,
the woman's breasts are more delightful than allY "rosebud".
54 There is also assonance in this line in 'cn' sound.
55See my opening discussion in chapter 2.

CHAPTER 5: A.P. 12. 42
BAEl{JOV BC' Ep~OYEVllVl 3tAllPE I. XEP(., Kat 'taxa 3tPlll;E LC
3taL60KOpal; mv COL {}U~QC OVE LP03tOAEl.
Kat C'tuyvYjv ocppUWV AUCE LC 'taCLV' ilv 6' aALEulJ
opcpavQv aYKl.c'tpoU KU~a'tL 60uc KaAa~ov,
EAl;E LC BK A.L~EVOC 3tOA.A.Yjv 6p6cov, ou6a yap at6wc
ou6' EA.EOC 6anavO) KOA.A.03tL CUV'tpECPE'taL.

Initially, 12.42 seems to be an erotodidactic epigram: the speaker does give advice
ostensibly aimed at helping the addressee obtain the favours of Hermogenes. 2 However,
upon closer perusal it becomes obvious that the advice is not sincere and that the main
thrust of the epigram is abuse of the beloved, Hermogenes. It is no great leap of faith to
assume that D.'s advice to the addressee is insincere for two reasons. Firstly, why would
D. give sincere advice to someone he simultaneously abuses?3 Secondly, the advice given
is not necessary, as it is common knowledge that one must very often have money to obtain
the services of a puer delicatus. 4 We should also consider that it is highly probable that
D.
1The name Hennogenes (Hermes-born) is well suited to the boy. The association with Hermes (the god of
merchants, trickery and theft) suggests the mercenary personality of the boy (cf. Hor. ~. 1. 30 and NISBEf HUBBARD, p. 344.).
2Note that CAIRNS' (pp. 173-174) definitions do not allow for this type of erotodidaxis. This type would
be a variation on type 1 (see my chapter 3 on this type of poetry), i.e. instruction aimed at promoting,
usually insincerely, a mercenary love affair between a pair oflovers and given by a love-god, courtesan,
experienced lover, or poet in the role of 'teacher of love'; cf. Tib. 1. 5. 69 ff.
3The addressee or rival is also abused. This is clear from line 2 where the lover (or his {tUfl,oc) is called a
:ltm[)oKopa!;, and from the fishing analogy at lines 3-5. The Kopa!; is often used in imprecations and
other unfavourable contexts (Cf. e.g. Archil. fro 196A. 21 Camp.; Thgn. 833; Pi. Q. 2. 87; A. Ag. 1473;
fu!Im.. 751; Ar. y. 852; 982.); thus its use in this compound is highly abusive. {tUfl,OC fits well with
:ltm[)oKopa!;, suggesting an uncontrolled, voracious and lustful appetite (cf. e.g. Hom. 343;Theoc Id 17.
130; E. Med. 8). The analogy is painfully obvious; it implies that the rival is so inept as to fish without
a hook, which would leave him no chance of pulling in his catch, a fact which D. clearly points out,
e"-!;CLc. .. :ltO"-"-ijv [)pocov. There is no need to accept GOW-PAGE's ( 1965,2 p. 244) assumption that a
baited hook is meant by aYKLC"tpoU; a hookless-line is even more futile than fishing without bait, as
some fish (e.g. tuna) will strike a bare hook.
4For other epigrams involving payment to a beloved for his/her favours, see A.P. 5. 29 (Callicter); 30; 31
(Antip.Thess.); 32 (Marc.Arg.); 33; 34 (Parm.); 63 (Marc.Arg.); 81 (Dionys.); 101 (anon.); 125 (Bass.);
126 (Phld.); 217 (Paul.Sil.); 12. 239.
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D. is or was one of the boy's lovers, to judge from the venom of the attack5 and the themes
exploited which commonly find their way into love poetry, e.g. the venal boy, the

unfaithful lover, the rival and perhaps the poor poet,

6

These are standard amatory

themes. Furthermore, when D. does not mention his reasons for the tirade against
Hermogenes, he invites the reader to guess the answer (which is usually infidelity in
amatory contexts). It is difficult to discount D.'s involvement with boy, and if we did, the
point of the epigram would be lost without a link between D. and Hermogenes.
Abuse occurs in many kinds of writings, e.g. curses, defixiones. 7 In literature
abuse is often personal with its main thrust aimed at discrediting someone. 8 There are
many examples of invective against people in Aristophanes, e.g. Cleon,9 Socrates.l 0
Similarly, in 12. 42 the abuse is personal, but the context is amatory and the abuse is
centred upon the beloved. This kind of abuse is not common in poetry.!l An early
example of this type occurs in an epode of Archilochus (fr. 196A. 16-23):
NEOPOUAYI[V ~EV wv]
[a]AAOC aVllP EXE1:W' aLaI: nEnE Lpa () [
[av]-froc 8 UnEPPUYlKE nap-frEvl'jlov
'
[K]aL XapLC il npLv Enijv' KOpOV yap OU K[a1:ECXE nw,]
[ ]Ylc ()E ~E1:P' ECJ>YlVE ~mvoALc yuvl'j'
'tEC] KopaKEc anEXE' ~YJ 1:01~ho ~<p, ~~<;ty[
[o]nwc EYW yuval:Ka 1:[0] LaU1:YlV EXWV
[YEL]1:0CL Xap~' Eco~at,'12
Like 12.42, Archil. names the beloved and abuses her extensively. But, unlike D., he
curses the beloved (21), acknowledges her beauty (18-20) and has an ulterior motive for
5Vid. infra my discussion of the abuse of Hermogenes.
6Vid. infra my discussion of amatory themes.
7See WATSON, pp. 1-48.
8Cf. Archil. fr. 72; 94B (against Lycambes); Hippon. fro 10-12; 14; 83 B. See also BRECHT, p. 4-6.
9Cf. fu. passim.
10Cf. Nu. passim.
IlThreats against the beloved are common in book twelve of the A.P. where the lover warns that the
bloom of youth will fade (cf. A.P. 12.30 (Alc.Mess.); 31(Phan); 33 (Mel.); 39 (anon.) etc.). This kind of
threat is generally aimed at convincing the beloved to yield to the lover's passion, but 12. 42 does not
contain any of these threats nor is it aimed at convincing the boy to accept the poet (vid. infra my
discussion on the theme of the rival).
12The text printed here is from MERKELBACH-WEST, pp. 99, 101.
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his abuse, i.e. to obtain the favours of another woman. Another example in this tradition is
a fragmentary Iamb of Call. (3), the gist of which is recorded by the Diegesis VI. 34ff.:
Ka'taf,tEf,tcpE'tal, 'tOY KaLPOV roc 3tA01J'tOU
f,t<XAAOV 11 apE'tilc ov'ta, 'tOY ()E
3tPO U'lJ'tou a:n:OMXE'taL oc 'tilc Evavnuac ~v 't01J'tWV YVWf,tllC" 3tapE3tI,K03t'tE I, ()E Kat El,.lhJbllf,t0V 'twa, WC
KEXPllf,tEVOV 'tij roP\l 3tOPI,Cf,t<P, u3tO 'tilc f,tll'tPOC 3tAoudq> cuc'ta-frEva.
To judge from the Diegesis, Iamb 3 was very similar to our epigram. Call. names the
beloved and reproaches him. Unfortunately it is impossible to know the extent of the abuse
in this Iamb. Some other poems written before 12.42 should be considered: A.P.5. 162;

164 (Asclep.); 186 (Posidipp.); 12.43; 148 (Call.); Anacr. 358 PMG. These works share
a number of aspects with our epigram: the beloved is named 13 ; abusive names are used;14
rivals are mentioned;15 specific failings are listed. 16 12. 42 shows several novelties. D.
does not simply include a rival, he addresses him and abuses him. The extent of the
abuse 17 surpasses the others by far with its invective remarks and demeaning comparisons;
clearly D. is not interested in a reinstatement with the boy. The list of his specific failings
is far longer than in other poems of this type which include one or two; here, Hermogenes
is greedy, frowning, shameless and pitiless.
The abuse here is conveyed variously. First of all there is the actual content of the
poem. Hermogenes has no redeeming qualities here: D. describes the boy as having a

13See 5. 162.3; 164. 2; 186. 1; 12. 43. 5; 148. 15; 162.3; 164. 2; 186. 1; 12.43. 5; 148. 1.
14See 5. 162. 3; 164.2.
15See 5. 186. 2-4; 12. 43. 6.
16See 5. 162. 1; 164. 1; 186. 1; 12.43.3; 148.2,4; Anacr. 358.6-8 PMG.
17FRASER (1972, 1 p. 596) argucs that D. gave impetus to this type of abusive epigram which he
mistakenly states is not found in either Asclepiades or Callimachus; vid. infra my discussion on the
influence of A.P. 12. 148 (Call.) and Iamb 3 which subsequently became very popular especially in the first
and second centuries AD (See BRECHT, pp. 101-102.), e.g. the epigrams of Lucillius in book eleven of
the A.P. ; but clearly the works of Archil., Call., Asclep., Posidipp. and Anacr. and perhaps Catullus (8.
12ff; 15; 21; 58 etc.) should figure in this equation.
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frowning, sullen expression on his face 18, C'tuYVTJV ocppurov AucaLc 'taCLV (12. 42. 3),
as opposed to listing some attractive attributes. 19 In line 1 'taXa has the meanings
"quickly, presently, forthwith" ,20 which emphasize the boy's single-minded interest and
the speed of his response in selling his charms for money/presents. In modern terms the
boy could be likened to a vending machine, where the patron sees what he wants, pays his
fee and obtains it. Hermogenes is described as greedy and unprincipled in that he is
interested in money not love, and that he has no shame (i.e. in accepting presents) nor pity
(i.e. for the poor lover/poet.)21 Hermogenes is also called a ocmavoc KOAAOljJ.
There is further abuse in the fishing metaphor. Hermogenes is likened to a fish that
the fisherman has no chance of catching without a hook. 22 The imagery of our epigram is
sharp and focused. The fishing metaphor (3-6) is important and has point. Amatory
fishing first occurs in the Hellenistic period,23 but D.;s use of it here is striking and
elaborate. Money is likened to the hook which neither the rival nor the fisherman has, and
which the rival/fisherman must have in order to obtain his desire. D. draws some scathing
parallels between the rival's association with Hermogenes and the fisherman's with the
fish. The rival is likened to the fisherman who fishes with no chance of catching his prey;
for without a hook obtaining his desire is nothing but a dream. Hermogenes is likened to a
stupid fish who is attracted by a hook (or baited hook). There is a paradox in :rtOAATJ
18GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 244, correctly point out that the ctuyvt)v 0<PpuO)v ... 'taCLV belongs to the
boy, but they offerno parallels. One could compare subsequently A.P. 5. 27. (Ruf.); 92. 2; 12. 186. 1
(Strat.).
19Cf. A.P. 12.43. 5 (Call.).
20See LSJ S.v. I. 'taxa (LSJ S.v. IL) may also mean "perhaps", which suggests that the boy is
undependable and unattached. Both meanings of 'taXa are possible; however the first seems more abusive
and more apt.
21See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 244. For the theme of the poor poet cf. Call. Iamb 3; A.P. 7. 460; 12.
71; 148 (Call.) etc.
22The place where the metaphorical fishing is to occur may be pointed. The implications of the metaphor
with the fisherman at the harbour, which was a common haunt for whores, suggest that Hermogenes may
have been a common harbour-whore. Cf. e.g. A.P. 5. 161 (Hedyl.lAsclep.); 159 (Simon.). For other
epigrams containing the hook metaphor, see A.P. 5. 67 (Capito); 247 (Maced.).
23See Lyc. Alex. 67; see also MURGATROYD, 1984 p. 364.
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op6eoc. 24 It is difficult to fathom how a fishing line dipped in the harbour (presumably
once, to judge from the aorist participle, KUl-ta't I..

ooU: KaAal-t0v) would result in much of

anything. op6eov comes as a surprise at the end of the second colon where the reader may
wonder what the fisherman can possibly pull in without a hook. The whole analogy builds
up to these two final words of the second colon where strangely and unexpectedly the
climax is 3tOAAllV op6eov. One might expect a lot of line or a lot of nothing, but a lot of
water seems absurd. The paradox adds emphasis to the following lines where shame and
pity are deemed inconceivable in and expensive cinaedus.
Several words are well chosen for their abusive character.

3tmooK6pa~

is a rare,

unusual and economical word, thus drawing the reader's attention; but this word has
importai1t implications for both the unnamed rival and Hermogenes.

3tmooK6pa~

likens

the rival to a Kopa;, the boy to the prey of the KOpa;. The raven is an opportunistic
carrion feeder, an association which does not carry any redeeming qualities for the rival,
but it is even worse for the boy who would be the carrion which the raven preys upon.
Here, the carrion-association suggests the revolting and disgusting nature of a bloated
corpse as well as the pungent odour of rotting flesh.

3tpij~E I.e

has point, it has the

meanings "achieve", "effect, accomplish" ,25 but also "transact", "negotiate", "manage".26
These latter meanings are more to the point here and add teeth to the invective bite which
attacks the mercenary Hermogenes. 3tAijPE I.. XEPL stands out because it seems odd with

24Hermann's theory that the fishing metaphor was an elaborate double-entendre was rightly dismissed by
GOW-PAGE (1%5, 2 p. 244), who quote Hermann, "KMUf.l0V de veretro ALf.lEVU autem ... de pueri parte
postica interpretatur, ut verbis eAf;Hc - ~p6cov nihil aliud indicetur quam KU'tUXcccL-GaI. COlJ." This
interpretation is strained and ridiculous; I have yet to find such an instance where KaAUf.l0C is used for penis
and ALf.lllV for anus. How exactly would this work? Would the lover be drawing :n:OAA1)v ~p6cov which
dripped off his penis out of the boy's anus? Is this not what the lover desires? To judge from A.P. 5. 54
and 55, D. is not the type to conceal a perfectly good obscenity behind such cloudy metaphors. Here the
fishing metaphor works well without any double-entendre.
25See LSJ s. v. :n:paccw ill.
26See LSJ s.v. :n:paccw III. 6.
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~AE3t(J)

where OfA,fA,aCL or Ocp{MAfA,O LC would be more natural. 27 Here, 3tA-rlPE LXEp( adds

further censure to D. 's tirade against greedy love; this is the part of the body that the boy is
attracted to, i.e. a hand full of money. ctuyvoc (not used elsewhere with 'taCLc) has the
meanings "hated, abhorred",28 "gloomy, sullen".29 This word is economical in that it
carries several meaning which are applicable to this context. Hermogenes has become
hated by D., and his facial expression is not at all depicted by D. to seem attractive, but
rather morose, black, haughty. 6ci3tavoc (of men) has the meanings "lavish",
"extravagant" ,30 (of things) "expensive", "consuming" .31 Here too several of these
meanings may be intended,32 drawing more attention to the abusive term 6a3tavq>
KOAA03tL (a rare and emphatic phrase which only occurs here) and making it doubly
abusive. KOAA01\' is no doubt a term of abuse,33 but the precise meaning of it in the time of

D. seems unattainable. The metaphorical meaning "cilzaedus", according to the LSJ,
occurs first here. 34
The tone of 12. 42 makes up part of the attack against Hermogenes. There is a
mixture of strong emotions, e.g. bitterness, anger and sarcasm, especially at lines 1-3.
From the end of line three to the end of the poem, D. becomes increasingly abusive. Each
line is carefully laid out with barbed phrases which cast both the beloved and the rival in a

27Cf. A. fullm.. 716; S. Of. 1371; E. Ph. 397; 458; A.P. 7. 669.2 (Plato).
28See LSI s.v. c'tuYVoc.
29See LSI s.v. c'tuyvoc II.
30See LSI s.v. ~rutavoc (= ~rutavllPoc).
31See LSI s.v. ~rutavoc (= ~rutavllPoc) II, III.
32See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 244, who suggest "expensive".
33See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 244, who cite Hsch. AB 102.33, 'to V(O'tLaLOV, 'to 'tpaXllA.LaLov 'tou
~ooc, KOA.A.01jJ, ~La 'to Etc KOA.A.aV EU{}E'tELV, Kat 'touc CKA.llPOUC M Kat :n;apll~llKo'tac :n;aL~ac
£V'tEU{}EV KOA.A.omic cpacLv. Cf. also HENDERSON, p. 212-213.
34Hsch.'s explanation does not clarify the meaning; if Hsch. is correct, that a KOA.A.OljJ is a boy on the verge
of losing his beauty, it would seem to contradict :n;aL~OKOpaS in line 2; fading charms are also a very easy
target for abuse (cf. A.P. 5. 21; 27 (Ruf.); 107 (Phld.); 204 (Mel.); 271 (Maced.); 12. 30 (Alc.Mess.); 31
(Phan.); 33 (Mel.); 39 (anon.)), which D. makes no use of here.
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bad light, culminating in the final and extremely corrosive colon which is highlighted by the
repetitious ou6e yap ... ou6' .
Many important words are positioned at key places in the line. Verbs either begin
or end every line (except line 4) which draws attention to the action of 12. 42. Other
important placements include the abusive term 3taL60K6pa; and the poignant opcpavQv
which clearly dangles the idea of Hermogenes' shortcomings (at lines 5 and 6) before the
reader, i.e. Hermogenes is in need of certain human qualities. Similarly, ai,6ok at line 5
and ou6' at line 6 are notably placed to accent Hermogenes' deficiency.
Sound effects such as alliteration in "3t" in lines 1-2 along with the clashing double
consonants "X, ;" in Xc pL. 'taXa 3tPl1;c LC I 3taL60K6pa; and the hissing of "c"
throughout seems to add to the abusive tone and mood of the epigram.
Structurally (if we place a strong stop after bp6cov in line ~5) the poem becomes a

tricolon diminuendo (BAe1\'OV ...'taCLV; llv ... 6p6cov; ou6c ... cuv'tpecpc'taL). Thethree
part construction adds further emphasis to the abusive final colon; the epigram builds up
and tapers down to the last colon and leaves a lasting impression on the reader. There is
ring structure which gets the point across with some short and scathing remarks concerning
Hermogenes: at line one his venality is featured (3tAl1PE LXEPf.); similarly, lines 5-6 dwell
upon venality by explaining why one needs money/presents, i.e. because the boy has no
shame or pity (ou6e ... ai,6wc lou6' EAEOC).
To move on to some other important points of appreciation, D. incorporates several
themes which are often perceived from the point of view of the lover. One of these is the

venal boy. There are two ways in which this theme is used: firstly, the lover is put off
when the beloved asks for a gift;36 secondly, the lover becomes disenchanted when the
35It seems odd not to have a strong stop before ouM yap: cf. e.g. A.P. 7. 148. 3 (anon.); 277. 3 (Call.);
472. 5 (Leon.); 497. 3 (Damag.); 551. 5 (Agath.); 566. 3 (Maced); 745. 9; 9. 151. 5 (Antip.Sid.); 176. 3
(pall.) etc.
36Cf. A.P. 5.32 (Marc.Arg.); 63; 114 (Maec.); 12. 148 (Call.); Diegesis on Iamb 3; Anacreont. 29. 9f.;
Tib. 1. 5. 68ff.; 9. 52ff. For a tirade against venality, cf. Lyr.Alex.Adesp. p. 214.
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beloved asks for more expensive gifts. 37 12.42 follows the first example with some
variation: he includes arival;38 he does not address the boy at all and he paints a very black
picture of the boy.39 Another prominent theme is that of the unfaithful beloved. 40
Clearly, D. seems upset at the fickleness of Hermogenes. This is not unlike other pieces
which deal with the unfaithful beloved,41 where the lover naturally vents some hard
feelings, but D. does not curse the beloved, like Thgn. 1311; he does not threaten him/her,
like Theoc. Id. 29. 39-40; he does not focus his anger on the rival, like Tib. 1. 9. 53-74;
rather D. abuses the boy with no hint of kindness, and he is extremely bitter and angry. He
does not address the boy directly,42 rather he sarcastically addresses the boy's lover.
Unlike other poems which exploit this theme, D. adds no personal touches, no first person
addresses, no first person personal pronouns, nothing that could be directly traced back to
D. The theme of the rival is also present. 43 Here, D. varies the theme with an address to
an unnamed rival,44 by giving him insincere advice45 and by abusing the riva1. 46

12.42 may have been inspired by an epigram of Call., 12. 148 (and perhaps Iamb
3). D.'s epigram seems to be a more elaborate expansion on 12. 148. There are thematic
similarities between 12. 148 and 42: the venal boy, the unfaithful lover and perhaps the

poor poet (if we infer that D. did not have the money to offer Hermogenes). Call.'s detail
of J'tAOl.hou KEVEdL ,)(EPEC (12. 148. 1) is inverted in our epigram, J'tAl']PE L ')(EPI, (12. 42.

37Cf. A.P. 12. 44 (Glauc.); 212; 237 (Strat.).
38Vid. infra my discussion on the theme of the rival.
39Vid. supra my discussion on the abuse of Hermogenes.
4°Presumably. Hermogenes was the beloved of D .• hence the abuse of him and the rival.
41Cf. Archil. 196A. 16-23; Thgn. 1311; Theoc. !!,. 29. 39-40; Call. Iamb 3; A.P. 12. 237 (Strat.); Tib. 1.
9.17-52.
42Cf. A.P. 12. 237 (Strat.), Thgn. 1311. Theoc. !!,. 29. 39-40 and Tib. 1. 9. 17-54.
43Cf. A.P. 5. 8 (Mel.); 107; 120 (Phld.); 158 (Asclep.); 160; 165; 166; 191 (Mel.); 213 (Possidipp.);12.
43 (Call.).
44Cf. Tib. 1. 5. 69ff.; 2. 87ff.; Cat. 15; 21; 40; 83; Hor.~. 15. 17ff.; Prop. 1. 5.
45For the technique of insincere advice: cf. Call. Iamb 5. ' Q ;ELVE - CUl-tPOuA:r'l I yap EV LL Lmv Lpmv I aKoUE LaltO Kap~I[L llC.

46Vid. supra my opening paragraph.
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1), and the idea of the dream is expanded upon (fA,i1 AEYE ...'tOUfA,OV aVE I,pOV €fA,OL 12.
148. 2; ltPllf;EI,C

I ... rov COl, {}UfA,OC OVEI,POltOAEL 42.1-2).

D. does not slavishly follow

Call. in form and structure: he does not directly address the boy, but rather the rival; he
does not refer to the boy in a kind and loving manner (cpLAE 12. 148. 4); 12.42 is more
than a chastising slap on the wrist, the focus here is highly abusive and it is centred upon
Hermogenes. Although there are no verbal similarities between the fragmentary Iamb 3
and 12. 42, we may assume from the Diegesis synopsis that their main thrusts were
similar.

CHAPTER 6: A.P. 12. 14
811f-L0CP\,AOC
x.PllcE'ta\,
roc Ef-LE vuv
i}cux.a 'tlj

'toL01.c6E CP\,Allf-LacLV EL 3tpOC Epac'tac
aKf-La(llv, Ku3tp\" Ka{}' TJA\,K(llV
ECP\,AllCEV 0 Vll3tLOC, OUKE'tL VUK'tWP
KE (vou f-Lll'tPL f-LEVEL 3tpo-frupa.

The main thrust of 12. 14 turns upon the prophecy at lines 3-4. Prophecy in
general is a familiar element in ancient poetry. There are several earlier examples, such as
Hom.

n. 19. 407ff.; Pi. N. 1. 62 ff.; Pae. 8. 25-35; Porphyrio, Commentum in Horati

Carmina, 1. 15. 1, who says, "hac ode Bacchylidem imitatur. nam ut ille Cassandram facit
vaticinari futura belli Troiani ita hic Proteum" [sic]); A. Pers. 796 ff.; Cypria (Prod. chrest.
1, ... Kacca6pa 3tEpL 'trov f-LEAAOV'tWV 3tp0611AOL.); Lyc. Alexandra; Verg. A. 6. 756 ff.1
Cairns summarises one form of prophecy as follows:
The speaker is in a situation not to his liking and the blame or responsibility for this
lies, in his opinion, with the addressee. The speaker warns! prophesies [sic]!
wishes that the addressee may in the future find himself in a new position in which
he will no longer incommode the speaker. The purpose of this threat is to induce
the addressee to take faster action to relieve the speaker's present discomfort.2
Prophecy often figures in a specifically amatory context, where the actual prophecy is the
main thrust of the poem and where the prophecy is almost always used as a threat against
the beloved because he!she will not yield to the speaker's desires. 3 A brief synopsis of the
standard features of threat -prophecy is as follows:
... the speaker may warn the addressee that old age will come and render him
unattractive orland place the addressee in a plight similar to that of the speaker. Or
the speaker may, in sophisticated examples, simply say that the addressee's
alternative love relationship will come to no good... Or --although this may be a
different variant-- the speaker can say that the addressee will grow to an age to feel
the same sentiments as the speaker but with a happy outcome. 4

ISee NISBET-HUBBARD, p. 189 for further examples.
2See CAIRNS, p. 85.
3See CAIRNS, p. 85.
4See CAIRNS, p. 85-86.
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This type of poem is very common, especially in the A.P. 5 12. 14 shares many
similarities with threat prophecy: a god is mentioned,6 (line 2, Cypris); the boy is
named? (here Demophilos would be more acurately considered a prospective beloved); the
komos is alluded t08 (lines 3-4); other suitors are mentioned9 (line 1 epactac); the door is
inc1uded lO (line 4, rcp6frupa); compliments are made to the boyll (line 1 'tOLOLc()E
cP LA. ij ~WCLV).

12. 14 is a prophecy but not a threat-prophecy. The speaker is not at all in a state
of discomfort, nor is the prophecy made in order to induce the beloved to yield to the
passions of the poet,12 12. 14 is an inverse threat-prophecy. The differences in 12. 14
from the standard threat-prophecy are important. Firstly, D. does not threaten that
Demophilos' charms will fade with time,13 but rather talks of him in his prime when older.
Secondly, the poet does not complain that he has received poor treatment from the boy,14

5Cf. e.g. 5.21 (Ruf.); 23 (Call.); 47; 103 (Ruf.); 167 (Asdep.); 233 (Maced.); 12. 16 (Strat.); 29; 30
(Alc.Mes.); 31 (Phanocl.); 35 (Diod.); 39 (anon.); 174 (Fronto); 186; 195; 215 (Strat.). Cf. also
CAIRNS, p. 85, who cites Thgn. 1299-1310; Theoc. !t. 29. 35-40; Hor. ~. 1. 25. 9-10; 3. 10.9-12, 1920; 4. 10.6;
15; Ov. Ars 3. 69ff.; Cat. 8. 14-19; Prop. 3. 25. 4; Tib. 1. 8. 71-78.
6Cf. A.P. 5. 167.4,5 (Asclep.); 12. 16. 1 (Strat.); 31. 6; 195.4 (Phanocl.); Thgn. 1299-1310; Theoc. !t.
29.22; Hor. ~. 3. 10.8,9; 4. 10. 1;
15.9; Tib. 1. 8. 5, 28, 35.
?Cf. A.P. 5.21. 1 (Ruf.); 23. 1 (Call.); 47. 1; 103. 1 (Ruf.); 167.3 (Asdep.; NB the text of this epigram
is probably corrupt, see GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 126); 12. 16. 1 (Strat.); 29. 1; 30. 1 (Alc.Mes.); 31. 2
(Phanocl.); 35. 2 (Diod.); 39. 1. (anon.); 174. 1 (Fronto); 186. 1; 195.3,5; 215. 2 (Strat.); Hor.~. 1.
25. 8; 3. 10. 1; 4. 10.5;
15. 11; Prop. 3.25.6; Tib. 1. 8. 49,71.
8Cf. A.P. 5.23 (Call.); 103 (Ruf.); 167 (Asdep.); Hor. C. 1. 25; 3. 10;
15; Ov. Ars 3. 69ff.; Prop. 3.
25.
9Cf. A.P. 21. 5 (Ruf.); 233.3 (Maced.); Theoc.!t. 29. 14-15; Hor. ~. 1. 25. 9; 3. 10. 16;
15. 13;
Tib. 1. 8. 50; Ov. Ars 3. 69.
IOCf. A.P. 5. 23. 2 (Call.); 167.4 (Asdep.); Theoc.!t. 29. 39; Hor. ~. 1. 25.4; 3. 10.5; Ov. Ars 3.71;
Prop. 3. 25. 10.
IICf. A.P. 12. 29. 1 (Alc.Mes.); 35. 1-2 (Diod.); 195.4-8 (Strat.); Thgn. 1299-1310; Theoc. !t. 29. 5-6;
Hor. ~. 4. 10. 1.
12NB CAIRNS does not indude 12. 14 in his discussion.
13Cf. A.P. 5. 21.4-5 (Ruf.); 23. 5-6 (Call.); 103.3-4 (Ruf.); 233.5-6 (Maced.); 12. 29. 1-2; 30.4-5
(Alc.Mes.); 31.3-4 (Phanocl.); 35. 3-4 (Diod.); 39. 1-2 (anon.); 174.3-4 (Fronto); 186.4-6; 195. 7-8
(Strat.); 215.2; Thgn. 1299-1310; Hor. ~. 1. 25. 9; 4. 10.2-5; Ov. Ars 3. 73-74; Prop. 3. 25. 11-12.
14Cf. A.P. 5. 23. 4-5 (Call.); 47.5-6; 103. 1 (Ruf.); 233. 1-4 (Maced.); 12.31. 6 (Phanocl.); 35. 2
(Diocl.);174. 1-3 (Fronto); 186.2 (Strat.); Thgn. 1299-1310; Theoc. !t. 29. 36; Hor. ~. 1. 25. 7-8; 3. 10.
3-4, 19-20; 4. 10. 1; Ov. Ars 3. 69; Prop. 3. 25. 9-10.

m.

m.

m.

m.

m.
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because he has been treated favourably by him and he has obtained a sample of the boy's
charms. Thirdly, there is no threatening assertion that the boy will be lonely15 in the future
when his charms fade. Instead, D. suggests that Demophilos will be anything but lonely
when his charms mature because komasts will frequent his door every night. Fourthly, at
no point does D. suggest that Demophilos is his epWI-lEVOC nor that D. is himself the
epac'tllc (this kind of relationship between the lover and beloved is commonly implied in

other poems in this tradition.1 6) Finally, the boy is at present too young for a relationship
and he is not directly addressed. Other poems of this type include beloveds who are of the
appropriate age. 17 Inversion or variation of important aspects within a tradition of poetry is
not new, 18 but inversion of threat prophecy, to the best of my knowledge, occurs first
here,19 and D.'s inversion of it is bold, striking and extensive.
Praise of Demophilos should also be included as part the main thrust of 12. 14.
Like many other poems which praise the beloved the boy is named; the effect on the
speaker is intimated (here the effect is implicitly contained in 'to LOL.c6E qJLA.lll-lacLv in line

1, in the address to Cypris in line 2, who is often invoked in amatory contexts, and in the
favourable prophecy in the final 2 lines); a divinity is mentioned, Cypris. 20 Similarly,
many poems of this type include a brief expression of the charms of the beloved aimed at
emphasizing the beauty of the beloved, which is conveyed variously.21 D. also adds his
15Cf. A.P. 21. 5-6 (Ruf.); 167.3-4 (Asclep.); 12.30.3 (Alc.Mes.); 35.3-5 (Diocl.); 186. 6 (Strat.); Ov.
~. 1. 25. 9-15.
16A.p. 5. 21 (Ruf.); 23 (Call.); 47; 103 (Ruf.); 167 (Asclep.); 233 (Maced.); 12. 16 (Strat.); 29; 30
(Alc.Mess.); 31 (Phan.); 35 (DiocI.); 39 (anon.); 174 (Fronto); 186; 195; 215 (Strat.); Thgn. 1299-1310;
Theoc.!t. 29; Hor. ~. 1. 25; 3. 10; 4. 10; BJ.!. 15; Ov. Ars 3. 69ff.; Cat. 8; Prop. 3. 25; Tib. 1. 8.
17For a few exceptions, vid. infra my discussion on the praise of Demophilos.
18See CAIRNS, pp. 127ff.; TARAN, pp. 1-2; GIANGRANDE, pp. 99-100.
19For subsequent examples ofinverse threat-prophecy, cf. A.P. 5. 111 (Antiphil.); 148 (Mel.); 12.205
(Strat.)
20See the opening discussion in my chapter 4.
21Cf. e.g. A.P. 5. 194.3-4 (Posidipp. or AscIep.), o1.a 'tE My60u I yAure'tllv ... ; 210. 2 (Asclep.),
'tllKOl-taL, WC Kl1poc reap reupL.; 12. 58. 3-4 (Rhian.), OCCOV tv aAAoLc I aV{}EcLv ELapLvoLc KaMv
EAal-t1jJE p660v; Pi. fro 108. 2-5 Bowra (a more lengthy example), 'tac M eEO~EVOU aK'tLVaC reo't'
OCCWV l-tapl-tapLSOL-1 cac ~paKEf.c I oc 1-t1) reo{}q> KUl-taLvE'taL, t~ aMl-tav'toc I Yje CLMpou
Ars 3. 69; Cat. 8. 15-19; Hor.
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own touch with an expression conveying a rare favourable prophecy (lines 3-4). Like 5.
13, 62, 156 and 194, D. mentions other potential suitors for Demophilos so as to highlight
the boy's allure.

12.14 differs from other poems which praise the beloved in that the boy is young,
i.e. too young for an EpWfA.EVOc!Epuctijc relationship, to judge from line 2, where the boy
has not yet reached his prime aKfA.ULllv ... KUW y)AI,KLllV, line 3, where he is called 6
vij:rnoc, and deductively from lines 3-4 where he has not yet had a following of suitors
besieging his door at night. D. 's mention of a boy who is too young (perhaps younger
than twelve years of age if Strato's terminus post quem has any validity22) and
acknowledgment of the fact that he has obtained kisses from him draw the reader's
attention. D. does not praise the present beauty of the boy,23 as is common, but rather the
prospective beauty of the boy when he is in his prime.
To move on to some important themes, the :rtUPUKAUUC({}Upov or K(i)!-toc is a very
common motif in Greek and Latin literature24 and thus the audience's sensitivity to it was
highly attuned;25 so, D.'s allusion to it here need not contain all or most of the traditional
elements of the komos for his audience to know what he is referring to in lines 3-4. In
fact, 12. 14 is not komastic, but the subtle allusion to the komos at the end of the poem is
sharp and witty. Reference to the nightly carousal neatly hones the point of the poem,
which is meant to be a compliment to the boy, while it also overturns the komastic threats
(i.e. that the beloved will have no lovers at his/her door) which mark komastic poetry.
Several poems of this type of poetry (threat-prophecy) contain allusions to the nocturnal
KcX<lA.KE'U"tUL l-leA.ULVUV KUP~LUV IljJ'Uxp~ <pA.OyL, 3tpOC ~' 'A<ppoM"tuc U"tLI-lUci}cLc
eA.LKO~A.c<p<lpo'U I...

1

22Cf. A.P. 12.4; 205 (Strat.). For other poems which deal with a beloved who is too young, cf. 5. 111
(Antiphil.); 45 (Callicter); 12. 188; 228; 251 (Strat.); Hor. ~. 2. 5.
23Cf. A.P. 5. 13 (Phld.); 48; 62; 73 (Ruf.); 156 (Mel.); 194; 210 (Asclep.); 231; 7.217 (Maced.); 12.51
(Call.); 38; 58 (Rhian.); 106; 110 (Mel.).
24See HEADLAM, pp. 82-84; COPLEY,passim; McKeown, on Ov. Am. 1.6.
25See CAIRNS, pp. 88-89;
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revel,26 and so D.'s use of it here clearly places 12. 14 in this tradition. D. has carefully
made use of a number of standard komastic motifs to achieve the above mentioned effect: a
prospective beloved is named27 (line 1); a door is mentioned28 (line 4); one or more gods 29
are mentioned (line 2), notably Cypris herself, who is often included (e.g. A.P. 5. 189
(Asclep.), 191 (Mel.), 12. 167; Lyr.Alex.Adesp. 1. 2, 12, 19.) The komos is also
revealed through emphatic word placement. Words such as epactac, ijA.LKLllV, VUK'tOOP,
np6-6upa are all located at the end of lines 1-4 respectively. These words contain many of
the necessary ingredients for a komos and so are noticeable as they foreshadow the final
line:
1) epaC'taL
2) a young boy
3) the proper time for a komos, evening

4) a destination, the beloved's door
D. also adds novelty to the komos theme by including the mother of Demophilos. D.'s
mention of the boy's mother here is puzzling. Gow-Page suggest that the mother is a
widow, as it would be more natural to expect mention of the father. 3o This need not be the
case, the point of the epigram is that Demophilos is very young, he is a vl'j3tLoc (= infant,
child);31 reference to the boy's mother may have been made to emphasize the infantile
nature of the boy as one would expect a child to be with his mother. There may be further
innovation here. D. states that the np6-6upa will not be i]cuxa, e.g. "quiet", "still".32
HEADLAM33 may be correct in assuming that i]cuxa

="quiet" and that D. is referring to

26Cf. A.P. 5. 23 (Call.); 103 (Ruf.); 167 (Asclep.); Hor. ~. 1. 25; 3. 1O;~. 15; Ov. Ars 3. 69ff.; Prop.
3.25.
27Cf. A.P. 5.23. 1 (Call.); 164. 2; 167.3 (Asclep.); 190.4 (Mel.); 213. 1 (posidipp.); 12. 23. 3 (Mel.);
116. 4 (anon.); 118. 1 (Call.); 167. 1 (Mel.).
28Cf. 5. 23. 2 (Call.); 145. 1; 189. 2 (Asclep.); 191. 5; 12. 23. 3 (Mel.).
29Cf. A.P. 5.64.5,6 (Asclep.); 168. 3, 4 (anon.); 189.4 (Asclep.); 191. 7 (Mel.); 213. 2,4 (posidipp.);
12. 23.3; 117. 6; 119. 1; 167. 2,4 (Mel.); Lyr. Alex. Adesp. 1. 2, 12, 19, 15.
3 OSee GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 242.
31See LSJ S.v. vllJtLoc.
32See LSJ s.v. llcux'oc.
33S ee p. 83.
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komasts knocking on the door in order to get the beloved's attention more effectively; but it
is also possible that OUKE'tL ... 1 llcuXa ... 3tp6{}upa = a door which is no longer still,34
which could mean that the door will be opening often in order to let in komasts, a practice
which is very rare in komastic poetry, but not unparalleled. 35
There are minor themes as well in 12.1 4. The theme of the rival is present. 36 D.
varies it here by alluding to future lovers of the boy.3 7 Another theme in 12. 14 concerns
kisses. Kisses are often praised for their special character or power in the A.P., where the
effect or quality of them is conveyed variously.38 D. adds novelty to this theme by
employing a boy, who is not a beloved of the speaker, and who is too young for a
relationship. The kisses given to the poet are not necessessarily erotic, but have the
potential to be so.
There is a slow trickle of information in 12. 14. ATJfA,6qnAoc, <pLAl'jfA,a'ta, EpUC'tEC
and a prophecy are introduced in the first line; however it is not fully revealed what exactly
is going on until the end of the final line. One might expect with the mention of
ATJfA,6<pLAOC, <pLAijfA,U'tU, epuC'tEc an erotic scene, but gradually it becomes apparent that

12.14 is not erotic. Midway through line 3, D. makes it clear that he has obtained kisses of
distinction, nothing more, from the young boy. He then completes the prophecy which is
finally fully revealed at the end of the poem. Thus, the tradition to which 12.14 belongs is
slowly revealed and it is not until the end of the epigram that it becomes clear.
Sound effects add to the impact of 12. 14. In line 1 the '<pLA' sound is repeated in
ATJfA,6~oc

and ~ijfA,UCLV, which draws attention by highlighting the link between these

34Cf. A.P. 7. 277. 3-4 (Call.), ... oUM yap aU'toc I iicuxoc, aWULlJ fl' tea ttaAaCC03tOpEL.
35See HEADLAM, pp. 82-84 (NB that he cites no refs. for this practice); COPLEY, pp.7-10, who cites
Ar. Ec. 938-75; PI. Cur. 156-157.
3 6See my discussion on "... other points of appreciation" in chapter 5.
37There may be some play here on the plurality of prospective lovers; the boy's name is made up of ll.T](.loc
andqnAoc, i.e. he is a lover of "people".
38Cf. 5. 14 (Ruf.); 96 (Me1.); 266; 285 (Agath.); 12. 16 (Strat.); 68 (Me1.); 90 (anon.); 95 (Me1.); 133;
305 (anon.); cf also LIER, pp. 54-56.
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two words, i.e. the boy and his kisses. The sigma sounds of line 1 may help to express
D.'s jubilation after obtaining such kisses. 39 Excitement is also suggested by the lack of
strong stops: 12.14 is one continuous and breathless assertion. In Line 2 there are
repetitive 'K' and 'X' sounds in XprlcE'taL ...KuprrpL, Ka-fr' and internal rhyme in
aKf-taLYjv ... ijA. LKI;rjv. The alliteration seem to make the invocation of Cypris more forceful

and memorable with the clashing sounds of the consonants, while the internal rhyme brings
to the fore the boy's prospective prime of youth. The sound effects in lines 3 and 4 may
also be intended to suggest the noise at his mother's front door, with all the knocking,
pleading, singing and whining of the prospective komasts (and perhaps the opening of the
door).
The beginning of lines 1 and 4 draws the reader's attention: line 1 opposes
Demophilos with the final word epac'tac, perhaps separating the boy from an
Epac'tllc/EPWf-tEVOC relationship as he is too young. Line 4 is framed by i]cuxa and
rrp6frupa. Here the separation of i]cuxa and rrp6frupa may highlight the fact that when

the boy reaches his prime, silence/stillness will not at all be associated with his mother's
door.

39For similar sigma sounds after having obtained some satisfaction from another, see my chapter 2 (5.55)
and 4 (5. 54) on sound effects.

CHAPTER 7: A.P. 5. 53; 193
'H 3tdtavll fA,' £'tpwcav 'APLC'tov6y], cptA' "A6wVL,
Ko'VafA,EVy] 'tij cij c'tll{}aa 3t<XP KaAUPlJ.
at 6o>ca L 'tau'ty]v KaL EfA,OL Xap LV, llv a3to3tvaucw,
fA,y) 3tp6cpacLc, CUfA,3tAOUV CUfA, fA,a Aapwv a3tayou. (A.P. 5. 53)
'H 'tpucpapll fA, , llypauca KAaw 'to. yaAaK'tLV' ," A6wv L,
'tij cij Ko'VafA,EVy] c'tll{}aa 3tavvuxL6L.
at 60kEL KafA,OL 'tau'ty]v XaPLV, llV a3to3tvaucw,
fA,y) 3tpocpacELc, CUfA,3tAOUV cuv fA,a Aapwv tayE'tw. (A.P. 5. 193)

There are several points which 5. 53 and 193 1 have in common. Both poems
exploit the fact that festivals were one of the few instances in which young women made
public appearances, and so such occasions provided young men with many opportunities to
see and meet them. 2 These two epigrams are also characterized by their vi vid and sharp
wit, part of which is the paradoxical combination of grief and death with love. D. has

1 Some commentators have argued that these two poems could not have been written by the same author
because of the extensive similarities in their content (STADTMULLER, 1 p. 161; WALTZ, 2 p. 88.);
however, the ascriptions do not seem to have been disputed in the MSS. Waltz (who is cited by
WEINREICH, p. 86; GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 238) argues that 193 is a parody of 53 based on the final
word d yi "too, which is obelized by GOW-PAGE (1965, 1 p. 82). His premise is that Cleo is the subject
of d yi"too and that there is an obscene allusion in CU~A.oUV; thus, 193 is a parody of 53. This
interpretation seems strained. If this were the case, the sense of the epigram would seem obscure, since
Adonis is addressed in line 1 and spoken to at line 3. The idea of the parody seems equally odd. What is
being parodied? The names of the two women are different, and the wording is so similar that it is difficult
to see any real difference in the point of either piece. Waltz's theory is rightly dismissed by GOW-PAGE,
1965,2 p. 238. GIANGRANDE, 1967, p. 42, argues that 193 is a satiric poem on the basis of the
meanings of m'3avij (which he interprets as "wahrhaftig"), "tpUCjlcpij (which is interpreted as 1jJcu~ijc) aOO
the strange idea that Kil.cw of 193. 1 is really equivalent to KMOlV. There does not seem to be any good
reason for refuting the authorship of 53 and 193. It is possible that we have two versions of the same
poem which were written by the same author (so GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 238; REITZENSTEIN, RE 5.
1128), this is not the only example of such duplicity: cf. the two nearly identical versions of an epigram of
Mel. preserved by MS Pa (5. 215 and 12. 19a); Cat. 68. 20-24 and 92-96; Verge Q. 4. 475-478 and A. 6.
306-308; Verge Q. 479-480 and A. 6. 438-439. There is a good possibility that one poem is an
improvement on the other, as I hope to show.
2 See GOW, 2 p. 49, and especially HEADLAM, p. 40 f., who lists many parallels for young men being
love-struck at festivals.
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become enamoured of a woman after she had grieved and taken part in the funeral rites of
Adonis. This is not the context in which one would expect the woman to
seem attractive to admirers, nor would one expect that people attended rites of this kind in
order to meet prospective lovers. This paradox is surprising and adds to the impact of the
poem. 3
There is an irreverent tone in these two pieces. D. twists a solemn religious festival
into an amatory scene. Aristonoe and Kleo exposed their breasts in ritual lamentation for
Adonis 4 and this is considered a XaPLC that is worth dying for. D. also boldly puts himself
on the same level as Adonis in line 3, where he likens his own death to that of Adonis, and
wishes that he be lamented over and carried in a procession to the sea as a "ship-mate" of
Adonis'.5 There is further wit in the imagery of line 1 of each poem. Hunting imagery is
used. In 53, Aristonoe has wounded D., which likens him to Adonis who was wounded
by a boar while hunting,6 and like Adonis D. is the victim of the hunt. Similarly, hunting
imagery is exploited in 193, where D. has been captured by Kleo. In each piece, the hunt
which caused Adonis' death is wryly equated with D.'s amorous feelings.
The meaning of K01pa~EvY], which seems to be the same in each piece ("after she
struck her breasts"), is important for the overall point of the two epigrams. Gow-Page
argue (rightly) that D. has not yet seen the woman's breasts in either poem primarily on the
basis of the aorist participle (which normally refers to a time before the main verb) in line 2,
K01pa~EvY].

They also suggest (but offer no proof) that the Adonia was

3 For further examples of the combination of death and love in the A.P., see my discussion on the blending

of types of poetry in chapter l.
4 See Ov. Met. 10. 708-730.
5 See GOW, 2 p. 298.

6 See Ov. Met. 10.298-559; 708-739.
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primarily a women's festivaF in which men would be less likely to be present. 8 The
suggestion that D. has not seen the woman's breasts in either poem may be further shown
by the point of the two epigrams, which is that D. is willing to die if the woman (Aristonoe
in 53, Kleo in 193) would grieve for him and strike her breasts (presumably bared9 ) in
mourning. If he had already seen the woman's breasts, then the joke about his Willingness
to die in order to see them seems flat and pointless.
There are some slight but significant differences in each epigram (see the table
below which outlines the differences in lines 1 and 2 of epigrams 5. 53 and 193):

5.53

5.193

1) :n;dtavll·:·ApLCtOVOYl

'tpuqJBPll .. ·KA.BW

2) !-t' ihpwCBV

,
!-t llYPBucB

3) qJ LA.' "Aown

'AOWVL

4) KOljJa!-tEvYI ... c'tll-B-Ba
5) 'tij

ClJ ...:n;ap

KaA.u(3lJ

'ta yaA.UK'tLv'[a] ... 1 ... KOljJa!-tEVYI C'tll-B-Ba
'tlJ clJ ...:n;avvuxLo L

There is a difference in the adjectives used to describe the women (:n;L-B-avll / 'tpuCPBPll).
The meaning of :n; L-B-avll is not immediate1 y obvious, 1 0 and :n; L-B-avoc is not common in the
7It is probably true that the funeral rites of Adonis were attended primarily by women, as it would seem odd
for a man to be imitating the mourning ritual of Aphrodite (cf. Ov. Met. 10.725-727, where upon the
death of Adonis Venus says, "luctus monimenta manebunt I semper, Adoni, mei, repetitaque mortis imago
I annuaplangoris peraget simulaminanostri"; RE S.v. Adonis, 1. 389.) However, it should be pointed out
that the festival must have been attended by both sexes (cf. Theoc. !t. 15 passim and Ov. Ars 1. 75, nec te
praetereat Veneri ploratus Adonis.).
8 See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 239. NB that Gow-Page also (mistakenly) suggest that the poet could not
have seen the women since the funeral took place at dawn. If this were so, we must assume that the
procession of women with a statue of Adonis made its way in the dark without a light source (which is
unbelievable), or that they began their procession at the point of sunrise. Firstly, if they began their
procession in the dark, clearly they would need some light source and then they would stand out in the
darkness, and so the poet could see them. Secondly, if the sun was rising when they began their procession
they would also be visible to the poet.
9 For the baring of breasts in mouring, cf. GOW, 2. p. 302, who cites: Hom.!!. 22. 79; Plb. 2. 56. 7;
Ov. Met. 3. 481; 13. 688; Fast. 4. 454; Cat. 64. 64.
lOSee LSJ s.v. m{}av6c; NB that it is commonly used of arguments and orators.
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A.P.; however there is one significant amatory instance of it. D. seems to be using it in the
same way as 5. 158. 1 (Asclep.),' Epf.tLOVlJ 3tL-fravlj 3to't' EYW

CUVE3taL~ov...

The

meaning of 3tL-fravlj in 5. 158. 1 seems to be IIwinningll11, or perhaps IIpersuadingll [to
love]. 12 These meanings would also fit well in the context of 5.53. 1. Here, the woman
must be attractive and physically impressive, since D. is ready to die in order to obtain a
glimpse of her bared breasts. There is point in D. 's use of the adjective 3tL-fraVOc.
3tL-frav6c is etymologically linked to the name IIE L-frc.6 which is the name of a divinity who
is often in attendance on Aphrodite. 13 This name is also a cult title of Aphrodite, 14 which
may be important here in connection with the festival of Aphrodite's beloved Adonis.
These etymological allusions add doctrina and depth to 3tL-fravll. In 5. 193, D. has given

Kleo more immediate and obvious appeal: she is 'tpuCPEPll, which is commonly used in
amatory contexts in the A.P.15 with the meanings IIdelicate, daintyll, IItender, soft-fleshed ll
etc. In comparison,

JCL{}av-~

seems more subtle, mysterious and thought-provoking than

the obvious 'tpuCPEPll.
There is hunting imagery in both 5.53 and 193, which is conveyed by the verbs
ihPWCEV and YlYPEUCE. This imagery is apposite, as mentioned above, but there is a
difference in the meaning of the two verbs. Of course, both poems play on the theme of
amatory hunting, and YlYPEUCE is often seen in real and amatory hunting contexts. 16
However, the imagery in ihpwCEV is sharper than it is in YlYPEUCE. Adonis was wounded
by a wild boar while hunting and it is this wound that killed him. Like Adonis, D. was
wounded, which makes the relationship between D. 's trauma and that of Adonis closer.
11 See LSJ s. v. m{}avoc 3.
12 Cf. the discussions of A.P. 5. 158. 1 (Asc1ep.) in GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 120; ARNOTT, p. 7;
CAMERON, pp. 281-282; cf. also GIANGRANDE, 1967 pp. 42-43.
13 See lb. fro 288 CAMPBELL; LIMC 2.1. S.V. Aphrodite, 1259, 1263, 1267, 1271.
14 See FARNELL, ii. 664; CAMPBELL, p. 312.
15 Cf. 5.35.8; 66. 6 (Ruf.); 151. 6; 154.2; 190.4; 198. 2 (Mel.); 12. 10.2 (Strat.); 122.2 (Me1.); 208.
3 (Strat.).
16 Cf. A.P. 5. 231. 4 (Maced.); 12.23. 1; 85. 4 (Mel.); 99. 1,3 (anon.); 109.2; 113.2 (Me1.); 142. 2;
146. 1 (Rhian.).
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To further differentiate llYPEucE from IhpoocEv, capturing is very different from
wounding, since it is highly probable that one may bleed to death or die from the
subsequent infection of the wound; therefore, E'tpOOCEV has more point than llYPEucE, and
the idea of the mortality involved with E'tpOOCEV subtly and neatly introduces D. IS wish for
death at lines 3-4.
The phrase cP LA'" A600v L seems to be a learned reference to an Idyll of
Theocritus,17 where it is used twice when the singer begins her song at the festival of
Adonis. In addition CPLA'" A600vL seems to be hieraticallanguage 18 (or, in this case, mock
hieratical), a witty and irreverent touch which is not present in 193. The religious language
contrasts sharply with D. IS near sacrilegious wish in lines 3 and 4. In 193. 1, Kleols
breasts 19 are 'tu YUAUK'tLV' [u], an uncommon word, but the image of white breasts seems
rather ordinarj2o and contrasts the subtle and intellectual appeal of cp LA' ... in line one of
53.
:rtap

KaAu~1J

is puzzling; the phrase seems to occur only here with reference to the

festival of Adonis. Gow-Page state that the KaAu~YJ seems to have been a tent or
temporary structure of some sort which housed the statue of Adonis at this festival, but no
parallels are cited. 21 The reference to KaAu~YJ is likely a recherche reference to the festival
of Adonis. In contrast to the specialized :rtap

KaAu~1J,

:rtavvu:XL6L is more general and

obvious, and is not restricted to the festival of Adonis. 22 . The sound of line 2 of 53 with
its internal rhyme is more pleasing than that of 193. 2.
17See 15. 135, 143.
18 For examples of <pLf..OC + the name of a god in the voeative, ef. Hom ..!1 15.221; 16.667; Ar. Nu.
478, <pLf.. ' 'Epltfj; Pax 416; 718; Rippon. fro 32. 1 West; A.P. 5. 86. 1 (Claudian.), <pl,f..e <I>oL~E; A.P.
109.4 (Antip.Thess.) ZEU <ptf..E; 167.6; 153.4 (Asclep.), KunpL <ptf..1]; 162.2 (Mel.); 202.5
(Asclep.lPosidipp.); ef. also WEINREICH, p. 86, who does not eite any parallels.
19 Cf. 5. 56. 5 (Diose.), lta~oL yf..aYOEV"tEc.
20 Cf. A.P. 56. 5 (Diose.); 60. 1-2 (Rnf.); 84. 2 (anon.); 276. 4 (Agath.); 12. 165. 1 (Mel.); Bion 1. 10.
21 See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 238.
22 Cf. Ar. Ra. 371 (vigil for Diana); E. Hei. 1365 (vigil for the Great Mother); PI. R- 328a (vigil for
Athena); A.P. 200.4 anon (vigil for Priapus); 201. 4 anon. (vigil for love).
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The first line of 53 cleverly resembles the first line of an epigram of Asclepiades

(li

AU!!UPl'j !!' ihpwCE <I>LAU(VLOV, ... 5. 162.) There are also some similar ideas taken over

by D. in 53, i.e. being wounded, being near death as a result of the wound and the
polysyllabic name of the woman. However, 53 is not a slavish copy of 5. 162, but rather a
witty variation: D. changes the name of the woman and the adjective used to describe her.
In 162 Asclep. bemoans the fact that he was unwittingly wounded by Philainion and that he
is dying. In 53, D. seems happily wounded by Aristonoe and he wryly invites death.
These similarities seem too extensive to be coincidental, and the verbal reminiscences

(li ... !!'

E'tPWCE[V]) between 53. 1 and 162. 1, I think, are meant to recall 162. In

contrast, 193. 1 shows little verbal resemblence to 162. 1, other than the metrical scheme.
Many commentators have stated that 193 is an improvement on 53,23 but this seems
to be based on personal preference without a close study of the differences themselves. On
the contrary, I think that 53 is a great deal more dynamic, witty and pointed than 193, and
that 53 is the newer piece, as it would seem improbable that an Alexandrian poet of D. 's
calibre would write a rather stale and banal variation on a sharp and focused model.

23 Cf. GIANGRANDE, 1967, p. 41; REITZENSTEIN, RE 5. 1128; JACOBS, 1 p. 372.

CHAPTER 8: A.P. 5. 52 (and 12. 170)
t"OPKOV KOLVOV epo)'t' aVEt}llKa~Ev t· OPKOC 0 nLC'tllv
, ApCLVOY)C t}e~Evoc LWCLnCl1;p<P qnALY)v.
aAA' ij ~EV 1VEU6ytc KEVa 6' OPKLa' 't<P 6' ecpuAclxt}Y)
t~EPOC' ij M {}E03v ou cpavEpi! 6uva~Lc.
t}Pllvouc, w'Y~evmE, napa KAY)LcLv aKoucmc
, ApCLVOY)C nac't<p ~E~1Va~evouc npo6o'tlJ. (A.P. 5. 52)

Poems in which a broken lover's oath makes up the main thrust are not
uncommon. 1 Some of the standard features of this kind of poetry include: a broken oath;2

1 Cf. A.P. 5. 5 (Stat.Hacc.); 6 (Call.); 7 (Asclep.); 8; 184 (Mel.); 279 (Paul.Sil.). NB that this type of
poetry may appear as a part oflarger works: cf. Ar. Pax 1332 ff.; Av. 1731 ff.; E. Tr. 308 ff.; Prop. 1. 15;
Ov. Am. 3. 3; Hor. ~. 2. 8; Tib. 1. 9; Verg. A. 4. 305 ff.; Sen. Med. 56 ff.; Claud. Rapt. Pros. 367 ff.
Another epigram by D. should be included here, A. P. 12. 170:
L3tovbt) Kat AL~av(J)'tE Kat ot KPYl'tijPL ftLYEV'tec
batftovec ot qnAtllc 'tEPfta't' tftijc exe'te,
UftEaC, ro ceftvo t, ftap'tupoftaL, ouc 6 fteAtXP(J)c
KOUpOC ' A1'tllvaLoc 3t<lv'tac E3t(J)ftOca'to

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

JACOBS (1 p. 370) seems to have been the first to suggest that 170 was not complete and he was followed
by GOW-PAGE (1965,1 p. 84). If there is a lacuna after line 4, it is likely that the missing lines
contained an assertion to the effect that the oath was foresworn. Whether 170 is complete as we have it
here or not the point of the epigram seems clear, i.e. that the oath which Athenaios made was perjured.
There seems to be implicit evidence to suggest that the oath was foresworn for several reasons: firstly,
when a lover's oath is mentioned in amatory poetry, it is often peIjured (see my opening discussion in this
chapter); secondly, poets often list the powers by which an oath is sworn when the oath is foresworn (cf.
A.P. 5. 7. 1 (Asclep.); 8. 1 (Mel.); 150.2; 164. 1 (Asclep.); 279. 5 (Paul.Sil.); Ov. Am. 3. 3. I, 14, 15,
27,28,29,30,35,40; Tib. 1. 9. 2); thirdly, gods are commonly invoked to bear witness when a crime has
been committed, e.g. perjury (cf. Nu!;. cE yap OUK aAAYlV ftap'tupoftaL ... , A.P. 5. 164. 1 (Asclep); cf.
also A. Bu. 643; E. Hipp. 1451; Ph. 626; Med. 619). In poems of this kind, perfidy is usually mentioned
(vid. supra), but in this case, D. may be cleverly varying this aspect by implicitly suggesting that the oath
was broken, as opposed to stating it explicitly; and D. may have intentionally left out the perjury as if to
suggest that he was so hurt by the perfidy that he can not bring himself to mention it (U3tOC Lc.03tYlC LC).
2 Cf. A.P. 5. 5.3 (Stat.Hacc.); 6. 1 (Call.); 7. 1 (Asclep.); 8. 2,4 (Mel.); 279. 5-6 (Paul.Sil.); 12. 237. 3
(Strat.); Ov. Am. 3. 3. 1; Hor. ~. 2. 8. 1; Tib. 1. 9. 1-2; Verg. A. 4. 305 ff.
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a direct address to the beloved;3 a lover's complaint;4 the mention of gods;5 a rival;6 a wish
for revenge;7 perfidy, which is usually unpunished. 8 In our epigram, the broken oath
makes up the main thrust, the god Hymenaios is included (line 5), a rival is implicitly
alluded to in lines 5 to 6, and 52 ends with a wish for revenge.
There are several variations and innovations which set 52 apart from other pieces in
this tradition. D. is not directly involved. 9 Uniquely, Arsinoe intends to marry the rival
with whom she broke her vows to Sosipater. We<,ldings are rare in amatory epigram, and
D. seems to be the first to use the motif in this tradition (and in amatory epigram in
general). There is further novelty in D.'s invocation of the deity Hymenaios, who is not
mentioned in other poems of this kind. The threat or wish at lines 5-6 also differs from the
standard threats in this group of poetry in form. Often the lover wishes for revenge against
the beloved,l 0 but the wish for a disastrous marriage is a novel variation.
There is further variation in the generic make up of 52. Several aspects of the

wedding song

11

are blended into our epigram. Reference to the nuptial song is made

clear at line 5, where we are introduced to Hymenaios. Wedding songs often contain a
statement introducing the couple, 12 a merry invocation to Hymenaios sung by members of

3 Cf. A.P. 5. 184 (Mel.); 12.237 (Strat.); Ov. Am. 3. 3; Hor.~ 2.8; Tib. 1. 9. 17-52; Verg.

A. 4. 305
ff.
4 Cf. A.P. 5. 5. 2 (Stat.Flacc.); 7. 2 (Asclep.); 8. 5 (Mel.); 184.3; 279. 1-2 (Paul.Sil.); Hor. ~. 2. 8. 1-5;
Tib. 1. 9. 17-52; Verg. A. 4. 305 ff.
5 Cf. A.P. 5. 6.4 (Call.); 7. 2 (Asclep.); 8. 1 (Mel.); 184. 1; 279. 5 (paul.Sil.); av. Am. 3. 3. 1, 15,27,
28,30,35,40; Hor. C. 2. 8. 11, 13; Tib. 1. 9. 20,34,49; Verg. A. 4. 371 f.
6 Cf. A.P. 5. 5. 3-4 implicitly (Stat.Flacc.); 6. 5 (Call.); 7. 3 (Asclep.); 8. 6 (Mel.);I84. 5; Hor. ~. 2. 8.
16 ff.; Tib. 1. 9. 53 ff.
7 Cf. A.P. 5. 7. 3 (Asclep.); 184.8 (Mel.); av. Am. 3. 3. 47 f.; Tib. 1. 9. 4; Verg. A. 4. 382 ff.
8 Cf. A.P. 5. 6. 4 (Call.); 5. 279. 6 (paul.Sil.); av. Am. 3. 3 passim; Hor. ~. 2. 8. 1-6, 12-16; Verg. A.
4.371 f.
9 Cf. A.P. 5. 6 (Call.) only.
10 Cf. A.P. 5. 7. 3 (Asclep.); 184. 8 (Mel.); Verg. A. 4. 382 ff.; Tib. 1. 9.79; av. Ars 1. 657 f.
11 Cf. Sapph. fr. 110-117 A Campbell; Ar. Av. 1731 ff.; Pax 1329 ff.; Theoc.!;!. 18; Cat. 61,62,64.
323-381; Mart. 4. 13; Claud. Rapt. Pros. 361 ff.; Men.Rh. 399. 11 ff.; WHEELER, 1930, pp. 205 ff.
12 Cf. Theoc. rd. 18. 1-5; Cat. 61. 16-20; 62. 336; Mart. 4. 13. 1; Men.Rh. 400. 10 ff.
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the wedding party, 13 mention of the pair being well-matched and their love being mutual,14
reference to mutual fidelity, 15 praise of the bride's noble character, 16 a wish for children. 17
However, many of the standard features of the wedding song (outlined above) are varied or
inverted in our epigram. Firstly, we are not introduced to the couple who are to be married
at the beginning of the poem, but rather a couple who are not to be married. Secondly,
Hymenaios is not called upon to witness the happy union of a couple, instead he is invited
to listen to the melancholic reaction of the person/people outside of Arsinoe's door to the
inauspicious joining. Thirdly, there is no mention that the bride and groom are well-suited
to one another, or of mutual fidelity and love. Instead, we are introduced to a couple who
are not well-matched. Fourthly, D. does not highlight the noble character of the bride.
Instead, she is singled out and depicted as a heartless adulteress: she is called 1jJEu6Y]c and
her oaths are KEva. Fifthly, there is no wish that the couple may produce children. Here
the wish is almost twisted into a curse. The wish for a disastrous marriage is an
established curse motif, 18 and this is the type of marriage which ,the speaker of lines 5-6 is
wishing for.

52 shows a number of similarities to an epigram of Callimachus' (A.P. 5.6) and
seems to have been inspired by it:
"QfA.0CE KuAAf.yvortoc 'Iwvf.6L fA.-rlJto't' EKE f.VYlC
Ef;ELV fA.-rl'tE q:>f.Aov KPECCOVU fA.-rl'tE q:>f.AYlV.
WfA.OCEV· uAAa AEYOUCLV UAYI-freu 't01)C EV EPW'tL
OPKOUC fA. Y] 6UVE LV OUU't' EC u-fruvu'tWV.
VUV 6' 0 fA.EV UPCEVLK0 -frEPE'taL Jtupf., 'tijc 6E 'tUAuf.VYlC
VUfA.q:>YlC
MEYUPEWV OU AOYOC ou6' UPL-frfA.0C.

wc

13 Cf. Theoc. ;!t. 18. 58; Cat. 61.4-5,39-40,49-50,59-60, 124-125, 144, 149-150, 154-155, 159-160,
164-165,169-170,174-175,179-180,184-185,189-190; 62. 5,10,19,25,31,38,48,66; Mart. 4. 13.
2; Men.Rh. 40025 ff.; 405.2 ff.
14 Cf. Theoc.;!t. 18.51; Cat. 61. 225 f.; 64. 334.
15 Cf. Cat. 61. 224 f.; 64. 335.
16 Cf. Theoc. 11. 18.32-38; Cat. 61. 224; 62.23; 64. 23; Men.Rh. 403. 25 ff.
17 Cf. Theoc.;!t. 18.50-51; Cat. 61. 225-235; 64.338 (prophecy); Men.Rh. 404.25 ff.
18 Cf. WATSON, pp. 84,97,101. who cites Euph. epas fro Ccol. 1.5-19 (which includes four separate
disastrous marriage curses); fro B 10.
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Structurally, the two pieces are similar. Both poems contain the same number of lines (6),
and both can be broken down into three sections, of which 1 and 2 contain similar content:
1) Lines 1-2 contain the swearing of an oath.
2) Lines 3-4 contain an abrupt statement that the oath was in vain, which is
introduced by rlA'Au, and the proverbial statement in 5. 6 concerning lovers' oaths,
i.e. that a perjured oath is not subject to punishment by the gods, is picked up by an
all usion to the proverb in 52. 4. 19
Neither poet is directly involved, they recount the stories of others. Neither rival is named.
There are some verbal similarities in each piece: Callimachus' CPL'AYlV and CPL'AOV are
picked up by cpL'ALYlV in 52.2; OPKOUC of 6.4 is used in 52. 1 (OpKOC) and 3 (opKLa). In
addition, there are some significant technical skills common to each, e.g. repetition of
important words (6,"QfkoCE ... WfkOCEV; 52, OpKOC ... OpKW), emphasis on the oath motif

(the oath is mentioned three times in 6 as compared to v"vo or perhaps trJ"ee times in 52).
There are proverbial allusions which are similar in each piece: in 6. 3-4, the gods do not
hear lovers' oaths; in 52.4, it is not stated whether the gods hear lovers' oaths or not, the
point is that the gods do not take vengeance on forsworn lovers. 2o These two statments
have essentially the same point, that lovers are free to forswear themselves without fear of
retribution by the gods. 21
D. 's epigram is quite similar to Callimachus' at certain points, but variation and
innovation may still be seen. D. 's protagonist is female, as opposed to male in
Callimachus, and the situation of 52 differs from 6. In 52 Arsinoe broke her vows to
Sosipater with a man she intends to marry, while in 6, Kallignotos has broken his vows to
Ionis with an unnamed boy. In 52. 4, D. has varied Callimachus' clearly proverbial
19rhe perjured oath not being subject to divine punishment occurs first in Hesiod, EK 'tou ()' OPKOV
iHtY]Kev anoLvL/-toV avttpronoLcL I vocqn()LWV EPYWV nepL KUnpL()OC (quoted by Apollod. 2. 1. 3. 1);
Menand. fro 449. 3 Austin; Pub1.Syr. Sent. 22; Ov. Ars 1. 635; Greg.Cypr. Paroem. 1.
20 The aCPPO()LCLOC OPKOC is an old and common motif in many types of poetry; see MURGATROYD,
1991, p. 139; HOLLIS, p. 132; SMITH, p. 271.
21 Cf. OTTO, p. 17 s.v. am are 4.
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statement, aAAa AeYOUCLV aAll{}eu 'touc EV apwn I OPKOUC

""11

~UVELV

ouu't' EC

a{}uvu'twv (3-4), by making a subtle allusion to a slightly different proverb, but one
which has the same effect, i.e. that lovers' oaths which are foresworn are not punished by
the gods. Callimachus seems neither to condone nor to condemn Kallignotos' actions.
The tone of 6 differs significantly from 52. In 6, Callimachus seems detached, almost
unconcerned about Ionis and little is said on Ionis' behalf; he shows little overt sympathy
for her (only 'tijc ...'tUAU(VllC in line 5), although some sympathy is aroused
retrospectively for Ionis in lines 1,3,4 where Callimachus repeats the fact that Kallignotos
actually did swear, and in the oracular expression in the final line, where she is compared
to the Megarians who were considered absolute nobodies. 22 5.6 is a simple narrative
relating only a sequence of events, while 52 is more complex.
In 52, D. seems to be more involved23 and emotional than Callimachus. D.
condemns Arsinoe for her actions: much of 52 is devoted to building up and highlighting
Arsinoe's deceit. In order to increase the impact of her perjury, D. (much like
Callimachus) emphasizes her oath in the first three lines. The oath motif is an integral part
of the impact of 52. D. builds up the importance of this oath so as to increase the impact of
the perjury in the ensuing lines that follow. There is also a disproportionate number of
lines (4) devoted to Arsinoe's broken vows in comparison to her pledging them (2). This
contrast shocks the reader and draws his/her attention to Arsinoe's perjury by adding
further impact to her deceit. D. takes aim at Arsinoe again by drawing a contrast between
her and Sosipater in lines 3-4; she is a lying and deceitful adulteress, while he is the faithful
and loving man. Not only does this comparison serve to bring out Arsinoe's crime from a
different perspective, but it also creates sympathy for Sosipater, whose love for her is

preserved by him in vain. There is further pathos in line 4 where D. alludes to the fact
22Cf. GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 166{,
23 Lines 5 f. may be D.'s emotional" intrusion into the poem.
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that Arsinoe will not be punished for her treachery. In addition, attention is drawn toward
this femme fatale and her forsworn oath by emphatic placement of words throughout
52.24 The association between the first and last words of lines 2 and 6 is important. There

is a subtle and witty contrast between' ApCLVOY]C ... qHALY]V and' ApCLVOY]C. .. npo()o'tlJ.
The position of the name Arsinoe at the head of lines 2 and 6 also highlights her part in the
pledging of oaths in lines 1-2, as well as the deceit of lines 3 ff. Other important word
placements include: nLc'tllV at the end of line 1, which underscores Arsinoe's vow and
love; ecpuA<lxity] and LikE poc, at the end of line 3 and the beginning of line 4, which draw
attention to Sosipater's faithfulness and true love in contrast to Arsinoe's. The final word
also leaves a lasting impression on the reader, where he or she is left with the bitter taste of
Arsinoe's betrayal. D. varies the straightforward narrative of 6 with an impassioned and
complex direct address in Hnes 5 f., which makes his epigram seem more personal and
vehement. D. varies his final couplet by writing in a wishful outcome as opposed to the
actual one in Callimachus' epigram.
Lines 5 f. are complex, and there are several aspects which seem to have been left
deliberately vague. There are many extra hints or clues that the poet could have woven into
the fabric of 52 to clarify the situation therein, but D. seems to have deliberately avoided
this, opting instead for vagueness and complexity. There is point to this technique; D. has
created a puzzle for the reader to solve. This method also draws the reader into the poem as
if he/she were eavesdropping, and leaves a lasting impression on him/her. Several aspects
of lines 5 f. are unclear: we can not be sure who the speaker is; we can not say with any
certainty which door is being alluded to in napa KAY]LCLV; we are not explicitly told who is
the source of the itPllVOUC or what exactly are these itPllVOL. There are, as I see it, two
distinct possibilities for the speaker of lines 5 f., D. and Sosipater. It would seem logical
24 The first word of the epigram (if correct), 0PKOV, creates a witty and pointed contrast with the final word,
3tpoM1:lJ, and seems to call to mind Arsinoe's oath at the beginning, but then her subsequent betrayal at
the end.
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for the speaker of lines 5 f. to be the narrator of the entire poem, since no new speaker is
introduced before or linked to these lines to alert the reader that there is a change of
speakers. If D. is the narrator of the poem up to line 5, he may be the speaker of these
lines, as it would not be uncommon for a poet to interject emotionally in the course of
his/her narrative. If Sosipater is the speaker of the poem up to line 5, he would be the
speaker of the entire poem. The powerful emotion in these lines would seem suited to
Sosipater; he is the lover and mention of the door bolt mechanism (napa KArfLCLv),
instead of the door proper, suggests that Sosipater is an exclusus amator. 25 It would not
be uncommon for the locked-out lover to wish for revenge against the beloved,26 as is
likely the case here at lines 5 f. Sosipater also has the most to lose from Arsinoe's marriage
to another man, he is the one being hurt by this union; thus, it seems logical that the
emotional outburst would be his. The door aiiuded to in napa K;\rj"LCLv may refer to
Arsinoe's bridal chamber or another door of the house, presumably the front door which
would likely have such a locking mechanism (KArfLcLv). The source of the {}pl'jVOL may
be any any number of people, or even just one person,27 e.g. D., Sosipater, other lovers.
Friends, family members or another interested party may also be the source of the {}pl'jVOL,
as they could have an intimate knowledge of the relationship between Arsinoe and
Sosipater. 28 Thus, the more likely candidates are one or several of the following: D.,
Sosipater, Sosipater's friends and family, other paramours of Arsinoe. The meaning of
{}pl'jvoc2 9 is ambiguous. There are two distinct senses for it here: (in a sepulchral context)

25 The exclusus amator is a common motif in the A.P. and several types of poetry, cf. A.P. 5. 23 (Call.);
145; 165; 167; 189 (Asc1ep.); 191 (Mel.); 12. 118 (Call.); 23 (Mel.); Alc. 65 D; Ar. Ec. 960 ff.; Theoc.
!!. 3, 23, Lyr.Alex.Adesp.(= CA p. 177); MURGATROYD, 1980, p. 73 etc.
26 Cf. A.P. 5. 23. 1 ff. (Call.); 145.4 ff.; 164. 3 f. (Asc1ep.); Tib. 1. 5. 47 ff.; Hor. ~. 1. 25. 9 ff.
27For the plural of ltPllVOC with a singular source cf. A.P. 7. 260. 2 (Carph.); 667. 2 (anon.); 712. 8
(Brinn.).
28It is doubtful that members of the wedding party or family members of the bride and groom would
consider Arsinoe's marriage a betrayal to Sosipater.
29See LSJ S.v. ltPllvoc 1 and 2.
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"dirge, lamene';3o (not in a sepulchral context) "complaint, sad strain" .31 If the former is
true, then the speaker of lines 5 f. is inviting Hymenaios to hear people (or one person)
grieving for a dead person32 (presumably Arsinoe), and censuring her too. If the latter is
true, then we may assume that the speaker of these lines has invited the marriage-god to
witness the complaints/sad strains of those in attendance at Arsinoe's wedding. There may
be further point and anger in uPllVOC; the speaker of lines 5 f. may be indirectly wishing
for Arsinoe's death perhaps on her wedding day, a situation which is not uncommon in
book seven of the A.P.33
D. uses pointed language and style to depict a very ominous, vivid and vehement
setting for 52. The word uPllVOC is often associated with death and sepulchral poetry,34
which makes the appearance of it here morbid, foreboding and inauspicious. uPllvoc also
adds to the impact and vehemence of the vengefui wish in the finai two iines. In addition,
there are several short and pointed phrases in lines 3-4, which are filled with angry and
powerful words (e.g. ljJEubijc, KEva, UEWV, bVVUf,tLC), all of which creates a joyless
scene. D. also draws attention to this ominous scene in lines 5 f. with a rare phrase,
nuct0 ... npobD-tlJ, which only occurs here. D. paints a visually striking picture with
Hymenaios arriving on the scene and being locked out along with several other people (or
perhaps just one person) who are grieving for Arsinoe and disgusted with her (i.e. if she
has died), or blaming Arsinoe's betraying bed at her wedding (if she has not died).

3 OVid. infra my discussion on pointed language.
31Cf. h.Pan. 18; Pi" E. 8.
32NB that Hymenaios is commonly mentioned in sepulchral poetry, often where the virgin bride (or
groom: A.P. 7. 367 (Antip.Thess.) dies before she can consumate her marriage; cf. A.P. 7. 182 (Mel.); 183
(parmen.); 186 (Phil.); 188 (Ant.Thal.); 547 (Leon.); 568 (Agath.); 712 (Erinn.).
33Vid. supra my discussion on the complexity of the final couplet.
34For {}pf]voc cf. Hom . .!!. 24. 721; Sapph. fr. 150 Campbell; S. E. 88; A.P. 7. 186 (Phil.); 260
(Carph.); 387 (Bianor); 549 (anon.); 608 (Eutolm.); 644 (Bianor); 667 (anon.); 712 (Erinn.).

CHAPTER 9: A.P. 12. 171
Tov KaAov WC EAa~cc Kol-tLcmc :rr;aAL :rr;p6c I-tc -B-crop6v 1
Eucppay6pTlv, aVEl-trov :rr;PTllJ-ta'tc ZECPUpc,
c LC OALYOV t'tLvact I-tTlVWV I-tc'tpov WC Kat 6 I-tLKp6c
I-tUpLE'tTlC KEKpL'taL 't<P CPLAEOV'tL x.p6voc.
The main focus of our poem is the speaker's wish that Euphragoras be returned to
him safe, sound and soon. Lines 1-2 contain the speaker's concern for Euphragoras'
safety. K0l-tU;,ro (="bring") is carefuily chosen as it may carry the additional sense of "take
care of, provide for",2 which is pointed here as it seems to show the speaker's feeling for
the boy. Zephyrus is often considered "gentle" elsewhere,3 but D. goes one step further by
making him the" gentlest". :rr;prpJ-ta'tc here implies that there will be extra caring shown
for the boy, i.e. a deity who is "the gentlest" would be best suited to take care of such a
special boy. The speaker also wishes that the boy return KaAOv, i.e. unharmed, unscathed.
Lines 3-4 imply that the speaker wishes that the traveller return soon: the speaker is
preoccupied with time and the fact that even a small amount of time seems endless to a
lover.

l-/1eropoc (LSJ s.v. -/1eropoc I, IT) may be being used in a technical sense (e.g.as a title of a magistrate; LSJ
s.v. -/1eropoc IT), as -/1eropot had some sort of state-function (GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 243; FRASER,
1972, 2 pp. 844-845 n. 324), perhaps as religious envoys (JACOBS, 1 p. 370; FRASER, 2 pp. 844-845
n. 324.); but -/1eropoc may also have the meaning "spectator" or "one who travels to see men and things"
(LSJ S.v. -/1eropoc III; GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 243). The latter meanings, I think, are better suited to our
epigram. There seems to be an e pwltevoc/epuC'tijc relationship between the speaker and Euphragoras in
our epigram, a relationship suggested by the reference to the boy as KUA.OV and to the speaker as 't w:
qnMov'tL. I think that -/1eropoc is not being used as a title of a state dignitary here, a title which would
probably not be given to the youthful, prepubescent puer delicatus who is commonly referred to in book
12 of the A.P.
2Cf. LSJ s.v. KOltt~ro; this is the primary meaning.
3Cf. A.P. 6.290.4 (Diosc.); 349.4 (phld.); 9. 313.4 (Anyte); 363. 10 (Mel.); 668. 2(Marian.); 791. 3
(Apollonid.); 10. 1. 2 (Leon.); 4.4 (Marc.Arg.); 17.6 (Antiphil.); 16. 11.2 (Hermocr.); 12.2 (anon.).
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The form of 171 is that of a lover's prayer: there seems to be an intimate
relationship between the speaker and Euphragoras;4 something is being asked of a deity in
the second person (KOf.tLcat,c);5 the divinity is referred to in the vocative;6 there is an
honorific address to the deity.7 However, unlike other lover's prayers,8 D. pays particular
attention to the traveller and time; lines

1-2 emph~size Euphragoras,9 while lines 3-4

emphasize time. 1a D. varies 171 further by making Zephyrus 11 the recipient of the prayer,
as opposed to Aphrodite, Zeus and Eros who are commonly invoked by lovers. 12
Zephyrus is not normally called upon in this way elsewhere,13 nor does he figure much in
amatory poetry. 14 There may be further point in D. 's reference to Zephyrus: according to

4Vid. supra my discussion on tteropov.
SCf. Hor. ~. 1. 10. 1 ff., NISBEf-HUBBARD, p. 127, who cite Hom.!t. 1. 37 ff.; cf. also Sapph. 1. 1
Campbell; AP. 5. 11. 1 (anon.); 197.6; 215. 2 (MeL); 12. 64. 2 (.Alc.Mess.); 131. 3 (Posidipp.); 230. 2
(Call.).
6Cf. A.P. 5.11. 1 (anon.); 197.5; 215. 2 (Mel.); 131. 1-2 (Posidipp.); 230.3 (Call.); Sapph. 1. 1
Campbell.
7Cf. A.P. 165. 1 (Mel.); 12. 64. 2 (Alc.Mess.); 131. 1-2 (posidipp.); 230. 3 (Call.); Sapph. 1. 1
Campbell.
8Cf. Sapph. 1. 1; 15. 9 ff.; 17 Campbell; Anacr. 357 Campbell;A.P. 5. 11 (anon.); 165; 197; 215 (Mel.);
12.64 (Alc.Mess.); 131 (Posidipp.); 230 (Call.).
9Vid. infra my discussion on Euphragoras as the raison d'etre of 171.
1OVid. infra my discussion on the role of time in 171.
11GOW-PAGE, 1965, 2 p. 243, suggest that D. did not take into account that a traveller departing with a
westerly wind would return more swiftly on an easterly wind. Gow-Page may be right, but the point here
may be that the speaker wants the boy back right away and perhaps the West wind is the one that is
blowing; therefore, D. may be suggesting that the vessel "tack" against Zephyrus back to the speaker, and if
this is the case, Zephyrus would still be conveying the vessel westward. For "tacking" cf. CASSON, pp.
273-278, who cites: Arist. Mech. 851b c'ho: -ct, o-cav eT; ouptac ~ouAroV't<lL ~W~paf,teLv f,tl) ouptou
-cou ltveuf,ta-coc oV'toc, -co f,tEV ltpOC -cov KU~epv-rl-c1']v -cou Lc-ctOU f,tfPOC C-CfAAOV-C<lL, -co M ltpOC
-cl)v ltp0pav ltO~LaLOv ltOL1']Caf,teVOL EqnacLV; Nic. Ther. 268 ff. -cpaf,tltLOC oAKat1']c aKa-ctp '(;coc
i] -ce ~L' aAf,t1']C IltAeUpOV OAOV ~alt-couca KaKoc-cattfoV'toc a-rl-cero I etc avef,tov ~e~t1']-c<lL
altOKpOUC-COc AL~OC o-uptp; Verg. Aen. 5. 830 ff. una omnes fecere pedem; pariterque sillistros, I
nunc dextros, solvere sinus; una ardua torquent I cornua, detorquentque; Ach.Tat. 3. 1. 3-6, KAtve'tm
ol) KOLAOV -COLXtcav -co cKaqJOc Kal. Enl. tta-cepa f,te-ceropt~e-c<lL Kal. ltaV't)] ltP1']VEC
T]v ... f,te-CecKeUa~Of,tetta ouv altaV'tec etc -cO: f,te-cfropa -cijc v1']6c... at<pvt~LOv ~E f,te-CaAAa-c-ce't<lL -co
ltveuf,ta Eltl. tta-cepa -cijc V1']oc ...Kal. -cpt-cov Kal. -cf-cap-cov Kal. ltOAAaKLC -co au-co ltacxoV'tec
KOLVl)V -cau-c1']v e'LX0f,tev -c0 cKa<peL -cl)v ltAav1']v.
12Cf. Sapph. 1. 1 Campbell; Thgn. 1323-1326; 1386-1388; A.P. 5. 11. 1 (anon.); 64.6; 153.4; 158. 1;
162.3; 164. 1; 167. 6; 207. 3 (Asc1ep.); 215. 1 ; 12.45. 1 (Posidipp.); 46. 2 (Asc1ep.); 120. 2
(posidipp.); 146. 4 (Rhian.); 168. 7 (Posidipp.); 230. 3 (Call.); A.Pl. 120.4 (Asc1ep.).
13Cf. A.P. 6359.4 (Phld.), only.
14cf. A.P. 36. 6 (Ruf.), only.
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Alcaeus,15 Zephyrus was the father of Eros, and so D. may be alluding to the amatory
connection of the wind here. There is further variation in the reason for the prayer in 171;
lovers usually pray for success in a love affair or revenge (e.g. komasts). Here, the
speaker is wishing for the safe return of his beloved. It is not uncommon for someone in a
similar situation to the speaker of our epigram to utter a prayer to a deity when another
person, who is dear to him/her, is departing.1 6
Cairns 17 suggests that 171 is a prosphonetikon on the basis of some shared topoi
between our epigram and other poems of the prosphonetic type. 18 However, this kind of
poetry is built on the fact that someone is arriving;19 here it is clear from line 1 that
Euphragoras is still away (roc

EA.a~cc).

We are not told explicitly that Euphragoras is

departing or returning, but nowhere is the boy welcomed home, which is another of
Cairns' primary elements for this type of poetry.20
There are several similarities between our epignlll1 and the propempticon. 21
Although 171 is brief, there is some mention of the elements of this kind of poetry: there is
a relationship (of love or friendship) 22 between the speaker and Euphragoras; there is a

15Cf. 327 Campbell.
16Cf. Sapph. fro 5 Campbell, KU:n:PL Kat] NllP*~cc a~f...a~ll[V !-tOL / 'tOV Kad]YVll'tov ~[o]'tc 'tUL~'
I.Kcc{}a[L... ; A.P. 12.24 (full.Laur.), 101: !-tOL xap'toc E!-tOC IIoM!-twv Kat cwoc aVEf...{}oL, /OLOC
a<.. ~ijf...ou> KOLpavc, :n:e!-t:n:o!-tevoc, / pEseLV OUK a:n:ocpll!-tL 'tOV OP{}PO~OllV :n:apa ~W!-tOLc /6pVLV;
12.25 (Stat.Haee.), LWOV !-tOL IIoM!-twva !-to f...eLV , c'h' e:n:c!-t:n:ov,' A:n:of...f...w /lJ'tOU!-tllV, (}udllV,
6pVLV u:n:oCX0!-tevoc; 12. 26; 12. 27; 13. 10 (Call.), vauc, 'to !-t0vov CPEYYOC E!-ttv 'to yf...UK1)
'tdc ~odc / ap:n:aSac, :n:o'tt 'te Zavoc LKveU!-taL f...L!-tcVOCKO:n:W; Hor.~. 1. 3. 1-8.
17Cf. p. 25.
18See CAIRNS, pp. 21-23.
19See CAIRNS, p. 21.
20See CAIRNS, p. 21.
21Cf. NISBET-HUBBARD, pp. 40 ff.; CAIRNS, p. 284 (Index of Genres); ef. e.g. Hom. Ql. 5.203 ff.;
15. 125 ff.; Sapph. fro 5; 94 Campbell; Thgn. 691 f.; Ar. fu. 498 ff.; Theoe.!;!. 7. 52 ff.; Call. fro 400 Pf.
(= A.P. 13. 10); Erinna fro 1 (= Ath. 283 D.); Prop. 1. 8; Hor.~. 1O;~. 1. 3; Ov. Am. 2. 11; A.P. 5.
241 (paul.Sil.); 287 (Agath.); 12. 24 (full.Laur.); 25 (Stat.Haee.); 26; 27; 52 (Mel.); 53; 217 (Strat.).
22 The intimate nature of the relationship between the one who has departed and the well-wisher is clear in
line 3-4 (0 !-tLKPOC / !-tUPLE'tllC KEKPL'taL 't<jl cpLMovn Xpovoc); cf. CAIRNS, p. 21.
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wish for a safe and soundjourney23 implicitly alluded to in lines 1-2; the wind Zephyrus is
mentioned in line 2;24 there is an implicit wish for a swift return in lines 3-4. 25 There is
also some variation on the primary elements of propemptic poetry. Normally in the
sending off poem someone is in the act of departing; here the person has already departed.
D. also pays very close attention to the traveller.
The tone of 171 seems to be serious, a tone which D. brings out in several ways.
Unlike many of D. 's other epigrams, 171 is straightforward; the expression is plain and
direct, there are no flashy locutions or stylistic flourishes. This kind of diction and style
does not distract the reader's attention from the situation of the poem, and so it allows the
subtle emotion of 171 to show through. The emotions expressed are feelings of concern
and love for the boy, and loneliness in the boy's absence. 26 There is also a sense of
urgency which comes across from the prayer format and the structure of the epigram,
which is one brief and excited sentence. 27 These emotions are at the heart of 171 and they
make the situation believable by engaging the reader's attention as if he/she were
eavesdropping.
Euphragoras is the raison d'etre of 171, and D. underscores the importance of the
boy in several ways: the speaker prays for the boy; he is called KuAhv; his name is put in a
prominent position at the head of line 2, and opposite the divinity mentioned at the end of
the same line; line 1 is framed by attributes referring to Euphragoras ('to V KUAOV ...

23Cf. Hom. 0:1. 5. 205 ff.; 15. 111 ff.; Thgn. 691 f.; Ar. fu. 498; Hor. ~. 1. 3. 7; Ov. Am. 2. 11. 37;
A.P. 12.24 (full.Laur.); 25; 26; 27 (Stat.Hacc.).
24cf. Theoc.!!,. 7. 52 ff.; Prop. 1. 8. 12; Hor.~. 10.4,5,6, 20;~. 1. 3. 4, 13, 14; Ov. Am. 2. 11.
9-10; A.P. 12. 53 (Mel.).
25Cf. Ov. Am. 2. 11. 38 ff., 55 f.; A.P. 12.24 (full.Laur.). NB that there may have been an explicit
wish for a swift return in line 3, but there are some textual problems in this line; see GOW-PAGE, 1965,2
p.243.
26Vid. infra my discussion on Euphragoras as the raison d'etre of 171 and on the importance of time.
27If GOW-PAGE's punctuation is correct.
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-frEwp6v); there is alliteration in lines 1-2, which seems to emphasize the importance of the
boy and the consequent urgency of the request, i.e. KaA.Ov ... Ko~LcaLc, 3taA.L 3tp6c.
Time also plays an important role in 171. D. draws attention to the passing of time
in several different ways: in lines 3-4 there are three chronological words or phrases (Etc
OA.(yov ... ~l1VWV ~!hpov; 0 ~LKp6c
(~LKp6c

1•••

XP6voc; ~UPLE'tl1C), contrasting time phrases

I ~UPLE'tl1C) and emphatic word placement of ~LKp6c, ~UpLE'tl1C, Xp6voc; he

seems to use sound effects to emphasize time, e.g. alliteration in ~
~E'tpOV ... ~LKp6c

I

~UPLE'tl1C),

(~l1VWV

and in the guttural sounds of K and X (KaL. .. 1

... KEKpL'taL ... Xp6voc.). There may be real point to D.'s careful attention to these
temporal references; the reader can feel the lover's longing and loneliness for his beloved
Euphragoras, and this sentimental touch draws the reader in. There may also be another
more selfish and pragmatic reason for these temporal references: if the relationship is
sensual, the lover wants his beloved to return before he grows a beard. 28 The longer the
boy stays away the closer he gets to puberty, which would (presumably) make him less
attractive to his lover.

28For the combination of the wish for a safe return and the eLcL 'tPLXec motif cf. A.P. 12. 24
(Tull.Laur.); 25; 26; 27 (Stat.Racc.).

CHAPTER 10:

A.P. 12. 169

E;ecpuyov, E>eo6wpe, 'to COY ~apoc, aAA' OCOVeL3ta
I E;ecpuyov 'tOY E!10V 6aL!1ova JtLKpo'ta'tov I
JtLKpO'tepOC!1e Ka'tecXeV,' APLc'toKpa'teL BE Aa'tpeUWV
!1upLa 6eCJtocuvOV Kat 'tPL'tov EKMX0!1aL.

Our epigram seems to fall in with the type of poetry in which the lover contemplates
renouncing or formally renounces his/her beloved. 1 Some of the standard features of this
kind of poetry inc1 ude:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

a speaker/lover
addressee/beloved
some sort of renunciation of the addressee by the speaker
reasons for rejecting the beloved
mention of the lover's rivals/successors
mention of future miseries of the lover's rivals/successors
mention of the future miseries of the beloved
some allusion to the lover's present state of mind
some resolve of the lover's to find another beloved. 2

In 169, the speaker addresses Theodorus, and he speaks about two other EpW!1eVOL; he
formally rejects Theodorus (a;ecpuyov, E>eo6wpe, 'to COy

~apoc);

he gives reasons for

his rejection (~apoc, 6aL!1ova JtLKpo'ta'tov3 ); he mentions 2 successors to Theodorus
(Aristocrates and an unnamed successor in the final line); there is some allusion to the

1 NB CAIRNS, p. 80 , does not distinguish between these two types (i.e. formal renouncing and
contemplation of renouncing the beloved). Clearly there is no actual renunciation of the beloved in Theoc.
!!. 30; Theoc. does ponder it, but at lines 28 f. it seems that Theoc. has decided not to give up the boy; cf.
also CAIRNS' reference to 12. 201 (Strat.). For other examples of this type of poetry cf. Anacr. 445
Campbell and Himerius' comments on this passage, Or. 48. 4; A.P. 5. 5. 2 (anon.); 28 (Ruf.); 107; 112
(pbld.); 175; 179; 184 (Mel.); 245 (Maced.); the present epigram (A.P. 12.169), which is one of the
earliest examples of this kind of poetry; 12. 237 (Strat.); Cat. 8, 11,58; 76; Tib. 1. 9; Hor. ~. 15;~.
1. 5; 3. 26; Prop. 2. 5; 3. 24; Ovid. Am. 3. 11.
2 See CAIRNS, pp. 80 f.
3 Vid. infra my discussion of servitium amaris.
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lover's mental state (he seems somewhat unconcerned about his situation in line 2, where
he converses with himse1f4); the speaker seems to be on the look out for a new beloved.
The renuntiatio amoris poem was established, but not common by the time of D.;
Anacreon alludes to it and Theocritus devotes an Idyll to the contemplation of renunciation
of the beloved. 5 D. varies the renouncement of love poem in several ways: not only did
the lover find another beloved (Aritocrates), but he suggests that he will find a successor
for him too, a variation which seems to be a new element to this kind of poetry;6 he
combines the two forms of the renuntiatio amoris poem: he formally renounces the
beloved in the first couplet, but then he seems to contemplate renouncing the second
beloved at lines 2 f.
There is clever inversion of the farewell to love poem present too. In lines 1 f., D.
states formally that he has left Theodorus (= renuntiatio amoris), yet at line 3, D. says that
he has accepted another beloved, 3tLKPO't£poc IA£ KU'tECX£V (= nuntiatio amoris). This
process of renuntiatiolnuntiatio amoris is continued at lines 3 f., where D. hints that he
wi11leave Aristocrates (= renuntiatio amoris) for a new 6£C3tocuvOV (= nuntiatio

amoris).
Servitium amoris

7

plays an important role in 169. In our epigram the lover takes

on the role of a slave and the status of the beloved is elevated to that of the master. This
relationship is emphasized in lines 3 f.: in line 3, the speaker is clearly servile (AU'tp£Urov

I

lAupLu); the third beloved is not named and is not yet (presumably) in control over the
speaker, as the present tense of EK6£xolAaL implies that the speaker is presently waiting jor

Cf. Theoc. ,!!. 30. 11 ff.
5 Cf. Anacr. 346 fro 4 Campbell; 445; Theoc. ,!!. 30.
6 NB this variation is picked up by A.P. 5. 115 (pbld.); 232 (PauI.Sil.).
7For examples of this image before D. cf. MURGATROYD, 1981, pp. 589-606, who cites S. Ant. 756;
E. Tr. 948 ff.; PI. Smp. 183 A; Phdr. 252 A; X. Mem. 1. 3. 11; Men. 338 K; 541 K; Lyr.Adesp. 1. 27 f.
(=CA p. 177).
4
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or expecting him,8 but the sense is clear enough, he is called a 6EC3tOCUVOV .. :tpf:tov,
which establishes him in the same role as the two other masters, and the status of the
speaker need not be mentioned again, as it obviously follows that he is subservient to a
6Ec:rt6vcwoc (= master, lord9 ).

Servitium amoris occurs as early as Sophocles, but D. seems to have been one of
the earliest to use this figure in erotic poetry. 10 D. highlights servile imagery in the final
couplet; A.a'tpEuwv in line 3 and 6EC3tOCUVOV ... EKM'X,o!!aL in line 4 are two striking
examples of the image. P6poc 11 is well-suited to this context as it carries the senses of
"weight, burden" (either physically, e.g. an embrace, or metaphoricallyI2);
"oppresiveness", which suggests the beloved's rule over the speaker; but also "grief,
misery", which implies that there was poor treatment of the lover. 6a(!!ova carries the

,

sense of "god"13 which elevates the beloved's status; but it may also have the sense of "ill
fortune", which (along with 3tLKPO'ta1:ov) implies that the lover was mistreated by the
beloved. !!E Ka'tsc'X,Ev I4 is also well chosen here, as it emphasizes the beloved's total
control over the lover; Ka'ts'X,w carries the senses: "hold fast", "bridle", "keep down", "be
master of", "occupy", "posses (of a god)", "press hard". D. also makes some significant
advances to this figure: the concept of escape and of the master (6EC3tOCUvov) are new;15

8See LSJ S.V. iKMX0f.tUL 4.
9See LSJ s.v. bec3tocuvOC II (=bec3to-tl1c).
IOCf. MURGATROYD, 1981, pp. 590 f.
llSee LSJ S.v. ~apoc II, III, V.
12 See GOW-PAGE, 1965,2 p. 242.
13For the technique of elevating the beloved's status to that of a divinity cf. e.g. A.P. 5. 69; 70; 73; 94
(Ruf.); 95 (anon.); 146 (Call.); 149 (Mel.).
14 See LSJ S.v. KU'tEXoo I, II.
15Cf. MURGATROYD, 1981, p. 592. NB there may be further point to EKepeuyoohere; slaves did run
away from their masters on occasion (Herod. 6. 11; S. Fr. 36 Pearson; Ar. Ac. 1187; LSJ s.v. bpanE'tl1c),
a point which D. may have implied in this context of servitium amoris; however I have not found any
examples of EKepe Uyoo used of runnaway slaves.
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Aa'tpcU())V is rare and strong word, but fittingly so here as the extent of the lover's servility
is emphasized, i.e. he serves Aristocrates in a countless number of ways.
In addition to imagery, word order draws attention to the plight of the servile lover.
E~Eq)Uyov

begins the poem and plunges the reader in medias res, and the reader is

expected to fill in the blanks, as it were.

E~EcpUyOV

is repeated at the beginning of the

second line, which draws further emphasis to the lover's act of escaping love. The
importance of the point of line 1 is underscored by its repetition in the second line (in a
slightly paraphrased form). 3tLKPO'tU'tov at the end of line 2 is picked up by 3tLKPO't&POC
at the beginning of the next line. There is further emphasis on the harsh treatment of the
lover in the chiastic word order in lines 2-3

('E~ECPUyOV

'tOY El-t0V 6aLl-t0Va :rtLKpo'ta'tov

I :rtLKPO'tcpoc I-tc Ka'tEcxcv), where 3tLKpo'ta'tov I3tLKPO'tcpoc form the hub of the
constmction. The repetition of this word seems to underline for the reader a reason for the
lover's flight: poor treatment at the hands of the beloved. Aa'tpcU())v at the end of line 3
and I-t up La at the head of the final line draw attention to the extent of the lover's servitude.
The final word in the epigram EKMxol-taL forms a witty contrast with the first word
E~ECPUyOV

and completes the pattern of the servile lover in our epigram, where he goes

from one relationship to another (i.e. he escapes one beloved while he awaits another.)
The tone of 169 seems to be less serious than other examples in this tradition of
poetry.1 6 Nowhere is there any hint of sadness expressed by the lover after his departure
from a relationship, nor is there any feeling of elation 17 after the lover separates himself
from a beloved. In fact, the procession of beloveds is almost comical,18 as is the lover's
seemingly flippant attitude towards the whole situation.

16 For more serious examples of this type of poetry cf.: A.P. 5. 112 (Phld.); 175; 184 (Mel.); 12. 201
(Strat.); Cat. 8.
17 Cf. Anacr. 346 fro 4. 4 ff.
18 Cf. A.P. 5. 115 (phld.).
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169 is well contrived. Structurally, there is a witty arrangement of the EPW!-!8VOI,
and the poem may be broken down chronologically: lines 1-2 deal with a past beloved; line
3 focuses upon the speaker's present EPW!-!8VOC; line 4 alludes to a future beloved. 169
also seems to follow a couplet structure: the first couplet centres upon D.'s escape from
Theodorus (i.e. renuntiatio amoris), while the thrust of the second couplet deals with
slavery and accepting another beloved (i.e. servitium amoris, nuntiatio amoris). The
adjective 1tI,KPOC acts as a bridge or link between the two couplets and is a witty transition
from harsh master/beloved to harsh master/beloved. There is a tricolon diminuendo with
the first couplet making up the first colon, 1tI,KpO't8pOC. .. 1 !-!upLa forming the second and
()8rnOCuvov ... EKMX0!-!aL making up the final colon. This construction draws attention to
the first colon where the speaker renounces Theodorus.
The pace of our epigram is swift. There are no spondees in the variable feet. The
pace of 169 seems to fit the personality of the lover; he is a busy lover moving from one
relationship to the next.
There is some word play on the names 880()WP8 and' API,C'tOKPCXL81,: divinity is
suggested by the {}-80- (from {}-80C) part of 880()WP8, which is neatly picked up by
()aL!-!ova 19 in line 2; the all-controlling power that Aristokrates has over the speaker of
169. 3 is hinted at by the -Kpa't- (from Kpa'tEw) part of' APl,c'toKpa't81" and is picked
up by Ka'tEcX8v and ()8rnOCuvov.

19Vid. supra my discussion on servitium amoris.
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